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1

Colt Diamondback 38 Spec Revolver
#D89119; 38 Spec. 4" bbl w/blued finish & checkered Colt grips.
Gun has few light marks overall from use, but overall a nice
original Diamondback revolver. 750.00 - 1,000.00

11

2

Colt Python 357 Revolver
#E86473; 357 Mag. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & gun is in good used
condition w/some light marks. The right grip is cracked but still a
good early Python. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

Colt Model 1902 Military Automatic
#31591; 38 Colt cal. mfg in 1908 & std config w/strong original
blue & edge wear & mixed spots Screw heads & trigger are niter
blue & case colored hammer w/good grips. Magazine may be a
later replacement but overall a very nice Colt 1902 pistol.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00

12

Nickel Plated Colt 1908 25 ACP Pistol
#233088; 25 ACP 1920 production w/nickel finsih & rubber grips.
Gun has some mixed scratches or marks but is in overall good
used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

13

Blued Colt 1908 25 ACP Pistol
#154730; 25 ACP. 1917 production w/good original blue & case
colored trigger & grip safety. Gun has few mixed scratches &
marks, but overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

14

Colt 1908 380 cal Pocket Pistol
#79693; 380 cal. Mfg 1926 w/good blue overall & rubber grips.
Gun has clear markings & is in overall good used condition.
700.00 - 900.00

15

Early Colt 1903 Pocket Pistol
129032; 32 ACP Mfg in 1912 32 ACP Std config w/good blue,
some light spots & marks. Niter blue trigger & safety w/rubber
grips & mixed marks & scratches on slide. Overall in good used
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

16

Remington Model 51 380 cal. Pocket Pistol
#PA19625; 380 cal. std config w/good original blue, some holster
wear & light marks on slide & grip safety. Magazine is grey
w/spots, gun is circa 1920's. A good example of an early & scarce
Remington Pocket Pistol. (3274) 450.00 - 650.00

17

Rare Savage Model 1917 380 cal Pistol
#19451B; 380 cal. std config w/case colored trigger & blued metal
w/some spots & marks mainly on left side. Grips are good & a
good example of a rare 380 cal Savage pistol. (1072) 400.00 600.00

18

Whitney Wolverine 22 cal Pistol
#30984; 22 cal. Std. config w/black slide marked WHITNEY &
frame is alloy w/good grips. This is a scarce variation w/out the
Wolverine markings on gun. In good overall condition. (3398)
750.00 - 1,000.00

19

Whitney Wolverine 22 Pistol
#25736; 22 cal. Blued Whitney marked slide w/grey allow frame
& circa 1955-1962. In good used condition w/some light marks &
scratches. A good variation w/out the Wolverine marking. (3389)
900.00 - 1,200.00

3

4

5

6

7

Colt Python 357 Revolver
#E1422; 357 Mag. 4" bbl. Gun has some holster wear at muzzle &
edges of cylinder. Rubber pachmayr grips & in good used
condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00
Colt Diamondback 22 cal Revolver
#S61782; 22 cal. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & mechanically good.
Gun has mixed scratches & marks w/rubber Pachmayr grips.
500.00 - 650.00
Colt Lawman MKIII 357 Revolver
#J19446; 357 Mag.4" bbl w/blued finish, case colored hammer &
checkered wood grips. Gun has some scratches & marks w/one
spot on right side of frame. Grips are solid w/some wear & marks.
Overall in good used condition. 600.00 - 850.00
Colt Cobra 38 Spec Revolver
#253186; 38 Spec. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & wood grips. Gun is in
very fine, lightly handled condition w/few scratches & marks from
handling. 600.00 - 800.00
Rare Nickel Finish Colt Official Police 22 Rev.
#12461; 22 LR 1937 production. 6" bbl. w/nickel finish &
checkered walnut grips. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled
condition w/very rare bright nickel "chromium plating" finish.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

8

Colt Officers Model 22LR Revolver
#492303; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/good original blue w/some scratches &
marks. In fair overall condition. RM26

9

Colt New Service 38 Spec Rev
#76265; 38 spec. 6" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/some mixed spots.
Back strap is worn grey & is spotted w/after market grips. Left
side of frame has small Crown/V proof mark & is in fair condition
overall. RM30 400.00 - 500.00

10

H&R 410 ga. Handy-Gun
#5847; 410 ga. 12" smooth bore bbl. Gun is in very nice
refinished condition. Wood looks original & good. This is NFA
registered weapon, buyers will need to complete FORM 4 & pay
$5 tax stamp for transfer. Please understand ALL transfer
requirements before bididng. 500.00 - 750.00
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20

Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 357 Magnum Revolver
#N116387; 357 Mag. 8 3/8" bbl w/blued finish, case colored
trigger & hammer w/early style uncut grips. Inside of toe has spot
of rust from long term storage. Comes in original box includes
tools & paperwork, a like new 357 S&W 27-2. 800.00 - 1,000.00

31

Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal. Revolver w/box
#M87584; 22LR 2" bbl w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has light drag line, otherwise in near new condition
w/box. 400.00 - 600.00

32

21

Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Hwy Patrolman
#N8103; 357 Mag. 4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. In very nice, lightly used condition w/light drag line on
cylinder. Comes w/period box & is a nice early Patrolman w/rare
4" bbl. 750.00 - 1,000.00

NIB Smith & Wesson Model 49 Body Guard
#J761177; 38 S&W cal. 1 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & wood grips.
Gun is like NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

33

NIB Smith & Wesson 38 cal. 5 Shot Revolver
#64040; chambered for 38 S&W w/2" bbl & 5 shot cylinder. Case
colored trigger & hammer & gun is in like new condition in the
early S&W red box. 750.00 - 1,000.00

34

Smith & Wesson Model 39 9mm Pistol
#63050; 9mm. 4" bbl w/blued finish & British proof marks &
checkered walnut grips. Gun does have some light scratches
marks from use or handling but a good example of rare Model 39
500.00 - 700.00

35

Early Smith & Wesson K22 Masterpiece w/Box
#K196458; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has light drag line on cylinder, otherwise in like
new condition in an early gold S&W box. 600.00 - 800.00

Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 357 Magnum Revolver
#N201633; 357 Mag. 8 1/4" blued bbl w/case colored trigger &
hammer & wood grips. In very nice lightly handled condition
w/later style box. 700.00 - 900.00

36

Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Magnum
#7K5901; 357 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & wood grips. In very fine, lightly handled condition
w/original box. 600.00 - 800.00

Colt Match Target Woodsman 22 Pistol
#089342S; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. w/walnut target grips, blued metal
& target sights. Comes w/box absent label & in overall 600.00 800.00

37

NIB S&W Model 629-1 Revolver
#AHY7810; 44 Magnum. 6" bbl w/SS finish & wood grips have
some marks, otherwise gun is in like new condition. 500.00 700.00

38

Smith & Wesson 629 SS Classic Revolver
#BRR6847; 629-4 44 Mag. 6 1/2" bbl. w/SS finish,case colored
trigger & hammer & rubber S&W grips. In very fine, lightly
handled condition. 650.00 - 800.00

39

US Marked Hi Standard Supermatic Tournament 102
#985522; 22 LR. Model 102 Supermatic Tournament w/6 3/4"
bbl. & parkerized finish. Gun is US marked on left side of frame
& is in very nice overall condition. These guns were circa
1964-65. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

40

High Standard Supermatic Trophy Pistol
#ML14275; 22 cal. 7 1/4" fluted target bbl. w/stippled front &
back strap, trigger has some corrosion from storage, otherwise gun
is as new condition. 600.00 - 800.00

41

High Standard Supermatic Citation 22 cal Pistol
#SH24922; 22 cal. 5 1/2" heavy weight bbl w/blued finish &
stippled front & back strap. In very fine, lightly handled condition.
500.00 - 600.00

42

Hi Standard Victor 22 cal Target Pistol
#SH27600; 22 cal. 5 1/2" target weight bbl. w/one weight
attached, target sights & wood grips. Gun is in like new condition
w/box, box is in rough overall condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

22

23

24

25

26

Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Combat Magnum
#7K83049; 357 cal. 4" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer. in very nice, lightly handled condition w/original box.
700.00 - 900.00
Smith & Wesson Combat Masterpiece Revolver
#K198350; 22 cal. 4" bbl. blued w/case colored trigger &
hammer, checkered walnut grips. Gun is early 5 screw model
w/light drag line & includes a later box & is in near new
condition. 450.00 - 600.00

Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 cal Revolver
#N656324; 45 cal. 6 3/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has checkered S&W grips & is in very
good lightly, handled condition w/some small marks on metal.
600.00 - 800.00

27

Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 cal Revolver
#S278188; 45 cal. 6 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger, hammer & wood S&W grips. In very fine, lightly handled
condition w/original box, including tools. 700.00 - 900.00

28

Smith & Wesson Model 63 SS 22 Revolver
#M143690; 22 cal. 4" SS bbl w/wood grips. In nice, lightly
handled condition w/original box. 450.00 - 600.00

29

30

Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal Kit Revolver
#M78411; 22LR. 4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & wood grips. Gun is in like new condition w/box.
400.00 - 500.00
Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal w/Box
#M83902; 22LR. 2" bbl w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun has light drag line on cylinder, otherwise in near
new condition w/box. 400.00 - 600.00
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43

Hi Standard Olympic 22 Short Target Pistol
#NSN; 22 short. 6 3/4" ported bbl. w/rail on bottom for weights.
Has correct 22 short only magazine & wood grips. Gun is in very
fine, lightly handled condition w/period box, non-matching box is
in rough condition. 600.00 - 800.00

57

Lot of 4 Early Knives
Italian IMCO marked switch blade; Schrade stag handle button
open knife w/overall length of 4 3/4" ; Herters German Tube
Blade pocket knife 5 1/4" in length; & Early German Stag Handle
4 3/4" overall length knife. 500.00 - 1,000.00

44

High Standard Supermatic Citation 22 Target Pistol
#ML38099; 22LR. 5 1/2" bbl. w/mixed scratches & marks,
absent magazine. Overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

58

45

Colt 1911 22 cal Conversion Unit
Non-gun. Later production conversion unit in very nice used
condition. includes slide, bbl, spring & magazine.
500.00 - 700.00

Large Chiefs Pipe
The flat base is 8" long & bowl approx. 4" tall. Pipe is thin &
delicately made w/one chip in the bowl, overall in nice condition
w/old tag Wythe County VA 6-19-1954 from John Kuhl
collection.

59

7 1/4" Full Groove Ax Head w/Raised Barbs
Tag states former collection of John Kuhl & it is in nice condition.

60

3 Large Dovetail Arrowheads
Largest measures approx. 4 3/4"

61

4 Thebes Arrowheads
Largest measures approx 3 1/2"

62

3 pieces of Knife River Flint
Large arrowhead approx. 2 7/8" & stone knife/scraper approx. 5
3/8"

63

String of Brass Sleigh Bells
Largest is no. 18 & there are 18 bells in all on leather strap.

64

Ruger Colorado Centennial Single Six 22 Revolver
#76-11409; 22 cal. Std comm config. In like new, lightly handled
condition. Circa 1975. 450.00 - 600.00

65

Ruger Colorado Centennial Single Six
#76-08157; 22 cal. Std. config. In like new condition & comes in
commemorative box. 400.00 - 600.00

66

Ruger NRA Endowment Pistol
#NRA-20538; 22 cal. Std config. & in like new condition in
original box. 300.00 - 400.00

67

Colt Gold Cup National Match Series 70 1911
#70N90010; 45 ACP. Std National Match config w/target sights.
Blued finish has some mixed scratches & marks w/rubber wrap
around Pachmayr grips. Gun is absent magazine but overall good
used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

68

Smith & Wesson Model 659 9mm
#TAA1527; 9mm. SS finish w/4" bbl. In very nice, lightly used
condition & comes w/additional magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

69

Colt MKIV Series 80 Officers Model 45
#FA09004; 45 ACP. 3 1/2" bbl. w/matte SS & Houge rubber
grips. Gun has a dished magazine well, 3 Wilson combat
magazines & adj sights & in nice used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

70

Early Ruger Single Six Convertible 22 Pistol
#21-36432; 22 cal. Early bbl markings w/4 3/4" bbl & blued
finish. Gun has wood grips & is in nice lightly used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

46

NIB Colt Series 80 Govt Model 380 cal Pistol
#RC85899; 380 cal. 3 1/4" bbl. w/SS finish & in like NIB
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

47

NIB Smith & Wesson Model 442 38 cal DC vs Heller
#CNF1791; 38 cal. w/commemorative logo for the June 26 2008
DC vs Heller Decision, gun is NIB. 300.00 - 400.00

48

French MANURHIN PPKS
#139594; 22LR. Mfg in France w/wood grips & imported by Inter
Arms. Gun is like NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

49

Walther Model TPH 22 cal Pistol
#T007382; 22 cal. SS finish & imported by Inter Arms. Gun is
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

50

Walther Model PP 22 cal. Pistol
#38628LR; 22 cal. & imported by Inter Arms & in NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00

51

Walther Model PPK/S 22 Pistol
#131831; 22 cal. Imported by Inter Arms & is in like new in box
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

52

NIB Walther PPK/S 380 cal Pistol
#1562BAK; 380 cal. SS finish & in like new in box condition
w/extra mag & paperwork. 500.00 - 600.00

53

Custom Randall Staghorn Bowie Knife
8 1/8" blade w/stag handle, brass guard & sheath. New price
ordered in 2000 was $850. The top of BOWIE blade shows
scratches & marks from sharpening & needs to be polished,
otherwise in pristine condition. 500.00 - 700.00

54

PUMA Model 6377 White Hunter Knife
BOWIE blade w/stag handle & sheath, in like new condition.
200.00 - 300.00

55

Custom made JP Miller Hunting Knife
5" blade & overall length is 10", made in Fairbank IA w/hand
forged Damascus, tapered tang & Stag Hunter Buckskin period
sheath 300.00 - 400.00

56

Custom made Flint Napper by Dutch Wiley
Flint 2 1/2" blade & stag handle from Wolfs Custom & comes
w/sheath.
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71

81

Early Model Ruger Single Six Convertible Pistol
#20-96808; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish, early bbl markings
& wood grips. Gun has some edge ware but in good used
condition. Comes w/22 cal & 22 Mag cylinders. 300.00 - 400.00

82

1976 Production Ruger New Model Single Six Rev
#64-52594; 22 cal. bbl marked Made in the 200th year of
American Liberty. Gun has wood grips & gun is in very fine
lightly handled condition w/22 cal & 22 Mag cylinders. 350.00 450.00

83

Early 3 Screw Ruger Convertible Single Six
#20-32375; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/early markings & wood grips.
Gun has few light scratches & marks, but overall a good early 3
screw Single Six w/extra cylinder. 350.00 - 450.00

84

Ruger Single Six Convertible Pistol
#21-26493; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl. w/early markings, strong original
blue & walnut grips. Comes w/22 & 22 Mag cylinders & comes
w/original box which is in tattered condition, otherwise a very
clean original 4 3/4" Single Six. 300.00 - 400.00

85

Ruger Single Six 22 Magnum 6.5" Revolver
#316460; 6 1/2" bbl. w/22 Magnum marked frame. Bbl & frame
have few mixed spots & gun has wood grips. Gun is in food used
condition w/an original box. 350.00 - 450.00

86

NIB Ruger 50 yr Commemorative MKII 22 Pistol
#222-84354; 22 cal. Std config & gun is NIB condition. 300.00 400.00

87

Ruger MKIII 22 cal Pistol
#227-78661; 22 cal. blued finish std. config & NIB condition.
250.00 - 350.00

88

Ruger Single Six 22 cal Convertible Revolver
#20-10975; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips &
early bbl. markings. Gun has no safety conversion & comes w/22
& 22 Mag cylinders w/period box. 300.00 - 400.00

89

NIB Ruger Single Six
#499770; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl, blued finish, wood grips & early bbl
markings. Gun does not have transfer bar conversion & comes
w/original box. 300.00 - 400.00

90

NIB Ruger Mark IV 22 cal Hunter Model Pistol
#WBR123263; 22 cal. 6 7/8" fluted SS bbl. w/rosewood grips &
in like new condition w/original box & 2 additional magazines.
400.00 - 500.00

91

NIB Ruger MKIII Hunter 22 Pistol
#229-70549; 22 cal. 4 1/2" SS fluted bbl. w/rosewood grips & gun
in NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

92

Ruger Standard Model 22 cal Pistol
#13-22451; 22 cal. 6" bbl. in very fine, lightly handled condition.
300.00 - 400.00

93

Ruger Mark I 22 Target Pistol
#10-15730; 22 cal. 6 3 /4" Target bbl. w/muzzle break,target
sights & blued finish. Gun is in very nice lightly used condition.
300.00 - 400.00

72

73

74

Ruger Lightweight Single Six 22 Revolver
#204649; 22 cal. 4 5/8" bbl. w/aluminum alloy frame & alloy
cylinder w/steel inserts. Gun has hard plastic grips & mfg from
1956-1958 w/est 6,500 produced w/the alloy cylinders. Gun has
some scratches & spots on bbl but overall in good original
condition. 650.00 - 900.00
Pair of Early Flat Gate Ruger Single Six Revolvers
#55970; 22 cal & #28972; 22 cal. Both have 5 1/8" bbl w/blued
metal & hard rubber grips. Both have some mixed spots & holster
wear, but overall in good used condition. Flat gates were mfg
circa 1953-1957. 800.00 - 1,200.00
Pair of Early Single Six 22 cal Revolvers
#104869; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/blued metal, hard rubber grips &
in very nice lightly used condition.
#186835; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl. w/blued metal, hard rubber grips &
in very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 650.00
Pair of Ruger Single Six Revolver
#392719; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/blued finish, wood grips & transfer
bar safety. #488934; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish, walnut
grips & w/out transfer bar safety conversion. both are in very fine
lightly used condition w/early bbl. markings & include magnum
cylinders (not pictured) 500.00 - 650.00

75

Ruger Single Six 22 Magnum Revolver
#319680; 22 Magnum marked 4 3/4" bbl w/wood grips, trigger
guard & grip strap are fading to grey, otherwise gun is in good
used condition. Comes w/additional cylinder. 300.00 - 400.00

76

Early Ruger Single Six Revolver w/box
#407587; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/early markings & wood grips. Gun
is in nice lightly handled condition. Gun comes w/box, extra
cylinder & gun has been modified for transfer bar safety &
original parts remain in box. 350.00 - 450.00

77

78

79

80

Early Flat Gate Ruger Single Six Revolver
#6558; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/flat gate & wood grips w/initials
carved in both sides. Gun has holster wear & spots at muzzle,
otherwise in good used condition. A very early Flat Gate Single
Six. 350.00 - 500.00
Early Ruger Single Six Revolver
#503257; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/early bbl markings & wood grips.
Gun has some light scratches & marks on wood & overall is in
good, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
Early Ruger 357 Blackhawk Revolver
#102430; 357 cal. 6 1/2"bbl. w/early markings & wood grips. Gun
has few small marks from handling but overall in very nice,
lightly used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
Early Model Ruger Single Six 22 cal Revolver
#488443; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/early bbl markings & walnut grips.
Gun has few small marks but overall a nice, clean original early
Single Six. 350.00 - 450.00
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Ruger Standard Model Automatic Pistol
#1077683; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl w/blued finish in nice lighly handled
condition w/original box. 300.00 - 400.00

95

AMT 22 cal Lightning Pistol
#G09481; 22 cal. 5" bbl. w/SS finish & wrap around Pachmayr
grips. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition comes w/original
box, extra magazine & original mag catch. 400.00 - 500.00

96

NIB Ruger 50th Anniv. Super Blackhawk Revolver
#SB-00866; 44 Magnum. 50th Anniversary model w/gold trim.
Gun is NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

97

1976 Production Ruger 44 Super Blackhawk
#81-89524; 44 Magnum. 7 1/2" bbl marked made in 200th Year
of American Liberty. Metal has light spots in most areas & gun
has had safety conversion to hammer. Comes w/later style box &
is in fair condition. 300.00 - 400.00

98

US Comm. Ruger Old Army Black Powder Revolver
Black Powder. #145-95870; 45 cal. w/special engraved & gold
cylinder & back strap. Gun is NIB. 700.00 - 900.00

99

John Wayne Comm. Ruger Vaquero
#JW-02279; 45 Long Colt. 4 3/4" bbl. engraved blued receiver,
checkered wood grips & JW initials. Gun is in like new condition
in box w/sleeve. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

100 Ruger Vaquero 44 Mag w/ Buffalo Horn Grips
#57-32443; 44 Magnum. 4 3/4" blued bbl w/case colored frame
& buffalo horn grips. Gun is in new condition w/box. 500.00 700.00
101 Ruger Custom Blackhawk Revolver
#32-84005; 357 Magnum w/early bbl markings & bright SS
finish. Gun has 4 3/4" bbl gold wash trigger & hammer & stag
horn grips. In very nice custom config. 500.00 - 700.00
102 NIB Ruger SS Bear Cat Revolver
#93-26540; 22 cal. SS finish w/wood grips & gun is NIB. 300.00 400.00
103 NIB Ruger 22 Magnum Single-Nine Revolver
#815-04023; 6 1/2" SS bbl. w/22 Mag 9 shot cylinder. Wood
laminate grips & in NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00
104 Pair of Ruger 50 yr Anniv. Mark II Pistols
#222-96996; & #222-52122; both are 22 cal & comm. config.
Both guns are NIB condition. 400.00 - 600.00
105 Colt General Nathan Bedward Forrest Comm 22
#2372NBF; 22 cal. SA Frontier Scout. Gold & blue finish & NIB
condition w/light handling marks. 400.00 - 600.00
106 NIB Browning Buck Mark 22 cal Pistol
#515MN27379; 22 cal. SS 5 1/2" bbl & gun is NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00
107 Smith & Wesson Model 617-6 22 cal. Revolver
#DCM8341; 22 cal. 5 7/8" bbl. w/10 shot cylinder, SS finish &
rubber grips. Gun is in good used condition w/soft case. 500.00 650.00

LOT #
108 Early Ruger Std Model 22 Automatic Pistol
#62315; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl. Gun has strong original finish & good
overall condition. Comes w/early style box & box is somewhat
tattered, rougher condition. 300.00 - 400.00
109 Winchester 1885 32-40 Schuetzen Rifle
Antique. #96652; 32-40 cal. Gun has new 28 1/2" round to oct
bbl. w/low wall action w/single set trigger, walnut stock w/
Schuetzen butt plate & palm rest. Topped w/Unertl 14x scope
w/good optics & metal caps on both ends. Gun is in very fine,
overall condition & a beautiful custom Winchester Schuetzen.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
110 Custom Bob Lawson 45-90 Long Range Single Shot
#10; 45-90 w/31 1/2" oct bbl. Custom bbl marked LGS 45-90
Cabool MO. & has modern Browning long range veneer Tang
sight., high grade walnut stock, metal butt plate, blued bbl &
browned receiver w/Spirit Level hooded front sight. In very fine,
used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
111 Uberti 45-70 High wall Rifle
#S08401; 45-70. Winchester Hi wall style action w/28 half round
to half oct bbl. w/long range sights front & rear,High grade walnut
stock set & case colored receiver. Taylor's & Co Uberti Firearm in
very fine, lightly used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
112 Pedersoli 45-70 Rolling Block Long Range Rifle
#R03570; 45-70. 30" oct. bbl. w/case colored receiver & blued bbl
w/bright bore. Gun is mechanically good, has hooded front sight
for inserts, long range veneer Tang sight, checkered walnut stock
& case colored butt plate. In very nice, lightly used condition.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00
113 Bob Lawson 45-90 Drop Block Rifle w/22 Insert
#NSN; 45-9-530 cal. Custom 31 1/2" oct. bbl. w/custom single
shot drop block receiver. Bbl is blued & has SS receiver w/LGS
logo on right side & has high grade straight walnut stock w/metal
butt plate. Also includes custom 22LR bbl insert. Gun has
contemporary 6x Malcom scope & overall is in very nice, used
condition. A great custom single shot long range rifle. 2,000.00 3,000.00
114 Bob Lawson Custom Drop Block Rifle
#NSN; 17HMR 26" oct bbl. w/matte black finish & high grade
checkered stock w/metal butt plate. Gun topped w/Vortex 4-12
Crossfire II scope & is in fine custom condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00
115 Custom Bob Lawson 40-72 cal Single Shot Drop Block
#LGS1151; 40-72 cal. 32 1/2" oct bbl. w/custom drop block
receiver & hooded front sight, rear wind gauge veneer sight w/adj
peep aperture. Gun has rubber recoil pad & some light marks
from used, but overall a fine custom Long Range Single Shot rifle.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00
116 Marlin Ballard 2 Bbl. Set
Antique. #11371; receiver has dbl set trigger, 3 line patent
address & is greyed. Gun comes w/ 25" heavy weight round 22 cal
bbl. marked V SIGMAN CABOOL MO. Gun has high grade
walnut stock & Schuetzen butt plate along w/ 32 -40 cal. 27" oct
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bbl. & bright bore w/same makers name & absent sights. A great
antique Marlin w/modern bbls. 1,250.00 - 2,000.00
117 Custom Remington Rolling Block LGS 243 Rifle
#NSN; 243 cal. Originally a saddle ring Remington receiver
re-worked by LGS & now chambered in 243 cal w/20 1/2" bbl.
w/high grade walnut stock. In nice refinished condition. 400.00 600.00
118 Kimber Model 8400 338-06 Rifle
#KW17715; 338-06. 24" bbl. w/matte blue finish & Leupold rings
& bases. Gun has checkered walnut stock & is in very fine, like
new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
119 Ruger 375 H&H Magnum Rifle
#780-06032; 375 H&H. 22 1/2" bbl. w/express sights & walnut
stock. Topped w/Leupold 1-5x scope. In nice, lightly handled
condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
120 Savage Model 110 338 Lapua Long Range Rifle
#H919333; 338 Lapua cal. w/28 1/2" fluted bbl including muzzle
break. Gun has oversized bolt handle & detachable box magazine,
ACCU trigger, sniper style stock & topped w/Trijicon 5-20x50
scope. Overall in very nice, used condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
121 Remington Model 700 VTR 223 cal Rifle
#G6720149; 223 cal. 22" triangular shaped bbl. w/break, rubber
composite stock & topped w/Nikon Buckmaster 6-18x target style
scope. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. The VTR
Remington's were made for a very short time. 600.00 - 800.00
122 Remington Model 700CDL 7mm Magnum
#A6638060; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl w/iron sights & CDL style stock.
Topped w/3-9x Redfield sope. Gun is in very nice, used condition
w/some small marks. 450.00 - 600.00
123 Winchester Model 54 30-06 Sporting Rifle
#35979A; 30-06. Mfg in 1931. 24" bbl. w/nice original blue
remaining on the gun. Gun has desirable Lyman receiver sight
w/long slide & checkered walnut stock. A clean Model 54
Sporting Rifle. (92) 750.00 - 1,000.00
124 Pre 64 Winchester Model 70 264 WIN Mag Rifle
#495081; 264 WIN Mag. 26" bbl. in std config & mfg in 1960.
Bolt is matching to rifle &gun has good original blue w/some
mixed scratches & marks on bbl. Wood is good w/small scratches
& marks w/replacement hard rubber Winchester recoil pad. A
good Pre-64 Model 70 in a scarce caliber. 800.00 - 1,200.00
125 Winchester Model 70 Featherweight 270 cal Rifle
#533986; 270 cal. Mfg in 1961 w/matching bolt & in
featherweight config w/Weaver scope attached & a rubber recoil
pad is added. Gun has some light spots on metal & overall in good
condition. 500.00 - 750.00
126 Custom Bob Lawson 6.5-284 cal. Mauser Rifle
#1980; Military GEW 98 receiver w/custom 6.5-284 cal. 25" bbl.
Comes w/threaded muzzle, scope base, sporterized bolt w/bent
handle & walnut stock. Gun is in very nice, custom configuration.
400.00 - 650.00

LOT #
127 Ruger M77 Mark II 204 Ruger Varmit Rifle
#790-99404; 204 Ruger. Matte SS finish & laminated wood stock
w/6.5-20x Barska scope. Gun is in like new condition. 600.00 800.00
128 Savage Model 12 223 cal Laminated Bench Rest Rifle
#G181190; 223 cal. 26" heavy weight SS fluted bbl. w/laminate
stock & ACCU trigger. Gun is topped 6.5-20x Simmons scope.
Gun has few scratches on butt stock & light scratches on bolt &
trigger guard, otherwise in very nice used condition. 450.00 600.00
129 Winchester/Colt Comm. 44-40 Model 94 Carbine
#1444WC; Model 94 Carbine in 44-40 cal. & has fancy engraved
& gold receiver featuring Oliver Winchester on right &
Winchester horseman on left. Gold engraving & decor on bbl.,
including Winchester factory & case color lever w/high grade
walnut stock. In like new condition, absent box. 1,250.00 1,750.00
130 1984 Colt/Winchester Comm. Single Action Revolver
#2863WC; 44-40. 7 1/2" bbl w/case colored receiver, bbl &
cylinder are engraved along w/gold embellishments. Gun has
walnut grips & is in fine, lightly handled condition, absent box.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
131 Colt Charlton Heston NRA Comm. Revolver
#147CH; 45 Colt w/4 3/4" blued bbl w/case colored frame & is
heavily engraved w/NRA & ribbon. The butt is gold letter
President 1998-2003 w/golden Charlton Heston signature on back
strap. These were made in limited production prior to the passing
of Charlton Heston, this is no 147. Gun is NIB & also includes
new wooden display box w/6 silver bullets. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
132 Winchester Oklahoma Diamond Jubilee Comm.
#ODJ733; Model 94 in 32-40 cal w/engraved w/gold decor
commemorative celebrating 1907-1982 Oklahoma Diamond
Jubilee. Gun has high grade walnut stock & wood has few small
handling marks, & no box, otherwise gun is like new, lightly
handled condition. 1,001 of these were mfg. 1983. 1,250.00 1,750.00
133 Winchester Annie Oakley 94-22 XTR Rifle
#AOK1654; 22 cal. w/gold engraved receiver commemorating
Annie Oakley. Gun has high grade walnut stock & blued bbl.
Absent box but has hang tag & is very fine, lightly handled
condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
134 Winchester Bald Eagle Comm. Big Bore Rifle
#ABE1654; 375 cal. w/high grade walnut stock & bald eagle
engraving on frame. Gun is in like new condition w/out box &
includes hang tag. 750.00 - 1,000.00
135 Anschutz Model 1431/32 22 Hornet w/ Leupold VXIII
#1056950A, 22 Hornet w/ 24" bbl. Strong original blue, Fancy
checkered walnut stock. Overall gun is in very nice lightly
handled condition. Includes a Leupold VXIII 4.5-14 power scope.
MFG 1974 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
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136 Anschutz Model 1516 22 Magnum Rifle
#392000; 22 Mag. mfg in 1962. 21 1/2" blued steel bbl &
checkered walnut stock. Topped w/Simmons 4-12x scope. Gun
has small chip rear of bolt otherwise gun is in nice, used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
137 Weatherby Model XXII 22 cal w/Weatherby Scope
#JT51630; 22 cal. semi auto w/strong original blue & nice fancy
Weatherby style stock. Gun is topped w/Weatherby 4x scope & is
in very nice, used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
138 Weatherby Mark XXII 22 cal Rifle
#J-36905; 22 cal Std config. w/Weatherby style stock & in very
nice, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00
139 Weatherby Model XXII 22 cal Rifle
#N45120; 22 cal. Std config. Mfg in Japan. Gun has strong blue
finish & checkered walnut Weatherby style stock.& gun is very
clean. 500.00 - 700.00
140 Benelli 20 ga Montefeltro Super 90
#N013996; 20 ga. w/3" chamber & 26" bbl. w/removable tubes.
Gun has blued finish & checkered walnut stock. In like new
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
141 Beretta Model A-M-301 20 ga Magnum
#D05666E; 20 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/IMP cylinder for 2 3/4"
shells. Magnum receiver is gloss blued & 2 3/4" bbl has matte
blue w/checkered wood stock & in nice used condition. 400.00 500.00
142 Browning Medallion Grade High Power 308 cal Rifle
#4265A6; 308 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued metal, scroll engraving &
gold engraving on trigger guard & floor plate. Metal is in
excellent condition & stock is in very fine condition w/nice figure.
A fine Browning Medallion Grade High Power Rifle. 750.00 1,250.00
143 Browning High Power Bolt Action 308 cal Rifle
#9298Z8; 308 cal. SAKO action w/22" blued steel bbl. Gun has
checkered walnut stock & scroll engraved trigger guard & floor
plate w/few small marks in stock. Otherwise gun appears to be in
unused condition. 700.00 - 900.00
144 Browning High Power Rifle in 222 cal.
#5628Y7; 222 cal. 24" bbl. Nice original blue finish & produced
in Finland w/scroll engraving on floor plate & trigger guard & has
a fine checkered walnut stock. Gun is like new, lightly handled
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
145 Finnish made Browning High Power Rifle in 243 cal
#16157Z74; 243 cal. 22 1/2" bbl. & made in Finland w/blued
finish & checkered walnut stock. Gun has been recently paired
w/stock, final fit & finish may be necessary. Metal appears to be
in new or lightly handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
146 Weatherby Mark V 338-06 Rifle
#WB022738; 338-06 cal. cal. 24" fluted bbl. w/matte blue finish
& synthetic Weatherby stock & Talley scope rings attached
700.00 - 900.00

LOT #
147 Weatherby Mark V 280 cal w/SS Fluted Bbl
#WB003839; 280 cal. 24" SS fluted bbl & has Leupold scope
bases attached. Gun has Weatherby synthetic stock & is in good
used condition. 700.00 - 900.00
148 Weatherby Mark V Custom 280 bbl & Laser Mark Stock
#WB011101; 280 IMP 40. 24" fluted SS bbl. w/blued action &
Leupold bases attached. Gun has laser mark walnut stock & is in
very fine, lightly handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00
149 Custom Garrett Accuracy Ltd 22 PPC Rifle
#19037; 22 PPC w/SAKO action & 24" Garrett Accuracy custom
SS bbl. & glass bedded in fiberglass stock. Bore is excellent & a
fine bench rest rifle. 600.00 - 800.00
150 Lot of 150 rds .338-06 Ammo
120 rds Safari 185 GR Barnes + 30 rds of Wildcat 180 GR Nosler
Accubond
151 680 rds of Weatherby .338-06 Brass
some is primed, most appears new.
152 Large lot of 280 Ackely IMP Ammo
130 rds of Nosler Custom ammo 160 & 140 GR Partition &
AccuBon bullets.
180 rds of mixed Safari Arms 280 Ackley Imp (see photos for
counts & weights)
153 280 Ackley IMP Brass
250 count of Nosler Custom new in box brass, & 100 count of
Winchester brass new in package.
154 200 rds of Weatherby Factory 340 WBY Mag Ammo
250 GR Spire Point in ammo can.
155 220 rds of 340 Weatherby Mag Triple Shock
225 GR Triple Shock ammo in can.
156 Winchester Model 70 30-06 SS Rifle w/Leupold Scppe
#G3008796; 30-06. Classic SS Model w/22" bbl. & walnut stock.
Topped w/Leupold 3-9x scope. In very fine, lightly handled
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
157 Winchester Model 70 243 WSSM w/Leupold Scope
#G2548482; 243 WSSM. 22" matte blue bbl & synthetic stock
w/Vari XIII 3.5-10 50mm scope. Gun & scope in very fine, lightly
handled condition & comes w/original box. 600.00 - 800.00
158 Savage Model 99 300 SAV Lever Action Rifle
#524563; 300 SAV. 24" blued bbl & checkered walnut stock. In
nice used condition w/visible crack rear of upper tang. 350.00 450.00
159 Belgium Browning BAR 30-06 Rifle
#56228M9; 30-06. w/blue finish & walnut stock. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
160 Belgium Browning BAR 243 cal Rifle
#58698M70; 243 cal Belgium made & topped w/Redfield 3-9x
scope. Good blue overall & stock has some scratches & marks
from use. 400.00 - 600.00
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161 Lefever Nitro Special 410 Double Bbl
#205001; 410 ga. 26" Nitro Special bbls w/bright bores. Gun has
been refinished w/strong blue bbls & case colored receivers
mechanically gun is crisp & wood appears original & nicely
refinished. LOP is approx 13 3/4" & a fine restored Nitro Express
410 Dbl. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
162 Lefever Nitro Special 410 ga Double
#203104; 410 ga. 26" bbl w/blue to brown exterior, mechanically
good & wood is solid w/recoil pad added. 400.00 - 500.00
163 Winchester Model 101 28 ga O/U Shotgun
#K232081; 28 ga. O/U w/26 1/2" bbls. which are MOD/IMP
CYL. Mechanically gun is crisp w/good original blue, single
selective trigger & ejectors. Wood is clean & a very good example
of a desirable Model 101 28 ga. (184) 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
164 Winchester Model 101 20 ga O/U
#200831; 20 ga. w/3" chambers & 28" bbls. FULL/MOD. Single
selective trigger & ejectors. Mechanically tight & crisp w/strong
original blue & nice walnut stock. In very fine like new condition.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
165 Winchester Model 96 Xpert 12 ga O/U
#K353274; 12 ga. 3" chambers & 28" bbls. which are marked
FULL/MOD. Single selective trigger & ejectors, gun has few
small marks from handling, otherwise appears to be in like new
condition. Model 96 built as "Working Man's version 101". Mfg
from 1976-1982 (186) 750.00 - 1,000.00
166 Winchester Model 42 SKEET 410 ga Shotgun
#58948; 410 ga. Mfg in 1947. Approx 26" vent rib bbl which
includes CUTTS choke adapter. SKEET marked bbl. w/good
original blue & grey on edges. Checkered pistol grip stock is solid
w/mixed marks. Overall a nice SKEET Model 42. 800.00 1,200.00
167 Winchester Model 42 410 ga Pump
#124408; 410 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/good original blue &
light wear on edges. Mechanically good & stock is solid & in good
condition but could use a cleaning. Overall a good used Model 42
Pump. RM314 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
168 Richland Arms Spanish Model 200 410 Dbl Bbl.
#183215; 410 ga. Side by side w/26" blued bbls. Gun has silver
engraved receiver & dbl triggers w/straight stock. In nice, lightly
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
169 Beretta Model 471 20 ga Silver Hawk Dbl Bbl
#S09528A; 20 ga. 28" bbls. w/choke tubes. Box lock, silver
receiver w/engraving, beaver tail fore end w/pistol grip stock &
single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun appears to be unfired
w/few small handling marks on bbl. Otherwise in new condition
w/out box & includes 3 additional choke tubes & wrench.
1,500.00 - 2,000.00
170 Beretta Silver Hawk 12 ga Side by Side Shotgun
#C26716; 12 ga. 29 1/2" bbls. & is FULL by MOD. Gun has
Greener style cross bolt & silver engraved receiver. Single trigger
& checkered beaver tail forearm. Walnut stock has dog head inlay

LOT #
on right side & recoil pad has deteriorated. Overall a nice Beretta
side by side shotgun. 600.00 - 800.00
171 Vintage German Dbl Bbl. 16 ga Shotgun
#178429; 16 ga. 29" Nitro proofed bbls. Bores are good w/some
light pitting & marked A.SCHWANDER, WIEN. Bbls retain
good original blue w/some scratches & fading in some areas.
Receiver is engraved w/silver finish. Dbl trigger & ejectors
w/straight checkered English stock w/14 1/8 LOP to horn butt.
Toe of stock appears to have small chip & repair as does parts of
the tip of forearm. Mechanically crisp & overall a very fine
vintage dbl. 600.00 - 800.00
172 Cherry's Fausti DU O/U Shotgun
#B49303; 12 ga. Italian mfg w/28" blued bbls. & removable
tubes. Engraved silver receiver has DU logo w/golden water fowl,
single selective trigger, ejectors & checkered walnut stock In very
fine, lightly handled, like new condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
173 Remington 121 Fieldmaster 22 Pump
#109834; 22 cal. std config & gun is in near new condition w/few
light marks in wood. Blue is excellent & gun is a fine 121
Remington. 400.00 - 600.00
174 Custom Ruger 10-22 w/Laminate Stock & Clark Bbl
#237-57177; 22 cal. w/custom Clark fluted SS bbl, laminate stock
w/oversized mag release & topped w/Tasco scope. In like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
175 Ruger Custom 10-22 w/Clark Target Bbl
#230-56671; fitted w/Clark SS 22" target 22 bbl & flash hider.
Gun has synthetic stock & receiver is polished in the white & in
nice used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
176 Ruger 10-22 w/Basket Weave Stock & Nikon Scope
#821-58464; 22 cal. 22" SS bbl w/basket weave walnut stock &
topped w/Nikon EFR rim fire scope. Gun has few small marks on
wood but overall in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
177 Winchester 94-22M w/Grey Laminate Stock
#F684234; 22 Magnum w/grey checkered laminate wood & is in
very nice condition although part of bbl markings seem light.
Topped w/Bushnell scope & overall in very nice lightly used
condition. (109) 650.00 - 850.00
178 Marlin 39A 22 cal Rifle
#L3240; 22 cal. 20" round bbl w/blued finish & walnut stock. In
like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00
179 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Rifle
#26046476; 30-30. Std config w/JM marked bbl. In very nice,
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
180 Marlin Model 336 30-30 cal. Carbine
#27069971; 30-30. Gun has straight grip walnut stock & JM
marked on bbl. Gun is in like new condition. 400.00 - 600.00
181 Marlin Model 1894P 44 Magnum Rifle
#99044176; 44 Mag. 16" ported bbl. w/straight grip checkered
stock & in like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
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182 Early Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
#J17694; 30-30. 20" bbl. Gun has strong original blue & fine
walnut stock w/one small marks on bbl left side below rear sight,
otherwise gun is in like new condition. 400.00 - 500.00
183 Marlin Model 1895 G 45-70 cal. Rifle
#02069943; 45-70 18 1/2" ported bbl. w/blued finish & straight
grip walnut stock. In like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00
184 Marlin 1894 SS 44 Mag Carbine
#98022953; 44 Mag. SS finish w/20" bbl & checkered walnut
stock. In very fine lightly used condition w/few used marks on
butt stock. Comes w/XS Ghost Ring Rail Sight. 650.00 - 850.00
185 Ruger No 1 - 7x57 cal Single Shot Rifle
#132-41309; 7x57 cal. 22" bbl w/checkered walnut stock &
appears to be in like new condition. 700.00 - 900.00
186 Ruger No 1 25-06 Rifle
#131-01852; 25-06. 24" bbl w/good original blue & nice
checkered walnut stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition
& topped w/Redfield 4-12xs scope. 700.00 - 900.00
187 Ruger M77 Mannlicher w/Custom 338-06 Bbl.
#785-97217; 338-06 Ackley IMP. 18" bbl. w/full length
Mannlicher stock. Gun has few small marks near floor plate &
includes Ruger rings. Overall in nice, lightly handled condition.
500.00 - 700.00
188 Ruger Tang Safety M77 in 220 Swift
#74-96389; 220 Swift. 26" heavy weight bbl & nice walnut stock.
Metal has few mixed spots & includes Ruger rings. Gun is in
good used condition. RM177 400.00 - 600.00
189 Ruger Ranch Rifle w/Leupold Scope
#582-71713; 5.56 cal. Std config. & topped w/Leupold 3-9x Gold
Ring scope. In nice used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
190 Antique Winchester Hotchkiss Sporting Rifle
Antique #1914; 45-70. 26" oct bbl. w/good bore. Bbl has plum
color receiver fading silver & is first model. Gun has visible crack
& repair behind the tube cutoff mechanism. Overall a good
example of a rare Hotchkiss Sporting rifle. (67) 1,000.00 1,500.00
191 Antique Winchester 1895 LEE Sporting Rifle
Antique. #14300; 236 USN cal. 24" round bbl. w/bright bore. All
bbl markings are clear w/strong blue finish. Gun has un-checkered
pistol grip stock w/Winchester pistol grip cap. Walnut stock is
very clean & an excellent LEE Straight Pull Sporting rifle. (70)
1,500.00 - 2,500.00
192 Winchester Model 07 351 SLR
#44854; 351 SLR. Std config w/strong original blue & walnut
stock has scratches & marks but solid overall. Gun has original
butt & sling swivels attached, a nice original 351 self loading
rifle. (64) 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
193 Winchester Model 94 AE 45 Colt SRC
#6242888; 45 Colt. 20" bbl. w/blued finish & walnut stock. Gun
is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 700.00
194 Daystate Pulsar Air Rifle w/Vortex Scope
Air Rifle #NA0597; 22 cal w/green laminate stock & topped
w/Vortex Strike Eagle 1-6x scope. In very nice, lightly used
condition w/factory case. Comes w/single shot & 10 round
cylinder.
195 Daystate Renegade w/Aztec Scope
Air Rifle #RE1232; 22 cal. In very fine condition & topped
w/Aztec 3-18x tactical scope. Comes w/Daystate hard case & air
rifle suppressor.
196 Daystate Pulsar Air Rifle w/Comp Stock & Vortex
Air Rifle #NA1906; 25 cal. Comes w/Vortex Venom Holographic
sight & 10 round pellet cylinder In very nice, lightly handled
condition w/Daystate hard case.
197 FX Impact .177 cal. Air Rifle
Air Rifle #FX166797; In very nice used condition w/hard FX case
& additional bbl.
198 WEIHRAUCH HW30K .177 cal w/Leupold Scope
Air Rifle #2226969; In nice condition, topped w/Leupold 3-9x Air
Rifle scope & comes w/soft case
199 Air Force R0001 Air Rifle
Air Rifle. In nice used condition & comes w/soft case.
200 Sam Yang Big Bore 909 44 cal Air Rifle
Air Rifle #1171; 44 cal. Big bore w/Hawkeye 4x scope attached.
In very nice, lightly used condition & comes w/soft case.
201 Winchester Model 333 .177 cal Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #709354; Mfg in Germany circa 1968 w/target sights &
checkered walnut stock. In very nice, lightly handled condition.
(125) 200.00 - 300.00
202 UMAEREX Torq .177 cal Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #00679202; In very nice lightly used condition & comes
w/soft case.
203 Crosman Challenger 2000 Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #703701311; .177 cal. In very nice lightly used
condition w/soft case.
204 Daisy Avanti .177 cal Air Rifle
Air Rifle. #0704 00361; In like new condition.
205 FX 4.5mm Air Rifle
Air Rifle #170799; Made in Sweden & has SIG SAUER Red Dot
style scope w/composite stock. In very nice used condition.
206 Benjamin Model BP 2220 22 cal Air Pistol
Air pistol #211127079; In nice condition w/KONUS Red Dot
sight & comes w/soft case.
207 Colt Government Model 1911 Pistol
#CV39320; 45 cal. SS finish & in NIB condition w/paperwork &
extra magazine. 700.00 - 900.00
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208 Colt Series 70 1911 45 Pistol
#70B33089; 45 ACP. Std. config w/SS finish & wood grips. In
good used condition w/mixed scratches & marks on metal. Comes
w/box & additional grips plus extra magazine. 600.00 - 800.00
209 Colt Series 70 1911 Bright SS Pistol
#70B16970; 45 ACP. Bright SS finish w/matte finished top &
bottom. Gun has checkered grips w/gold inset & has some
scratches from handling. Comes in box w/paperwork & an
additional magazine. 800.00 - 1,000.00
210 Colt Commander 45 Pistol NIB
#CJ48471; 45 ACP. w/blued finish & in std. commander config.
Gun is NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
211 Colt Commander 45 Pistol
#CJ52552; 45 ACP. Std. commander config w/4 1/4" bbl., blued
finish & checkered wood grips. Comes w/one additional magazine
& looks to be in NIB condition. 700.00 - 900.00
212 Colt Series 70 1911 45 Pistol
#70G72074; 45 ACP. Blued finish in std config. w/scratches &
marks from use. Overall in good used condition & comes
w/additional magazine. 600.00 - 800.00
213 Springfield Armory 1911A1 Match Pistol
#NM282567; 45 ACP. National Match config w/target sights &
matte blue finish. Gun appears to be in like new condition &
comes in original box w/extra mags & accessories. 650.00 800.00
214 Springfield 1911 A1 Trophy Match 45 cal Revolver
NM159755; 45 ACP 6" bbl. w/SS finish & target sights. The front
& back grip stipling has been ground smooth, otherwise gun
appears to be in like new condition w/box, absent additional
magazines. 400.00 - 600.00
215 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 Nickel Finish 44 Mag
#S281742; 44 Mag. 8 3/8" bbl. w/case colored trigger & hammer
& nickel finish. Gun appears to be in like new condition w/a
presentation style case. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
216 Smith & Wesson Nickel Finish Model 27 Revolver
#N652169; 357 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl. Nickel finish & wood S&W
grips w/football cut out. Gun is in very nice lightly handled
condition. 750.00 - 900.00
217 Smith & Wesson 50th Anniv. 357 Magnum Revolver
#REG0973; 357 Mag. Model 27-3 w/5" bbl & blued finish. Gun
has commemorative emblem 1935-1985 50 Year Anniversary of
the 357 Magnum. In like new condition in presentation case.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
218 Smith & Wesson 29-2 44 Magnum Revolver
#N499682; 44 Mag. Blued finish w/ 8 3/8" bbl, case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun is in like new condition in presentation
style box. 800.00 - 1,000.00

LOT #
219 Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 45 cal Revolver
#N62298; 45 cal. 6 1/2" bbl blued finish case colored trigger &
hammer, plain S&W grips w/football cut out. Gun comes in
presentation case & is in very nice lightly handled condition.
650.00 - 850.00
220 KOLAR Trap Combo Elite Gold Grade
#K02200; 12 ga. 2005 build as a trap combo w/elite gold
engraving. Includes 32" O/U bbls. & Unsingle 34" bbl. Mfg in
Racine WI & is in good used condition w/heavily engraved silver
receiver & gold trim. Custom checkered stock set is cast to the
right w/LOP of approx. 15" & adj comb. Gun is outfitted
w/release trigger & comes in Kolar hard sided aluminum case & 3
additional choke tubes. Gun is used w/small marks from use &
handling but still in very fine overall condition. 7,500.00 10,000.00
221 Winchester 101 Super Pigeon Lightweight O/U 12 ga
#PK533955E; 12 ga. 27" bbls. w/WIN choke system & engraved
receiver w/gold dog & foul decor. Gun has perch belly pistol grip
stock & 14 1/4" LOP. Stock has some scratches & marks, mainly
on left side of stock. Otherwise gun appears to be very lightly
handled & includes 4 additional choke tubes & wrench, along
w/felt lined green luggage case. Overall a very fine lightly
handled Super Pigeon. This model was available 1985-1987 only.
3,000.00 - 4,000.00
222 Armas Garbi 101 Deluxe 28 ga. Dbl Shotgun
#N005-00; 28 ga. Model 101 Deluxe Import by William Larkin
Moore, Scottsdale AZ. 28" blued bbls w/bright bores, case colored
& engraved receiver dbl triggers, ejectors & checkered walnut
English style stock w/checkered wooden butt. LOP is approx. 14
3/4". The forearm has some small dents & marks (see photo) &
butt stock has few pressure dents on checkering. Bbl choke marks
are as follows: right bbl is 4 stars, left bbl 3 stars. Gun is in very
nice lightly handled condition w/few small marks, but overall fine
condition. Garbi Firearms are hand made with total production of
approximately 60 guns per year. Comes in a felt lined luggage
case. 4,000.00 - 6,000.00
223 LJUTIC Space Gun
#117; Unique single bbl. 12 ga Trap gun w/wood stock set &
overall in very fine lightly handled condition. A very unique &
limited production specialty trap gun. 3,500.00 - 4,500.00
224 Remington Arms 1100 Ltd Ed. 1 of 3,000 Shotgun
#LE80-1236; 12 ga. Std config. Diamond Anniv. Model w/heavily
engraved receiver & gold decor. Gun has high grade walnut stock
& sleeve of box is tattered, but otherwise gun is NIB. 2,000.00 3,000.00
225 Browning BSS 20 ga Dbl Shotgun
#1983B72; 20 ga. Made in Japan. 26" bbls. Right bbl is MOD &
left is IMP CYL. Gun has bright bores & exterior blue is good
w/some marks from use w/3" chambers. Recoil pad has been
added added w/approx 14 1/4" LOP, w/single trigger & ejectors.
In good used condition w/some marks from handling & hunting
use. Comes w/Browning luggage case. 750.00 - 1,000.00
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226 NIB Nylon 66 Gallery Special 22 Rifle
#2586154; 22 short. NIB condition & box is complete but rougher
tattered condition & great example of a scarce Gallery Special
Nylon 66. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

239 Pair of Remington Nylon 76 & 66 Stocks
Nylon 76 Brown Mohawk stock in very good overall condition.
Nylon 66 Apache black stock in very nice overall condition.
400.00 - 800.00

227 NIB Remington Nylon 11 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Blued metal & box magazine w/brown nylon stock.
in like new condition w/original box. 700.00 - 900.00

240 Pair of Nylon 66 Receivers
Bicentennial receiver #2563465; in very good condition
Apache Black & Chrome receiver #A2199996; in very good
condition. 400.00 - 600.00

228 NIB Apache Black Nylon 66 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. w/chrome metal & black nylon stock w/white
accents. Gun is in like NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
229 NIB Remington Nylon 66 Black Diamond 22 cal Rifle
#A2401822; 22 cal. NIB condition circa 1978-1987 w/approx. run
of 56,000 guns. 500.00 - 600.00
230 NIB Nylon Apache 77 Rifle
#A2351656; 22 cal. Green nylon stock & mfg as exclusive run for
K-Mart circa 1987-1989. 500.00 - 600.00
231 Black Stock Remington Nylon 76 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. black nylon stock w/white accents. Stock is very
clean & metal is blue lightly fading to brown w/small marks.
Overall a very clean Nylon 76 w/black stock. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
232 Remington Nylon 76 Trail Rider 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal Brown stock w/white accents & metal is clean
w/small scratches & stock has some light scratches. Overall in
very good condition. 900.00 - 1,000.00
233 Remington Nylon 76 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Metal has some spots & marks. Stock is solid
w/some small scratches & marks from use. A good used Nylon 76.
500.00 - 700.00
234 Remington Nylon 66 Apache Black Gallery Special
#2453943; 22 cal. Chromed metal has some mixed spots right of
receiver & in muzzle area. Apache black stock w/some scratches
& marks from use. 22 short Gallery Spec w/shell deflector & loop
on forend for counter chain. A very rare Black Diamond Gallery
Special. 750.00 - 1,250.00
235 Remington Seneca Green Nylon 66 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Has olive green stock w/white accents & is in very
nice, lightly handled condition. Circa 1959-1962. 450.00 - 600.00
236 Remington Nylon 66 Apache Black Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal w/chrome metal parts, black stock, white accents &
in like new condition. 500.00 - 750.00
237 Remington Nylon 66 Apache Black 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Chrome plated w/black stock & white accents
w/few small marks. Overall very clean & nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
238 Remington Nylon 66 Seneca Green Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. w/dark olive green stock, white diamonds & metal
is very clean. Overall in fine, lightly handled condition. Circa
1959-1962 . 500.00 - 700.00

241 Remington Nylon 66 Apache Black
#2221988; 22 cal. Chromed metal w/black nylon stock & white
diamonds. Chrome metal has some spots & marked mixed. Black
nylon stock has some scratches but good overall. A good example
of a rare Nylon rifle. 300.00 - 400.00
242 Remington Nylon 12 Bolt Action Repeater
#NSN; 22 cal. bolt action w/tubular magazine. In very nice lightly
handled condition, circa 1962-1964 w/approx 27,000 mfg. 500.00
- 600.00
243 Remington Nylon 11 22 cal Repeater
# NSN; 22 cal. w/5 round mag, blued metal, chrome bolt & has
Mohawk brown stock. Gun is in good used condition w/some light
spots near muzzle 400.00 - 500.00
244 Remington Nylon 12 Bolt Action Repeater
#NSN; 22 cal. w/tubular magazine, Mohawk brown stock & in
solid condition w/mixed scratches. Blued metal is good w/some
marks but overall a good example of a Model 12 Nylon repeater.
400.00 - 600.00
245 Remington Nylon 10 22 cal Smoothbore Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal Smoothbore bolt action single shot circa1962-1964
w/brown stock, white accents, blued metal & chrome bolt. In very
fine, lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00
246 Remington Nylon 11 w/rare 24" bbl
#NSN; 22 cal. Magazine fed bolt action w/few light scratches on
stock. Overall very clean condition & a rare 24" bbl. 800.00 1,000.00
247 Grouping of Remington Nylon 22 cal Parts
Includes Model 10 Nylon stock & receiver w/bolt, stock is cracked
& repaired near fore end.
5 22 cal bbls for the Bolt action or Repeating models.
Plus a large back of assorted parts for the Model 76 & 66 Nylon
guns. 500.00 - 1,000.00
248 Remington Model XP100 221 Fireball Pistol
#7505647; 221 REM Fireball w/blued metal, ribbed bbl & nylon
sock. Topped w/Leupold 2x scope & is in nice used condition.
500.00 - 700.00
249 572 Remington Teal Blue 22 Pump
#NSN; 22 cal. w/teal blue bbl & receiver w/checkered stock
w/buckskin trigger grouping & front sight. In very nice, lightly
used condition. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00
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250 Remington Model 572 Smooth Bore Pump
#4437; 23 1/2" bbl marked MODEL 572 CHOKE BORE FOR
22LR SHOT CARTRIDGE. Gun has good original blue finish &
walnut stock In very good original condition. 400.00 - 500.00
251 Remington 572 Lightweight w/Buckskin/Bronze Finish
#NSN; bronze colored bbl & receiver & SS magazine tube
w/maple colored stock. Gun has few small marks on wood &
metal but overall a clean example of a rare color. 400.00 - 600.00
252 Model 572 Remington Raven Wing Black Alum Rec Pump
#NSN; 22 cal. Gun has blackened aluminum receiver & bbl
w/chrome magazine tube & checkered stock. In very nice lightly
handled condition. 600.00 - 800.00
253 Wooden Remington 572 Store Display Rack
measures approx. 34" tall & holds 4 guns. In good overall
condition & a nice display piece for Model 572 22 rifles.
254 Remington Model 552 Anniv. Model 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. 1816-1966 150th Anniversary Logo. In very nice,
lightly handled condition.
255 Remington 572 Buckskin 22 Lightweight Pump
#NSN; 22 cal. w/bronze bbl & slightly lighter colored buckskin
receiver w/mixed scratches. Wood stock w/some mixed scratches
& marks. Overall in good used condition. 300.00 - 500.00
256 Remington 572 Parts Lot
includes: blue unmarked bbl; SS magazine tube; Buckskin trigger
grouping, aluminum butt plate & stock set all for Remington
Model 572.
257 Browning High Power 308 cal Bbl Action
#16503Z74; Finnish made action & bbl in 308 cal. w/blued
finish. In new condition w/shipping box. 500.00 - 600.00
258 SAKO L579 Bbl Action 243 cal.
#118516; SAKO action w/243 cal. bbl. marked Ultra Rifle, other
markings have been punched out. In new unfinished condition.
300.00 - 500.00
259 SAKO Vixen 223 cal Bbl Action
#124059; 223 cal. w/24" bbl & blued finish, action & trigger, bbl
w/sights. In new condition. 400.00 - 600.00
260 SAKO Model L461 Bbl Action in 223 cal
#126972; 20" 223 cal Ultra Wildcat marked bbl attached, other
markings have been punched out. Includes the SAKO action along
with trigger grouping w/blued finish & in new condition. 300.00 500.00
261 SAKO L579 Action
#86994; New action w/trigger grouping, floor plate & bolt. 300.00
- 500.00
262 New SAKO Model L461 Rifle Action
#76300; include bolt, trigger grouping & is unfinished in the
white. NIB condition. 300.00 - 500.00

LOT #
263 Rare Winchester Model 62A Gallery Rifle
#404001; chambered for 22 short w/23" bbl. Gun has Winchester
roll mark on left side of receiver. Mechanically gun is good
w/good original blue & scratches & marks typical of use. Comes
w/Winchester marked Gallery reloading tube. Overall a fine
example of a rare Gallery Model 62 w/Winchester accessory. (54)
700.00 - 1,000.00
264 Winchester 1906 Nickel Expert 22 Rifle
#558684; 22 cal. 20" bbl w/nickel frame, semi pistol grip stock &
contoured fore end. Mechanically gun is ok & nickel is flaking in
areas but fair overall. Bbl is brown to grey patina w/mixed spots
overall. Mfg. in 1919 & a good example of a scarce Winchester
Expert Model. 400.00 - 600.00
265 Winchester Model 57 22 Long Rifle
#12872; 22LR. 22" bbl w/single bbl band. Good original blue
overall w/some brown splotches on metal. Gun has sling swivels
& metal butt plate. Right side of the gun has some hash marks in
wood above magazine port. A good example of a limited
production rifle w/approx. 19,000 manufactured. (140) 500.00 700.00
266 Winchester Model 43 Special/Deluxe Rifle in 25-20
#7685; 25-20. 24" bbl. Blued finish & Lyman rear receiver sight
w/checkered pistol grip stock. Overall gun is in very nice clean
condition w/few marks on areas of bbl. Wood may have been
lightly sanded & refinished. Overall a nice example of the model
43 Special or Deluxe edition in rare 25-20 cal. (156) 1,500.00 2,500.00
267 Rare Winchester 1903 Pre Safety 22 Rifle
#4490; 22 auto. Very early production gun before the push button
safety was added to this model. Good original blue on bbl &
receiver is fade grey on edges & top. Wood is solid, but overall
very nice condition on very rare early 1st year production 1903
rifle. (59) 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
268 Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle
#113693; 22 cal. std config w/23" bbl., excellent original blue &
walnut stock. A very fine, high conditioned Model 63. 500.00 700.00
269 Winchester Model 62 22 cal Pump Rifle
#171421; 1946 production w/good original blue & typical edge
ware w/mixed marks. Wood is clean & gun is a good original
Model 62 Pump. (52) 400.00 - 650.00
270 Winchester Model #2711 Baseball Bat
Approx 36" marked COLLEGE LEAGUE w/nice Winchester
logo. Overall in very good condition.
271 Vintage Oil on Canvas Old Abe Eagle Portrait
Canvas measures approx. 21"x28" & full framed sized is 25
1/2"x34 1/2". Oil painting of American Bald Eagle & is in good
overall condition w/no visible artist signature. From the Estate Dr.
Dessloch of Prairie du Chien WI
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272 Cal Peters River & Bluff Oil Painting on Canvas
Framed size is approx. 45x34 1/2" & is a river & bluff scene
w/artist signature in right corner. In overall nice condition. NO
SHIPPING, PICK UP ITEM ONLY.
Cal Peterson born 1903 was one of several artist at the Stout
Institute in Menominee WI.
273 Original 1957 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop Convertible
VIN: D7FH109860 In original condition, appears to have been
repainted at some point, one family owned vehicle. Has power
steering. 312 V8 engine. 93,000 miles. This car has been in
storage and not run for approximately 30+ years. More info in the
upcoming weeks. To view car prior to auction - please call to set
up a time. From the former Dr Dessloch Estate. 10,000.00 15,000.00
274 Colt Single Action 38 WCF 1929 Production
#352512; 38 WCF. w/ingle line bbl marking case colored frame,
hard rubber grips. Left side of frame retains strong original case
colors & right side has more silver w/mixed spots, good blue on
bbl & cylinder w/visible drag line & some edge ware. Gun is
mechanically good & a nice example of a scarce 1930 era Colt
Single Action. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
275 Colt SA 44-40 Frontier Six Shooter
#337942; 44-40. 1919 production. 4 3/4" bbl. Frame has some
case color in protected areas, otherwise fading silver. Bbl has
original blue in protected areas & hard rubber grips w/one small
chip on left grip. A nice example of original single action mfg at
the end of WWI. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
276 Antique Colt SA Army w/Hartley & Graham Letter
Antique. #58645; 45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/wood grips & gun appears
to be nickel plated & now has areas of spotting & flaked nickel.
Mechanically gun is good & letter states it was shipped to Hartley
& Graham NY in 1880 w/100 other single actions. A nice early,
antique single action Army. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
277 Heiser mfg. SA Holster & Belt Rig
Maker marked H.H Heiser Denver CO at buckle. Leather is
elaborately tooled w/floral decoration w/initials RTR & is silver
studded, size is for 7 1/2" Colt. Leather is in good condition & a
great vintage holster by popular Western leather smith. 500.00 1,500.00
278 Pair of Antique S&W Revolvers
Antiques. No 1 #42686; 22 cal in std config. & in fair condition.
Top Break #1530; 32 cal. w/nickel finish & in fair condition for
age. 250.00 - 300.00
279 US 1816 North Flintlock Military Pistol
Antique. Std config w/9" S. North US MIDLAN. CON. marked
lock. Bbl is US marked w/spotted grey patina. Wood is solid
w/light visible initial cartouches on left side of gun. A nice
example of a scarce US Military Flintlock Pistol. 1,500.00 1,750.00

LOT #
280 National Arms Front Loading Civil War Era Revolver
Antique. #23364; 32 cal. front loading nipple fire cartridge
w/brass engraved receiver w/some silver in protected areas.
Checkered wood grips & mechanically good, a nice Civil War era
revolver. 300.00 - 500.00
281 Antique Civil War Era Pin Fire Rev
Antique. #NSN; 30 cal Belgium style pin fire w/engraving on
metal & handle. In nice vintage condition. 200.00 - 300.00
282 Rare Antique 4 bbl Cane Pistol
Antique. Marked Paris Bervette & has 4 small caliber percussion
bbls w/5 1/2" square blade. Gun has small proof marks on cane
handle & bbls are blued w/engravings & liege proofs. Wooden
cane is approx 36" overall & is in good condition.A good example
of an early Cane weapon. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
283 J. Lang London Percussion O/U Pistol
Antique. approx 6" 65 cal smooth bore bbls. Tang marked J. Lang
Hay Market London w/engraving on locks & hammers, proof
marks on bbl ribs. Gun has swiveling ramrod w/brown patina
metal & finely checkered stock w/trap door in metal butt plate.
Overall in very fine original condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
284 Tipping & Lawden O/U Percussion Pistol
Antique. Approx 4 1/4" 48 cal smooth bore bbls. marked Tipping
& Lawden finely checkered walnut stock w/trap in metal pistol
cap. Gun has belt sash & grey to brown patina w/swiveling ram
rod. Overall in very nice condition for age. 750.00 - 1,000.00
285 The Washington Arms Co 32 cal Pepperbox
Antique. 32 cal. 6 shot 32 cal Pepperbox w/5 1/2" bbls. Hammer
marked The Washington Arm Co & is mechanically good w/wood
grips & spotted grey patina. A nice Pepperbox. 400.00 - 600.00
286 Allen & Thurber 32 cal. Pepperbox Pistol
Antique. 32 cal. 4" bbl. Hammers marked Thurber patent Bbls
marked Thruber & Worchester 1837 Cast Steel. Mechanically,
gun is good w/wood grips & grey to brown patina. 400.00 600.00
287 Philedelphia Derringer Percussion Pistol
Antique. 44 cal. w/approx 2" bbl. The lock & bbl are marked
DERINGER PHILADELA bbl marked w/large P Walnut stock
w/German silver inlay & hammer looks to be a replacement,
otherwise in good condition. 400.00 - 800.00
288 James Reid 32 cal "My Friend " Knuckle Duster
Antique. #8055; 32 cal. w/brass engraved frame & silver plating
in protected areas. Gun is mechanically good & a good example of
the larger version of James Reid Knuckle Duster. 750.00 1,000.00
289 Mauser WTP I Pistol
#48547; 2 1/2" bbl. 6.35 cal. w/wrap around plastic grip. Gun has
good original blue niter trigger w/some light spots. Overall in
good condition for age, Pre 1930. 300.00 - 400.00
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290 Sauer Model 1928 Pocket Pistol
#11158; 6.35 cal. blued finish w/Niter blue trigger & bake lite
grips. In very nice original condition. 600.00 - 800.00
291 Mann 6.35mm Pocket Pistol
#NSN; 6.35mm. Circa 1920-1922 w/brown patina. An unusual
looking, early pocket pistol. 300.00 - 400.00
292 Early Browning FN Model 1900
#562068; 32 ACP. Std config & has Browning's Patent markings.
FN produced w/good original blue toning to brown. A good
example of an iconic automatic pistol. 300.00 - 500.00
293 Antique Folding Trigger 38 cal Short Revolver
Antique. #64255; 38 cal. w/2" bbl & overall is approx 5 1/2". Gun
has folding trigger rear loading w/checkered grips. In nice original
condition. 250.00 - 400.00
294 Antique Belgium 44 WCF S&W Copy
Antique. #NSN; 44-40. Belgium mfg w/6 1/4" bbl as a copy of the
S&W New Frontier revolver & is in fair condition. 200.00 300.00
295 Smith & Wesson 22 cal Target Revolver
#458402; 22 cal. 6" bbl. Last patent date Dec 29.1914 Gun shows
strong original blue, case colored trigger & hammer & checkered
walnut target grips. Some light edge ware & drag line on cylinder.
Overall a nice 22 cal S&W Target revolver. 500.00 - 700.00
296 Antique H&R Top Break 2 bbl Revolver Set
Antique. #159817; H&R Top Break 22 cal. Nickel finish w/MOP
grips. Gun is in fair condition & has 3" & 2" bbl assemblies. Last
marking on bbl Oct 8 1895. 200.00 - 300.00
297 Pair of Antique British Bulldog Revolvers
Antiques. 41 cal w/nickel finish & 38 cal w/blued finish. Both are
in fair condition w/mixed spots. 200.00 - 400.00
298 Pair of Mauser BOLO 1896 Pistols
#590987; 30 cal. 4" bbl. w/smaller BOLO sized grips which are
Gouda Percha style. Spotted blue to brown metal & mechanically
ok. In fair condition overall.
#523575 30 cal Standard configuration. Grey to brown patina.
Import marked with Gutta Percha grips. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
299 Civil War Colt 1860 Army w/Holster
Antique. #124894; 1863 production. 44 cal std config w/even
greyed patina & inspector initials in various locations. Wood grips
w/remaining cartouches remain & mechanically good w/rough
early leather holster. A nice Civil War Colt. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
300 Civil War Manhattan 36 cal Navy Revolver
Antique. #12228; 36 cal. percussion w/6 1/2" bbl & spotted grey
patina. Gun has clear markings on bbl, good scene cylinder,
original wood grips & mechanically good. A nice Civil War
Manhattan revolver. 750.00 - 1,000.00

LOT #
301 Civil War Colt 1860 Army Revolver w/Holster
Antique. #46177; 1862 production has matching numbers in std
fig w/cut out for shoulder stock. Spotted grey patina w/ numerous
inspectors initials & mechanically good. Wood grips are well
worn & possibly sanded. Comes w/nice Civil war period leather
holster. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
302 Civil War Manhattan 36 cal Navy Revolver
Antique. #33533; 36 cal. Gun has good bbl markings & cylinder
scene w/bright clean bore. Mechanically gun is good & has wood
grips which appear to be refinished w/brass trigger guard & gun
appears to be refinished at some time but condition is very strong
overall. A nice Civil War era pistol w/period holster. 500.00 750.00
303 Smith & Wesson No 2 Cartridge Revolver
Antique. #31610; 32 cal. Bottom break design w/6" bbl. Original
blue is fading to grey w/mixed spots on metal & mechanically
good. Gun has original wood grips & a nice example of a popular
Civil War era cartridge revovler. 500.00 - 700.00
304 Pair of Civil War Era 32 cal Rim Fire Revolvers
Antiques. E.Prescott 1860 patent 32 cal rim fire cartridge in fair
condition.
Allen & Wheelock 32 cal rim fire w/brass frame & wood grips, in
fair condition. 300.00 - 500.00
305 Pair of Civil War Era Revolvers
Antiques. 38 cal Remington Smoot w/nickel frame, blued bbl &
mixed spots, mechanically cylinder does not rotate but fair
condition
E Whitney 32 cal Percussion revolver, in fair refinished condition
w/visible rust & pits under new finish. 300.00 - 500.00
306 Pair of Colt 41 cal Antique Thunderer Revolvers
#6024; 41 cal nickel finish w/3 1/2" bbl. In fair condition
w/checkered walnut grips, mixed spots on nickel & mechanically
ok single or dbl action.
#29794; 410 cal. blue finish worn to grey & rougher overall
condition, mechanically needs work. 500.00 - 750.00
307 Colt Bisley SA in 41 Colt caliber
Antique#283295(?); 410 Colt caliber antique or relic only pistol
as it is heavily used & rusted w/large pits in various areas. Grips
are worn smooth & gun is in scarce 41 cal. A cool Western pistol
w/the been there done that look & is mechanically ok. 600.00 800.00
308 Pair of Civil War Era Manhattan Percussion Pistols
Antique. #3598; & #48669; both are 38 cal., have 4" bbls.
w/spotted grey & brown patina & cylinder scenes & bbl markings
visible. Both guns are well traveled Civil War era pistols.
RM67/154 650.00 - 900.00
309 Military Marked 1860 Colt Army Revolver
Antique. #121341; 1863 production. std config w/numerous
military markings blue spotted finish appears to been refinished at
one point. Visible cartouches in grips & a good Civil War 1860
Army. 700.00 - 900.00
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310 Pair of Antique Cartridge Revolvers
Antiques. #9801; 41 cal. Swamp Angel made by Forehand &
Wadsworth in fair condition.
#NSN; 32 cal. Hopkins & Allen revolver missing trigger parts.
200.00 - 300.00
311 WWII 448th Bombardment Group Silk Banner
Measures approx 6ft by 12 ft silk flag marked WWII across top &
has large blue star w/448 in center. Good overall condition for age
w/minor staining & tears. The 448th Bombardment group was the
8th Airforce B24 Liberator Unit during WWII in England. Last
combat mission flown was April 25, 1945 over Salzburg Austria.
312 Pair of WWII Japanese Pistols
Type 14 #83031; 8mm Nambu. In fair condition & cocking knob
does not seem 100% correct, includes 2 matching magazines &
leather holster w/cleaning rod & strap.
Type 94 #69586; 8mm Nambu semi auto w/non matching mag &
plain wood grips. In fair late war condition mfg. 1945. 500.00 700.00
313 WWII Japanese Nambu w/ Holster & Accessories
#24989; 8mm Nambu. Std config w/matching magazine, strong
original blue & nice original grips. Dated 19.3 (March 1944). Gun
comes in nice condition leather holster which includes take down
tool & 1 additional magazine which is closely serial numbered to
gun. (3220) 800.00 - 1,000.00
314 WWII Rare G Marked Luger Pistol
#3196; 9mm. Gun has G on chamber & S/42 toggle. Numbers are
mixed & gun is import marked on bbl. Comes w/1939 dated
holster w/takedown tool & extra magazine. (2706) 750.00 1,000.00
315 Astra Model 400 Pistol w/Holster
#100910; 9mm. Std config. w/matching numbers & nice blue
finish & walnut grips. Gun comes w/unusual holster & cleaning
rod pouch on back. (2596) 450.00 - 600.00
316 1919 dated Russian Model 1895 Nagant Revolver
#56703; 7.62 Nagant. 919 dated w/boxed SA Finnish capture
markings before date. No import marks & metal is blue to grey
w/light spots. Overall good condition w/holster. 300.00 - 400.00
317 WWII Japanese Nambu w/Holster
#45260; 8mm Nambu. Mfg. 19.6 (June 1944). In good original
condition w/non-matching mag & nice leather military full flap
holster. (3376) 600.00 - 800.00
318 Pair of Antique Military Pistols
Antiques. Simpson & Co Belgium style Nagant Officers pistol, 44
cal w/5 3/4" oct bbl. & has been refinished but in fair condition
Austrian(?) Flare Pistol #37085; 9" bbl w/1" diameter tube & in
fair condition. 400.00 - 600.00
319 Pair of Early Colt 1911 45 Pistols
#219551; 45 ACP. Grey spotted patina & numerous dents &
marks in metal w/AA arsenal marks on frame. Gun has dual tone
mag & is in fair condition.
#125226; 45 ACP. in re-blued condition & comes w/dual tone

LOT #
mag. Gun has diamond checkered grips. In good condition as
refinished. RM12/14 1,000.00 - 1,200.00
320 Pair of British Military Marked S&W 45's
#1214; 45 cal. 6 1/2" bbl. w/numerous British Military marks,
mechanically good & lots of small marks, scratches & holster
wear.
#905; 45 cal. w/numerous British Military proof marks &
numerous scratches & marks from military use. Mechanically gun
is good & has good wood checkered grips. A nice pair of English
procured S&W Military revolvers. RM62/72 600.00 - 900.00
321 Colt 1909 & 1917 45 ACP Military Revolvers
Model 1909 #43644; 45 ACP. w/numerous military markings.
Gun has light spots on most metal surfaces & is mechanically
good w/grips having small chips.
Model 1917 #145514; & 277754 on yolk; 45 ACP. w/numerous
Military markings & spotted grey metal. Grips are good & gun is
mechanicallyl good. A nice pair of Colt Military 45s. RM47/50
800.00 - 1,200.00
322 Broad Arrow marked Webley Mark VI 455 cal Rev.
#428294; 455 cal. w/unshaved cylinder, numerous military proof
marks, large broad arrow struck on top of frame & grips are good,
absent lanyard ring. But overall a good original caliber Webley
pistol. 400.00 - 500.00
323 WWII Remington Rand 1911 45 Pistol
#1610928; 45 ACP. Std config w/parkerized finish & GHD proof
marks. Gun is missing some small parts & magazine but a good
WWII 1911 A1 45. 300.00 - 400.00
324 German WWII SA Dagger
Maker is Augus Bickel & blade has spots overall, scabbard is
rusted & rough. Overall in fair condition & needs TLC.
325 Eagle N proofed Walther Model PP Pistol
#300690P; 32 cal. Std config. w/matching magazine, Eagle N
proofed w/good original blue & mixed spots over finish. Grips are
solid & gun is a nice pre WWII Walther PP. 500.00 - 600.00
326 1940 Dated WWII Luger Pistol
#2557a; 9mm. All visible numbers are matching w/1940 chamber
date toggle & is 42 coded. Gun as matching aluminum bottom
magazine wood grips w/Nazi proofs. Left side of gun has some
spots on frame & side plate, the balance of the gun is clean
w/strong finish. A good WWII Nazi Luger. 750.00 - 900.00
327 1915 Dated DWM German Luger
#511a; 9mm. 1915 chamber date w/dwm toggle w/aluminum
bottom non matching magazine. Good original blue w/holster
wear on edges & straw colored trigger & safety w/some light
mixed spots. Overall in good original condition. 700.00 - 900.00
328 Dbl Date DWM Artillery Luger
#7024m; 9mm. Dbl dated chamber 1920/1917 w/dwm toggle &
original artillery length bbl shortened to 5 1/2" w/checkered wood
grips & non matching wood bottom magazine. Double date Lugers
were typical Police issued guns after war, it is somewhat unusual
to see one w/artillery rear sight in tack. 700.00 - 900.00
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329 WWII German P38 Pistol
#4642; 9mm. cyq coded & visible numbers are matching
w/German waffenamt & military marked magazine. In good
original condition w/mixed scratches & marks. 400.00 - 600.00
330 WWII German P38 Pistol
#1522l; 9mm. cyq coded for Spreewerke Factory. Visible numbers
are matching w/typical Nazi waffenamts & war time magazine.
Gun has good original blue w/holster wear on edges. 500.00 600.00

LOT #
339 Smith & Wesson Model 17 22 Masterpiece Rev.
#K400924; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/blued metal & case colored trigger &
hammer w/checkered grips. Gun is 5 screw model w/light wear on
muzzle & drag line on cylinder, overall very fine, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
340 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 22 Revolver
#8K30496; 22 cal. Model 18-3. 4" bbl w/blued finish, case
colored trigger hammer & wood grips. In very fine, lighly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

331 WWII German P38 Military Pistol
#8348r; 9mm. Std. config. cyq code for Spreewerke factory w/war
time magazine w/std German waffenamts. Good original blue
w/holster wear on edges. A good original German P38. 500.00 700.00

341 Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Magnum Revolver
#2K87216; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun has some light holster wear on muzzle &
cylinder. Grips are solid w/some small marks. A nice used Model
19. 600.00 - 800.00

332 NRA Purchased Colt 1911 45 Auto Pistol
#76448; 45 ACP. Gun is in Aresonal refinished parkerized
condition & has paperwork from NRA when purchased in 1961
for $17.00 & comes w/one additional magazine. 1,000.00 1,250.00

342 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman 357
#N842; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish. Gun has mixed spots
from use & storage mainly on frame. Overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 650.00

333 Pair of Early Antique Military Revolvers
Antiques. French 1874 #N7578; in fair condition w/good grips &
metal is blue to grey, mechanically ok.
Italian Revolver #B4930; 40 cal w/3 1/2" bbl & wood grips.
Mechanically cylinder does not rotate & hammer & trigger are
locked, otherwise in fair condition. 500.00 - 750.00
334 Pair of WWII Pistols
Japanese Type 14 #18364; 8mm Nambu. Gun has matching
magazine & both grips are chipped near trigger guard & dated
1812, in fair condition.
German P38 #5020; 9mm. gun has been refinished & partly
nickeled. In fair condition. 400.00 - 500.00
335 Belgium Browning Challenger 22 cal Pistol
#4015904; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl w/blued finish golden trigger
checkered one piece wood grips. In very fine lightly handled
condition w/few small marks on frame. Comes w/original
Browning soft case, circa 1962-1974. 500.00 - 600.00
336 High Standard 357 Sentinel Mark III Revolver
#H27974; 357 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. In very
nice, lightly handled condition w/box, box is tattered & in rougher
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
337 Smith & Wesson 25-5 45 Colt Revolver
#N827468; 45 Colt. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored trigger
& hammer checkered S&W grips. In nice, lightly used condition.
RM35 650.00 - 800.00
338 Smith & Wesson Early 5 Screw 38 Spec Revolver
#K302377; 38 Spec. 6" bbl w/blued metal case colored trigger &
hammer w/wood grips. In very fine, lightly handled condition.
400.00 - 600.00

343 Smith & Wesson 27-2 w/5" bbl 357 Mag Revolver
#N326660; 357 Magnum. 5" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored
trigger & hammer. Gun is in nice used condition w/few marks &
light drag line w/rare 5" bbl. 700.00 - 900.00
344 Colt Cowboy Single Action 45 Revolver
#TF11411; 45 Colt. 4 3/4" blued bbl w/case colored frame, hard
rubber grips & is NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
345 Ruger GP100 357 Magnum Revolver
#173-91705; 357 Mag. 6" bbl. w/SS finish & in nice, lightly used
condition. 450.00 - 600.00
346 SIG Sauer Model 1911 40 cal NIB Pistol
#54B085200; 40 cal. 5" bbl. w/SS finish & target sights. Gun is
NIB. 600.00 - 800.00
347 NIB Beretta Model 96-D 40 cal Pistol
#A18142M; 40 cal. Std. config. & in like new condition w/box.
350.00 - 450.00
348 Ruger New Model Blackhawk 44 Mag Rev w/7 1/2"
#51-26908; 44 Magnum. blued finish w/wood grips & in nice,
lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
349 Pair of Early Ruger Single Six Revolvers
Super Single Six w/adj sights #546326; 22 cal. w/early bbl
markings & wood grips. Gun has spots on cylinder & frame.
#133324; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/good original blue & wood grips.
In nice used condition. 500.00 - 600.00
350 Early Blued Ruger Bear Cat 22 Revolver
#45828; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings, blue finish, gold trigger
guard & wood grips. In nice used condition w/few spots. 200.00 300.00
351 Ruger New Model Single Six Convertible w/9 1/2 bbl
#69-33703; 22 & 22 Mag cylinder w/blued finish & wood grips.
Gun has some visible spots on hammer & cylinder, otherwise in
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
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352 Pair of Early Ruger Single Six 22 Revolvers
#384169; 22 cal 5 1/2" bbl blued finish w/early markings, wood
grips & some holster wear, but good overall condition.
#370144; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish, some holster wear &
mixed marks w/wood grips. Gun is in good used condition. Both
include magnum cylinders (not pictured) 500.00 - 650.00
353 Pair of Early Ruger Single Six Revolvers
#67719; 22 cal 5 1/2" bbl w/early markings & updated safety.
Gun has mixed marks & is in fair overall condition.
#209991; 22 cal. 4 3/4" bbl w/blue to grey metal & original
hammer in rougher condition overall. 500.00 - 750.00
354 Early Colt Woodsman 22 cal Pistol w/Box
#122171; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl w/blued finish & checkered walnut
grips. Some mixed scratches & marks mainly on bbl & wood is
good. Comes w/2 magazines & original box, overall in good used
condition for age. 350.00 - 450.00
355 Pair of Savage 32 cal Pocket Pistols
Model 1917 #251749; 32 cal. Spotted grey metal & in fair overall
condition
Model 1907 #224360; 32 cal. Std config w/blue to grey metal &
mixed spots. In good overall condition. RM22/116 400.00 500.00
356 Pair of Early Ruger Blackhawk 357 Mag Revolvers
#31-11347; 357 Mag. 6 1/2" bbl w/early markings,3 screw frame
& wood grips. In nice overall condition.
#D30-97763; 357 Mag. 6 1/2" pre warning bbl. 3 screw frame &
in good used condition. RM102/119 700.00 - 900.00
357 Pair of Hi Standard Model B & HB Pistols
Model HB #280922; 22 cal. 6 3/4" bbl. Blue to grey metal
w/mixed spots & scratches, in fair overall condition.
Model B #41305; 22 cal. 6 3/4" Good blue w/scratches, marks &
edge ware, overall in good used condition.
RM95 500.00 - 650.00
358 Pair of Hi Standard Pistols Model B & GB
Model GB #321575; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. w/blue to grey metal &
mixed marks, in good overall condition.
Model B #46041; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl w/blue to grey metal & some
wear spots, in fair overall condition. A nice pair of early Hi
Standards. RM56/145 450.00 - 600.00
359 Pair of Early S&W Dbl Action Revolvers
#123236; 32-20. 6" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/most wear on bbl &
grips are good, in fair overall condition.
#637599; 22LR. 6" bbl. Original blue w/spot & areas of holster
wear & use. Gun has adj rear sight & wood grips, in fair overall
condition. RM46/86 500.00 - 700.00
360 Pair Early Colt Police Positive & New Police Revs
Police Positive #11841; 22 WRF. 6" bbl. Metal is blue to grey
w/mixed scratches & marks. Mechanically good & right grip is
chipped, butt is drilled for a lanyard.
New Police #68667; 32 Colt. 6" bbl. Metal is blue to grey & has
mixed scratches & marks. Gun is mechanically good. A good pair

LOT #
of early Colts. RM83/157 500.00 - 600.00
361 Pair of 22 & 32 cal Early S&W Revolvers
#420479; 32 long. 4 1/4" bbl. w/target style grips & blue to grey
metal w/mixed scratches & marks. Gun is mechanically good.
#427634; 22 LR. 6" bbl w/blue to grey metal & mixed scratches
& marks on metal. Wood is solid but well used & gun is
mechanically good. RM58/90 400.00 - 600.00
362 NIB Remington Model 760 150th Anniv. Pump Rifle
#459499; 30-06. Blued metal w/Anniversary logo on left side of
receiver. Gun is as new in original box. 300.00 - 500.00
363 NIB Winchester Case Colored 94AE 30-30 Rifle
#6572638; 30-30. 26" blued steel bbl & case colored frame
w/forearm cap & butt plate. Gun has checkered pistol grip stock
w/tang sight & in NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
364 Winchester Trails End High Grade LA Comm. Rifle
#6577582; 44 Mag. 20" oct bbl. w/blued finish, engraved receiver
w/gold embellishment for John Browning 150 years. This is 1 of
50 mfg. & a beautiful Winchester Commemorative rifle. 1,500.00
- 2,000.00
365 NIB Winchester Model 94 Legacy Rifle
#6551396; 45 cal Colt w/24" bbl, checkered pistol grip stock &
gun is in NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
366 NIB Winchester Trails End 45 Colt Carbine
#6559833; 45 Colt. 20" oct. bbl. w/walnut stock & gun is NIB
condition. 600.00 - 800.00
367 NIB Winchester Model 94 Legacy Rifle
#6569405; 45 cal Colt. 24" bbl w/checkered pistol grip stock &
gun is NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
368 NIB Winchester 94-22 22 cal Rifle
#F190087; 22 cal. 20" bbl w/walnut stock & in NIB condition.
700.00 - 800.00
369 NIB Browning Deluxe Grade BL22 Rifle
#72B91450; 22 cal. w/blued finish & engraved receiver
w/checkered walnut. Gun is NIB. 500.00 - 700.00
370 NIB SAKO Forester 308 cal Rifle
#85315; 308 cal. 22 1/2" blued steel bbl. w/fancy checkered
walnut stock. Gun is NIB condition. 650.00 - 800.00
371 NIB Belgium Browning T-Bolt 22 Rifle
#64926X; 22 cal. 24" blued steel bbl & walnut stock. Belgium
mfg & gun is NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
372 NIB Henry LA 410 ga Shotgun
#FTL12197; 410 ga. 24" bbl. w/removable choke tube & blued
finish w/checkered walnut stock. Gun is NIB. 600.00 - 700.00
373 Winchester Model 94 High Grade Cent Rifle
#CNL0202; 20 cal std config w/high grade checkered walnut
stock, engraved receiver & golden decoration. Gun has a folding
tang receiver sight & gun is in NIB condition. 1,500.00 - 1,750.00
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374 NIB Winchester Model 94 Ltd. Edition Cent. Rifle
#CN00202; 30 cal. engraved receiver w/checkered pistol grip
stock & half round half, oct bbl. Gun is NIB condition. 800.00 1,000.00
375 NIB Kimber 84L Select Grade SS 280 Ackley IMP
#KL09452; 280 Ackley IMP. 24" SS bbl. w/checkered walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00
376 Weatherby Mark V 338-06 Super BGM Rifle
#WB022733; 338-06 26" black fluted bbl w/ACCU break. Gun
has Weatherby composite stock & is NIB condition. 750.00 1,250.00
377 Winchester Model 70 Super Grade 338 WIN Mag Rifle
#G17647; 338 WIN Mag. 24" bbl. w/controlled round feeding bolt
& high grade walnut stock. Topped w/Leupold Vari XII 2-7x
scope. Gun appears to be in new condition w/original box. Circa
1991. (84) 750.00 - 1,250.00
378 Winchester Model 52 22 cal Rifle
#BS4386; 22 cal. LR w/24" bbl & blued metal, checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition w/couple
scratches on ebony tip. Comes w/Redfield 4x scope. 600.00 800.00
379 NIB Henry 45-70 Lever Action Rifle
#FFS001548; 45-70. 18 1/2" bbl. w/checkered walnut stock &
ghost ring rear sight. Gun is in like new condition w/box. 550.00 650.00
380 NIB Henry 45 Colt Big Boy Rifle
#BB0018116; 45 Long Colt. 20" oct. bbl. w/brass frame & in NIB
condition. 550.00 - 650.00

LOT #
387 Browning Citori 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#02802PR153; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes. Gun has few light
marks in stock, otherwise gun appears to be in near new
condition, includes 3 additional choke tubes & wrench. 750.00 1,000.00
388 Smith & Wesson Model 25-15 45 Colt Nickel Revolver
#CPL1505; 45 Colt. 6 3/8" bbl. Gun is nickel finished w/wood
S&W grips. In like new condition w/original box. 800.00 1,000.00
389 Smith & Wesson Model 500 Magnum Revolver
#CTK9033; 500 Mag. SS finish w/9" ported bbl. In good used
condition w/box. 700.00 - 900.00
390 Smith & Wesson Model 686-6 357 Mag Revolver
#CYR1882; 357 Mag. Std config. w/4" bbl & SS finish. Gun is
like new condition in original box. 500.00 - 700.00
391 Smith & Wesson Model 629 Mountain Gun
#CDJ1198; 629-5 44 Mag w/4" bbl. Gun has SS finish & rubber
S&W grips. In fine, lightly used condition in original box. 700.00
- 900.00
392 Springfield Armory Mil Spec 1911 Pistol
NM611835; 45 ACP. Std 1911 config w/bright matte SS finish &
checkered wood grips. Gun is like new in box & comes
w/additional grips & one additional magazine. 600.00 - 800.00
393 Springfield XD9 Match Pistol
#MG832956; 9mm. Dual tone gun & appears to be in like new
condition w/extra magazines, accessories & comes in original
case. 450.00 - 600.00

381 NIB Deluxe Engraved Silver Eagle 22 cal Rifle
#SE004637; 22 LR w/engraved silver receiver, oct bbl & walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. 550.00 - 650.00

394 Springfield Armory 1911-A1 Dual Tone 45 Pistol
#N555968; 45 ACP. Gun is black & SS dual tone gun, black areas
heavily worn form carry. Comes w/box & magazine & is a good
used Springfield 1911 400.00 - 500.00

382 NIB Henry Big Boy 327 Federal/32 Mag Rifle
#BB00509M327; 327 Federal Mag/32 H&R Mag w/20" oct bbl.
& brass frame. Gun is in NIB condition. 550.00 - 650.00

395 NIB SIG Sauer Mosquito 22 cal Pistol
#A070349; 22 cal. 3 3/4" bbl. & in like new in box condition
w/one additional magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

383 NIB Ruger 10-22 International w/Basket Weave Stock
#0006-50130; 22 Mannlicher w/basket weave stock & gun is NIB.
300.00 - 400.00

396 Smith & Wesson Model 22 22 cal Pistol
#UCL6993; 22 cal. std. config. & in good used condition, comes
w/1 additional magazine. 200.00 - 300.00

384 NIB Browning Model 42 410 ga Pump Shotgun
#06258NZ882; 410 ga. 26" vent rib bbl. Grade I Limited Edition
& gun is NIB. 750.00 - 1,250.00

397 NIB Taurus Model M405 40 cal Revolver
#EW489766; 40 cal. 2" bbl w/SS finish & gun is NIB condition.
350.00 - 450.00

385 NIB Browning Model 12 20 ga Shotgun
#07844PN832; 20 ga. 26" bbl w/MOD choke. Gun is NIB
condition. 600.00 - 800.00

398 Glock Model 23 40 cal Pistol
#NRE990; 40 cal. 4" bbl & in good lightly used condition. Comes
in original box w/extra magazine. 350.00 - 450.00

386 NIB Browning 22 Take Down Rifle
#15223PZ146; 22 cal. Std. config. In like new condition
w/original box. 500.00 - 700.00

399 Glock Model 22 40 cal Pistol
#ELA662; 40 cal. Std. config. & comes in box w/3 additional high
capacity magazines. Gun has bone crusher emblem on rear.
350.00 - 450.00
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400 Glock Model 19 Gen 4 9mm Pistol
#BDUV457; 9mm. Std. config. w/grim reaper symbol on back &
comes w/grip contours & 2 additional magazines. Gun is like new
in original box. 350.00 - 450.00
401 Glock Model 24C 40 cal Pistol
#HGG109; 40 cal. 6" ported bbl. & in like new condition w/box.
450.00 - 650.00
402 Smith & Wesson Model 2206 22 Target Pistol
#TEV7616; 22 cal. 6" bbl. SS & comes w/3 additional magazines
& original box. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 300.00 400.00
403 SIG Mosquito 22 cal Pistol
#A066123; 22 cal. 5" bbl. & gun is in NIB condition. 250.00 350.00
404 Steyr Model M9 9mm Pistol
#026466; 9mm. 3 3/14" bbl. & is in nice used condition w/box &
2 additional magazines. 400.00 - 500.00
405 Colt Gold Cup Trophy 22 Pistol
#WD019425; 22 LR. Made by Walther under Colt license. Gun is
in new condition w/box & 3 additional 22 cal magazines. 450.00 600.00
406 NIB Smith & Wesson 22 Victory Pistol
#UDW8529; 22 cal. 5 1/2" threaded SS bbl & gun is NIB
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
407 Pair of NIB Smith & Wesson M&P Shield Pistols
#NDT2269; 9mm. std config & NIB condition.
#RCC2069; 380 cal. std config & NIB condition. 500.00 - 650.00
408 NIB Ruger LCR 38 Spec w/ Crimson Trace Grips
#542-62309 38 Spec. Gun is in NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00
409 Leatherhead Hi-Lux 6-24x44 Rifle Scope
Matte black finish w/mil-dot reticle. In nice used condition
w/original box.
410 Sheperd Enterprises 6-18x40 Rifle Scope
Matte black finish & in good used condition w/original box.
411 Nikon Buckmaster Side Focus 6-18x40 Rifle Scope
Black matte finish w/mildot. Ser #KK725752. In nice used
condition w/original box.
412 Buris Euro Diamond 3-10x40 Rifle Scope
Matte black finish ser #EF060125. In nice used condition
w/original box.
413 Weaver T-Series 36x40 AO Rifle Scope
Matte silver finish Model 849981 w/fine x-hair reticle. In good
used condition w/few small marks, comes in original box.
414 Leupold Vari XIII 2.5x8 Rifle Scope
Silver multi coat finish ser #361839B. In good used condition w/
few small marks & comes in original box

LOT #
415 Leupold 20-60x 80mm Spotting Scope
in fine used condition & comes in case which includes tripod &
window mount.
416 NIB Winchester Model 37A 20 ga Shotgun
#C537318; 20 ga. 28" bbl. & in NIB condition. 150.00 - 250.00
417 Mossberg 500A 12 ga Buck & Bird Combo w/case
#L293374; 12 ga. Comes w/24" rifled bbl. & 28" bird bbl
w/ACCU choke & vent rib. Checkered stock & engraved receiver
w/gun guard hard case & in like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00
418 NIB Marlin Model 39 Take Down Rifle
#05091383; 22 cal. TDS Model w/16 1/2" bbl, walnut stock, take
down soft case & original box. 450.00 - 600.00
419 NIB Winchester 94AE 730 Waters
#5653796; 730 Waters. Std. config. w/blued finish & walnut
stock. Gun is NIB condition. 600.00 - 800.00
420 NIB Ruger 10-22 Bull Bbl Rifle
#250-70261; 22 cal w/laminates tock, bull bbl & is in NIB
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
421 NIB Henry Big Boy 357 Mag Rifle
#BB0016913; 357 Mag. 38 spec. cal. w/20" oct bbl & brass
frame. Gun is in NIB condition. 550.00 - 650.00
422 NIB Marlin 1894 44 Magnum Rifle
#MR74300B; 44 Mag./44 Spec. 20" bbl w/straight checkered
stock & push button safety. Gun is NIB condition. 500.00 - 600.00
423 NIB Ruger 10-22 International Rifle
#824-91410; 22 cal. SS finish w/walnut Mannlicher stock. Gun is
in NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00
424 Early NIB Ruger 10-22 w/Deluxe Wood
#111-49655; 22 cal. Early gun w/early bbl markings & walnut
checkered stock. Gun is like NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00
425 NIB Ruger 10-22 Carbine w/Laminate Stock
#233-19379; 22 cal. w/blued metal & laminate stock. Gun is NIB.
300.00 - 400.00
426 NIB Henry 17HMR Lever Action Rifle
#T000181V; 17HMR. 20" oct. bbl w/blued finish & gun is in NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
427 NIB Ruger Laminate Stock 10-22 International
#824-74241; 22 cal. blued bbl w/grey laminate stock & in NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
428 NIB Ruger 10-22 50 year Anniversary Model
#0002-16801; 22 cal. SS finish & composite stock. Gun is NIB
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
429 NIB Winchester Super X2 Semi Auto Shotgun
#11BMM13729; 12 ga. 3" chamber w/INV chokes & 26" vent rib
bbl. Gun is NIB. (181) 500.00 - 700.00
430 NIB Winchester SX3 12 ga Shotgun
#11HMP03136; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber w/INV chokes & 28"
ribbed bbl. Gun has synthetic stock w/parkerized like metal
finish. Gun is NIB condition. (182) 700.00 - 900.00
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431 Beretta A391 Xtrema 2 Shotgun
#AG062058; 12 ga. w/Advantage Max 4 Ammo & 26" bbl. w/3
1/2" chamber. Gun is in good used condition w/case choke tubes
& paperwork. 450.00 - 600.00
432 NIB Ruger 10-22 Inter w/Laminate Grey Stock
#0005-92123; 22 cal. blued finish w/grey laminate stock & in NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
433 NIB Henry Arms Golden Boy Pheasants Forever
#GB112475; 22 cal. Golden receiver & walnut stock w/Pheasants
Forever logo. Stock has some scratches from poor storage.
Otherwise gun is as new in original box. 300.00 - 400.00
434 German Sport Gun 22 cal. GSG 5
#A347326; 22 cal. Gun is built to look like H&K MP5. In NIB
condition & includes fake suppressor. 400.00 - 500.00
435 Beretta 686 Silver Pigeon 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#N58041S; 12 ga. 26 3/8" bbls. w/removable tubes, silver
finished engraved receiver, single selective trigger & ejectors.
Gun is in very nice, used condition w/few marks. Comes in
original box but no additional choke tubes or wrench. 1,000.00 1,500.00
436 Browning BT100 12 ga Trap Gun
#02034NTH99; 12 ga. 32" ported raised vent rib bbl w/INV
chokes. Gun is in very fine, near new condition w/original box &
choke tubes. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
437 Browning BT99 Trap Gun
#01176PT199; 12 ga. 34" bbl. w/INV chokes & is in nice used
condition w/some marks on wood & light edge ware on receiver.
Includes 1 additional choke tube & wrench, overall in very good
used condition w/original box. 700.00 - 900.00
438 NIB DU Browning A5 16 ga Shotgun
#2018DU1929; 16 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes & silver
decorative engraved receiver w/DU logo, checkered walnut stock
& is like NIB. Includes additional recoil pad & choke tubes in
box. 750.00 - 1,250.00
439 NIB Winchester Supreme Field 12 ga O/U Shotgun
#13AMZ01435; 12 ga 28" bbl w/INV chokes, checkered walnut
stock & single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun is NIB condition.
(179) 750.00 - 1,000.00
440 NIB Winchester Model 12 Trap Gun
#Y2025806; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke ribbed bbl. & in NIB
condition. Wood & metal are excellent, comes w/original box &
sleeve. Mfg in 1977. (197) 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
441 NIB Winchester Model 59 WIN LITE Shotgun
#3114; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/MOD choke. Metal & wood are clean &
excellent. Original box is in very nice condition & includes hang
tag inside. A rare gun in NIB condition. (224) 750.00 - 1,000.00
442 Antique Winchester 1886 40-65 LA Rifle
Antique. #18790; 40-65 cal. 26" oct. bbls. Gun has a bright bore
w/case colored receiver retaining some visible case colors,
otherwise mixed spotted & sliver finish. Bbl retains good original
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blue w/edge ware & mixed spots & gun is mechanically good.
Original wood has some small marks & is overall in nice
condition. Gun was mfg in 1888 (3rd year production) & overall
a good antique 1886 Winchester. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
443 Antique Winchester 1886 Rifle
Antique. #52101; 40-65 cal. Mfg in 1891. 26" oct. w/good bore &
very nice original walnut stock. Case colored frame is faded silver
w/some small protected areas showing light case colors. Magazine
tube has been shortened & the bottom 6" of bbl. have a blackened
taped residue but otherwise bbl has nice original blue remaining
w/typical wear on edges. Overall a clean example of an original
1886 Winchester. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
444 Antique Remington Hepburn
Antique. #759; 28" oct bbl. w/40 cal bore, brown to grey patina on
all metal & checkered pistol grips stock which is in nice condition
& may be a replacement. Topped w/Winchester A5 scope in good
condition. A nice medium caliber Hepbun single shot rifle.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
445 Ant. Maynard Model 16 Single Shot Sporting Rifle
Antique #9603; bright 30 cal rifled bore w/28" oct to round bbl.
Original receiver is case colored now fading to grey. Gun believed
to be a Model 16 & mechanically gun is crisp, bbl may be
refinished as no visible markings remain & gun has vintage
veneer style long range Tang sight, a semi Schuetzen butt,
checkered walnut stock & a hooded front target sight. Overall a
great example of an early Maynard target rifle. 2,000.00 3,000.00
446 Triplett & Scott Civil War Repeating Rifle
Antique. #1443; 30" bbl. w/good bore. Bbl has brown patina &
marked KENTUCKY on left side. Case colored receiver is spotted
& silver finished, mechanically good. Butt stock is solid w/out
crack & overall a nice example of a scarce Triplett & Scott Civil
War era rifle. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
447 Hopkins & Allen Single Shot 38-56 Rifle
Antique. #NSN; It is Hopkins Allen shotgun receiver w/38-56 22"
Hopkins & Allen marked bbl. Gun has newer sights, case colored
receiver w/original browned bbl w/vintage spots & wear. Stock is
original, well worn but solid. An interesting caliber conversion
insert from an original Hopkins & Allen shotgun. 400.00 - 800.00
448 Antique Hopkins & Allen 32 Rim Fire Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 32 rim fire cal. w/26" oct bbl. & fair bore.
Mechanically gun is good w/spotted grey metal & wood is ok
w/previous repair at wrist & original butt plate. A good example
of a scarce Hopkins & Allen rifle. 400.00 - 500.00
449 Remington 1858 New Model 44 cal Revolver
#85465; 44 al. Std config Gun has been nickel finished w/original
wood grips & gun is mechanically ok. Comes in contemporary
wooden case w/black powder accessories including a modern
cylinder. An attractive original gun in contemporary case setting.
500.00 - 700.00
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450 LC Smith Ideal Grade 410 ga Double
#S-56038; 410 ga. 26" bbls w/3" chambers & bores are good.
Good exterior blue w/some spots fading silver or brown from
handling & case colored engraved Ideal Grade receiver. Single
selective trigger, ejectors & checkered pistol grip stock w/LOP 13
7/8". Forearm appears original & butt stock is probably a fine
replacement. Gun has dbl ivory beads & overall is a fine example
of a LC Smith Ideal Grade 410 dbl. The 410 ga is extremely rare
in this model w/only 220 manufactured. Originally shipped in
1950 to Corpus Christi Hardware (see letter) 4,000.00 - 5,000.00
451 LC Smith Crown Grade 12 ga Live Pigeon Gun
#176675; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & raised vent rib w/dbl
bead. Heavily engraved cased colored receiver w/hunting dog
scenes. Beaver tail checkered forearm, checkered pistol grip stock
w/raised comb & rubber recoil pad. LOP approx. 14 1/8". Gun is
a single selective trigger w/ejectors. There is no factory safety as
it was ordered to be a live pigeon gun. Mechanically gun is crisp
& overall a great example of a desirable Crown Grade LC Smith.
Originally shipped in 1939 to Peden Iron & Steel Co(see letter).
Approximately 890 Crown Grade's were manufactured between
1913-1950. 4,000.00 - 6,000.00
452 LC Smith Crown Grade Single Bbl Trap
#14288; 12 ga. 34" single bbl. w/bright bores, good exterior blue
& raised trap rib. Bbl is marked MADE TO ORDER BY THE
HUNTER ARMS CO INC FULTON NY. Crown grade engraved
receiver w/strong case colors, high grade walnut stock w/recoil
pad, LOP approx. 14 3/8" & beavertail forend. A beautiful Crown
Grade Single Bbl. Trap. Originally shipped in 1920 to George W
Shroyer & Co. (see letter) Appromately 88 manufactured between
1917-1950. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
453 LC Smith Specialty Grade 12 ga Double
#100407; 12 ga. 32" bbls w/good bores & some light spots visible.
Gun has ventilated rib w/good exterior blue remaining. Engraved
receiver originally case colored now silver w/hunter single trigger
& ejectors. LOP w/newer style recoil pad approx 14 3/4" &
checkered pistol grip walnut stock in nice overall condition w/full
beavertail forend. Overall in nice condition & a fine Specialty
Grade LC Double. Gun shipped in 1927 to Harry S Crawford (see
letter) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
454 Specialty Grade LC Smith Single Bbl Trap Gun
#38623; 12 ga. 34" bbl w/bright bore & good exterior blue, case
colored engraved receiver w/LOP approx. 14 1/4" w/recoil pad.
wood appears to be original & in good condition & forend appears
to have repaired crack which is visible in rear of take down
button. Gun is mechanically crisp & a nice Specialty Grade LC
Smith. Gun was originally shipped in 1923 to A. Stollenwerk
Service(see photo for additional info) Approximate 1860
manufactured between 1917-1950. 2,000.00 - 2,500.00
455 Baker Elite Grade Single Barrel Trap Gun
#48911; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/bright bore & ventilated rib in which
every other rib post is absent. Blue to brown bbl w/mixed spots &
marks w/engraved blued receiver & checkered pistol grip stock &
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has LOP approx. 14 1/4" w/recoil pad. Overall a good example of
a rare Elite Grade Single Bbl trap. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
456 Rare The Three Barrel Gun Co SBT Gun
#285; 12 ga 30" bbl. w/good bore & blue to grey metal w/mixed
spot on exterior. THE THREE BARREL-GUN CO WHEELING
W. VA. German Krupp steel bbl. & receiver has case colors in
protected areas, otherwise brownish patina. Checkered pistol grip
stock w/14 1/4" LOP & wood is in good shape w/newer Browning
plastic recoil pad. Forearm is solid & a good example of a very
scarce early American single bbl. trap gun. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00
457 Ithaca 7E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#270474; 12 ga. 34" bbl. w/bright bore & good blue exterior. Gun
has 7E engraved case colored receiver w/golden fowl, eagle &
stag head. Original case colors faded mainly to silver & finely
checkered straight grip walnut stock w/black spacer & recoil pad
& LOP approx. 14 1/2". Overall a fine example of a desirable 7E
Single Bbl. Flues Trap. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
458 Ithaca 6E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#344015T; 12 ga. 34" bbl. w/ good bore, blued exterior is good
w/some light spots & receiver has 6E engraving w/light case
colors remaining & golden archer & trap shooter on receiver.
Straight grip checkered stock has adj butt plate & LOP is 13" to
the adj butt. Forearm is solid & the 6E Ithaca Flues is a rare gun
circa 1921. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
459 Ithaca 5E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#405168; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/bright bore & raised ventilated rib
w/good exterior blue, case colored 5E engraved receiver w/golden
woodcock & pheasant. Checkered pistol grip stock & LOP 14 1/4"
w/recoil pad, wood is good but finish is starting to crack.
Mechanically gun is crisp & overall a fine 5E Ithaca. 2,500.00 3,500.00
460 Ithaca 5E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#403685; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/good bore, good exterior blue w/raised
ventilated rib, case colored receiver & 5E engraving w/golden
rooster & wood cock. Gun has fancy checkered pistol grip stock
recoil pad & LOP approx 14 1/2". Mechanically gun is crisp & a
fine 5E Single Bbl Trap. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
461 Ithaca 7E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#306960; 12 ga w/32" bbl. & good bore. Blued bbl fading to silver
near muzzle & has Grade 7 engraving on case colored receiver
w/raised golden fowl & mermaid on trigger guard. Gun has
checkered straight grip walnut stock w/LOP approx 13 7/8". The
forearm does have a visible crack, but remains solid, stock is
presumed to be replacement wood. Mechanically good & a nice
example of a 7E Ithaca trap gun. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
462 Ithaca 5E Single Barrel 12 ga Trap Gun
#240405553; 12 ga. 32" single bbl w/bright bore. Gun has strong
exterior blue & wide ventilated trap rib. The receiver is heavily
engraved w/light case colors & golden pheasant & woodcock on
each side of receiver. Has fancy checkered walnut stock & is
mechanically crisp w/Kick-Eez recoil pad. LOP measures approx
14 1/8". Overall a very fine original 5E single bbl trap. 1,500.00 -
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2,500.00
463 Ithaca 4E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#404876; 12 ga. 32" blued bbl. w/good bore & ventilated rib &
case colored receiver w/4E engraving. Checkered pistol grip
stock, raised comb & LOP approx. 14 3/8" w/recoil pad.
Mechanically gun is crisp & a fine 4E Single Bbl. Trap. 1,500.00
- 2,500.00
464 LJUTIC Engraved & Gold Plated MONO Gun
#2309; 12 ga single bbl trap gun w/34" bbl, bright bore & blued
finish. The receiver is engraved w/golden fowl & dog w/engravers
name K Hornoth. Gun has checkered pistol grip stock w/recoil
absorbing butt & LOP approx. 15 1/8" in the extended position.
Wood is solid & in good shape & mechanically gun is crisp & in
excellent overall condition. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00
465 Belgium Browning Midas Grade Superposed Trap Gun
#92758; 12 ga. 32" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD & has wide broad way
ventilated trap rib. Gun has Midas Grade engraved receiver
w/golden pheasant & fowl w/engravers signature on left side.
Mechanically gun is used but good w/some of original blue fading
on edges of receiver & lower bbl as forearm is taken down. A very
high grade checkered walnut stock w/Browning recoil pad. LOP
approx 14 1/2" & wood is solid w/some small marks from use.
Overall a fine early Belgium made Midas Grade Trap Gun.
3,000.00 - 5,000.00
466 Ithaca Grade II 20 ga Dbl.
#189998; 20 ga. 27 1/2" Krupp fluid steel bbls. Bores are good &
exterior is blued w/some light scratches. The engraved Grade II
receiver features quail & fowl & is faded silver w/dbl triggers &
ejectors. Mechanically gun is good & wood appears to be
replacement stock set. LOP is approx. 13 1/2" w/new recoil pad.
750.00 - 1,500.00
467 Ithaca Knick Model 4E Single Bbl Trap Gun
#405129; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/bright bore & nice blued exterior. Gun
has case colored engraved receiver w/good colors remaining,
checkered pistol grip stock & LOP of approx 14 1/2" w/recoil pad.
Mechanically good & a nice Ithaca 4E Knick Model. 2,000.00 2,500.00
468 Ithaca 4E Single Barrel Trap Gun
#269023; 12 ga. 34" bbl w/good bore & good blue exterior
w/some spots. Gun has 4E engraved receiver w/case colors in
protected areas otherwise fading silver. Straight checkered walnut
stock & LOP approx. 14 3/8" w/recoil pad. Mechanically gun is
good & a nice 4E Flues Model Ithaca. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
469 Perazzi TMI Special Single Bbl Trap Gun
#76011; 12 ga. 34" single bbl w/removable tubes, 2 3/4" chamber,
checkered walnut stock adj comb & LOP is approx. 14 1/2". Gun
is in good used condition w/some wear on edges of receiver &
some mixed small scratches & marks from handling, overall in
very fine used condition. Comes w/additional choke tubes,
McDaniel trigger & hard case, case shows some rust at hinges
from poor storage. 485 combination code. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

LOT #
470 Belgium Browning Superposed Lightning Trap Gun
#12113 S69; 12 ga. 32" bbls. FULL/MOD w/wide broad way rib,
single selective trigger, ejectors & Browning recoil pad. Gun has
some light wear on edges of metal & gun is mechanically good. A
nice used Superposed trap. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00
471 The Double Gun Journals
includes: VOLUME No. 1 ISSUE No. 1 WINTER 1989; plus 16
additional, Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter of 1992, 1993, 1994 &
1995 editions.
472 The Double Gun Journals
includes 24 editions: 1996-2001
473 Remington 3200 1 of 1,000 Trap Gun
#T489; 12 ga 30" bbls. FULL/IMP/MOD. Blued w/engraved
receiver & golden 1 of 1,000 writing. Checkered walnut stock is
nice & LOP of 14 1/2" & w/recoil pad. Overall a fine Remington
3200 1 of 1,000. 3,000.00 - 3,500.00
474 Remington 3200 1 of 1,000 O/U Trap Gun
#T0609; 12 ga. 30" ported bbls FULL/IMP/MOD Gun has good
exterior blue & wood is solid w/light scratches from use & left
side of forearm has small visible crack (see photos). Fitted w/adj
butt pad & comb & gold is partially worn off side of receiver of
the ONE OF 1,000 engraving, otherwise in good overall
condition. 750.00 - 1,250.00
475 Remington 3200 One of 1,000 Skeet Model
#SK0804; 12 ga. 25 1/4" SKEET/SKEET bbls. One of 1,000
receiver w/gold trim. Mechanically good & gun has checkered
pistol grip stock & LOP approx 14". Gun does have some rust
where forend meets metal, otherwise a very clean 1 of 1,000
SKEET Model 3200. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00
476 Remington Model 3200 Competition Trap O/U 12 ga
#45718; 12 ga. 32" bbls. FULL/IMP/MOD. Gun appears to be in
very nice, lightly used condition w/original box. Bbls appear to
have small spots from storage, but overall a very fine competition
trap 3200 Remington. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
477 Remington Model 3200 Competition O/U
#42250; 12 ga. 32" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. Mechanically gun is
crisp & has good blue overall w/few small spots from storage.
Wood is good & LOP approx. 14 1/2" w/pistol grip stock & raised
comb. Overall in very nice, lightly handled condition. 1,500.00 2,000.00
478 Remington 3200 Magnum O/U Shotgun
#39716; 12 ga. w/3" chambers & 30" FULL/MOD bbls. Gun has
good exterior blue & is mechanically crisp w/LOP of approx. 14
1/8" & adj comb. Mechanically gun is good & a nice Magnum
3200 Remington. 750.00 - 1,000.00
479 Remington Model 3200 Specialty Trap
#35906; 12 ga. w/30" ported bbls & trap rib. FULL/IMP/MOD &
mechanically crisp w/bright bores & adj butt plate. Gun has LOP
of approx. 14" & few light marks from handling & gun has small
visible crack left side of tang (see photo). Overall a very clean
Remington Specialty Trap. 800.00 - 1,200.00
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480 Remington Model 3200 Specialty Trap
#20176;12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. Checkered pistol grip
stock has LOP approx. 14 1/2" & mechanically gun is crisp
w/good blue & nice wood w/few small marks. Overall a nice
Specialty Trap. 900.00 - 1,200.00
481 Remington Competition Model 3200 Skeet
#44918; 12 ga. 25 1/4" SKEET/SKEET bbls. Mechanically gun is
crisp w/some light edge ware on receiver w/some rust spots where
forearm wood meets up w/metal & the take down latch on
forearm. Checkered walnut stock has 14 1/2" LOP w/recoil pad &
small visible crack at the end of tang. Overall in good used
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00
482 Remington Model 32TC O/U Shotgun
#2400; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbls & mechanically good. Original
checkered wood is solid & LOP approx. 14" w/butt plate & black
spacer. Receiver is grey on edges, but overall good condition for
an early Model 32. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00
483 Remington Model 32 SKEET O/U Shotgun
#4574; 12 ga. 26" bbls Original blue is toning to brown w/spots
on metal. Wood is good w/some small marks & LOP is approx. 14
1/4". Gun has vent rib & only 15,000 mfg from 1932-1942.
Overall in good used condition & a good example of scarce model.
1,000.00 - 2,000.00
484 Factory Rebuilt Remington Model 3200
#19502; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. In good used condition
w/some marks from long term storage & is factory rebuilt config.
Receiver does have some pits along wood line, butt plate is
missing, gun is severely cracked at wrist w/repaired crack at
forearms. Mechanically gun is crisp but wood needs to be
replaced. 750.00 - 1,000.00
485 Perazzi MX15 2 bbl Trap Gun Set
#98042; 12 ga. 30" O/U ported bbls w/wide trap rib & 2 3/4"
chamber, plus a single 34" trap bbl. Gun is used w/some light
spots on muzzle & breech of single bbl from long term storage.
Also includes additional trigger mechanism which has visible
rust. Gun comes w/numerous additional choke tubes & has
checkered walnut stock w/adj. comb & LOP of approx. 14 1/2".
Again gun could use come TLC & cleaning from long term storage
issues, but mechanically feels tight & would be a nice used
Perazzi. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00
486 Remington Model 90-T Single Bbl Trap Gun
#ST02616; 12 ga. single 34" bbl w/raised style adj trap rib, adj
butt plate & comb. Wood is good w/small marks from use &
mechanically gun is good. Receiver has wear on edges from use
but overall a good Model 90-T Specialty Trap. 1,000.00 1,500.00
487 Perazzi T-M-X Single Bbl Trap Gun
#8108; 12 ga. 32" ported bbl w/raised style trap rib. Checkered
pistol grip stock has adj comb & LOP approx. 14 1/2" w/recoil
pad. Gun has some mixed spots & marks on wood & metal, but
overall a nice Perazzi Single Bbl Trap. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00
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488 Remington Model 3200 Custom Single bbl Trap Gun
#14997; 12 ga. 3200 that's been customized w/only the bottom bbl
which is 30" & has custom rib & butt stock has been customized
w/raised comb for right handed shooter. LOP is approx. 12 1/8" to
end of wood & to recoil pad is 13 1/2". In good overall used
condition w/a visible crack in handguard, but a unique customized
3200. 600.00 - 800.00
489 NRA US 03A3 Remington w/Paperwork
#3720614; 30-06. bbl marked RA4-43 & is in excellent condition.
Comes w/NRA purchase forms dated 1960 when the gun was
$14.50. A great Surplus US Remington w/paperwork. 700.00 900.00
490 Springfield M1 Garand Rifle
#322737; 30-06. Spotted grey parkerized metal & missing the
front wood. Gun has WWII cartouche stock SA/GAS. A good M1
Garand to complete. RM190 400.00 - 600.00
491 Auto Ordnance 1927 A1 Carbine
#15552; 45 ACP. 16 1/2" smooth bbl w/blued finish, walnut stock
& vertical fore end. Gun comes w/stick & drum magazines & is in
very nice, lightly handled condition. This is an Auto ordnance mfg
gun, the makers of the original Thomson Center machine gun, not
a new made licensed copy. 750.00 - 1,250.00
492 Springfield 1884 Trap Door Rile
Antique. #481860; 45-70. Metal is blue to brown spotted patina
w/clear 1890 cartouche. Overall in good condition w/butt plate
rusted from poor storage. RM297 450.00 - 600.00
493 US 1898 Krag Military Rifle
#449886; 30-40 Krag w/1903 cartouche & silver to blue spotted
metal. Gun has mixed spots, but good used condition overall.
400.00 - 500.00
494 US Springfield Armory 1898 Krag Rifle
#403699; 30-40 Krag. Std. config. Gun has some mixed rust spots
on metal & wood is good w/clear 1902 cartouche. Butt plate is
rusted from poor storage. RM315 400.00 - 500.00
495 1898 US Springfield Military Rifle
#449293; 30-40 Krag. Std config. w/blue to brown patina bbl grey
spotted receiver & 1903 cartouche in stock. In good overall
condition & handguard is absent & butt plate has some rust from
storage. Good overall condition. 450.00 - 600.00
496 30 cal Carbine Custom Pistol
#29469; 30 cal. M1 Carbine converted to 12" barreled pistol.
Includes a Leupold M8 scope w/SK mount, laser sight & pistol
grip stock. Gun is in nice lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
497 1943 US Flare Pistol & Holster
Non gun. 1943 dated US property M-8 Flare pistol in good
condition. Comes w/leather & aluminum holster. A nice flare gun
set up. 200.00 - 300.00
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498 US Property M8 Flare Pistol & Flares
non-gun #275286; grips are painted NAF166 electro pencil
marked & includes 3 flares, in good condition. 200.00 - 300.00
499 1914 RIA Dated Fencing Bayonet
19" overall in length w/leather wrapped metal tip for fencing.
RIA 1914 marked & in fair condition.
500 Japanese Military Cavalry Sword
Std Japanese Cavalry sword w/scabbard serial #110684 & in good
overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00
501 WWII Era Japanese Naval Spy Glass
Comes in wooden case measuring overall 32 1/2" w/Japanese
characters on outside of box & tag is absent. Inside optics are in
fair condition.
502 US Marked Remington Sportsman 12 ga Shotgun
#724633; 12 ga. w/US Cylinder marked 20" bbl w/Weaver choke
attached. Spotted grey metal w/checkered stock which is well
worn. 300.00 - 500.00
503 US Springfield 1903 Military Rifle
#1532322; 30-06. SA9-44 bbl. In std. config & in fair military
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
504 Fine Remington 1903 Military Rifle
#3053681; 30-06. Bbl is marked RA 2-42. Metal & stock are very
clean & in nice condition. Gun has add on scope mount which
replaces the bolt latch on left side. Overall a very nice 1903
Remington. 500.00 - 700.00
505 US Remington 03A3 Military Rifle
#3782347; 30-06. bbl marked RA5-43. Metal is clean & nice,
wood is good & butt plate is rusted & rough from poor storage.
RM189 400.00 - 500.00
506 US Springfield 1873 Trapdoor Rifle
#277702; 45-70. Brown spotted patina overall & mechanically
good, stock is solid but well used & gun is absent cleaning rod.
400.00 - 500.00
507 Italian Model 91 TS Military Carbine
#AZ3290; 6.5 cal. 1918 dated. In good surplus condition. & uses
the unique sideways bayonet lug. 300.00 - 400.00
508 Steyr M95 Military Carbine
#4966Z; 8x56R. Std config. Import marked & in nice surplus
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
509 Early Colt SP1 AR15 w/out Forward Assist
#SP173567; 223 cal. in std config w/pencil thin bbl, triangular
hand guard & carry rail. This early version does not have forward
assist & appears to be in very nice, lightly handled condition.
1,250.00 - 1,500.00
510 Pair of Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Remington Model 510 #NSN; 22 smooth bore w/blue to grey
metal, smooth bore markings & shotgun bead front sight w/fair
wood.
Winchester Model 67 #NSN; 22 cal single shot w/blue to brown
patina metal & wood is good w/scratches. Overall a nice pair of
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22 rifles. 300.00 - 500.00
511 Remington Match Master 513-S-A 22 Rifles
#NSN 22 cal. 5 round mag, w/27" bbl. & checkered stock.
Topped w/4x Redfield scope & is in nice lightly used condition.
200.00 - 300.00
512 Winchester Model 75 22 cal. Target Rifle
#45837; 22 cal. 28" bbl. w/56E Lyman receiver sight. Gun has
some mixed spots & marks overall but in good, used condition.
350.00 - 500.00
513 Winchester Model 52 22 cal. Sporting Rifle
#59537B; 22 cal. Std sporting config w/24" bbl. Gun has
checkered walnut stock, ebony cap, Winchester pistol grip, deluxe
style sling swivels & Lyman rear receiver sight. Good original
blue w/mixed scratches & marks, stock is solid but has mixed
scratches & marks & gun has steel butt plate. Mfg in 1947.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00
514 Pre-War Winchester Model 52 22 cal Target Rifle
#5969; 22LR. Mfg. in 1926. 28" bbl. w/iron sights & scope bases
attached. Gun has good original blue w/typical scratches & marks.
Wood is solid w/scratches & marks from use. Magazine has early
1919 patent dates & overall a nice original Model 52 Target Rifle.
(96) 650.00 - 900.00
515 Winchester Model 52 w/Lyman Target Spot Scope
#28569; 22LR. 28" bbl. w/good original blue & receiver sight has
been stripped. Gun has Lyman Target Spot scope w/good optics.
Wood is good & gun has military style sling. A nice Model 52
Target rifle. 750.00 - 1,250.00
516 Fine Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#4899971; 30-30. Gun appears to be in like new condition w/few
small handling/storage marks. 400.00 - 500.00
517 Winchester Model 94 30WCF Flat Band Carbine
#1375215; 30 WCF. Std config w/flat front bbl band. Gun has
good original blue w/some wear on edges of receiver. Circa 1946.
(3240) 450.00 - 600.00
518 Winchester Model 1894 SRC in 25-35
#580221; 25-35. 1911 production in std saddle ring config. Gun
has good bore & good blue remains on bbl & magazine tube. The
receiver is worn silver & lever has some case colors in protected
areas w/early Lyman Tang sight. Gumwood stock w/some
scratches & marks in one area w/some wood putty filler. Overall a
nice 25-35 cal SRC. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00
519 Winchester Model 92 44 WCF SRC
#894676; 44-40. 1919 production. Std carbine config. Metal is
silver finish w/mixed spots & early style ladder rear sight. Wood
has been sanded & mechanically gun is ok w/fair bore. 750.00 1,250.00
520 Winchester 1892 25-20 SRC
#800574; 25-20. 1915 production. Std saddle ring config w/good
bore. Blue to grey bbl & magazine tube w/magazine tube having
scratches & marks. Receiver is silver to brown patina w/gumwood
stock having typical scratches, but good overall condition. 750.00
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- 1,000.00
521 Winchester Nickel Steel Model 55 LA TakeDown Rifle
#1019924; 30WCF. 24" take down bbl w/half mag. Metal is blue
to grey, wood is solid & gun is mechanically good. 500.00 700.00
522 Indian Tack Marlin 1889 44-40 LA Rifle
Antique. 44-40 w/24" oct. bbl. Gun has grey to brown patina
overall & mechanically function but is well worn. Brass tacks in
forearm & butt stock, along w/period repair at wrist & decorative
carving at butt stock. Gun is absent metal butt plate which was
often removed & used at a tool by Native Americans. A cool
looking Western Lever Action w/strong feel of Indian provenance.
750.00 - 1,250.00
523 Standing Rock Indian Police Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. Crescent dbl bbl w/hammers & 21" twist bbls. Stock has
tack Indian Police badge & pressed cartouches along w/tack
decoration. Gun is assumed to be contemporary but a good
looking example of an Indian Agency style Police Shotgun. 750.00
- 1,250.00
524 Antique Wells Fargo Uma AZ Dbl Bbl Coach Gun
Antique. WM Moore & Co 12 ga dbl w/24" bbls. & Belgium
proofs. Gun has exposed hammers & in fair condition Right side
of stock is marked WF&CO Uma AZ 238 EXP w/small WF & CO
marking on bottom of frame. A good looking Wells Fargo marked
dbl. 400.00 - 600.00
525 Wells Fargo Carson City Dbl Bbl Coach Gun
Antique American Gun Co . 12 ga. w/21" domascus bbls. BBls
have some visible dents & marks, but good overall. Gun has been
well worn & right side of butt stock has Wells Fargo Badge along
w/Carson City & Wells Fargo stampings on both sides of stock.
Gun is assumed to be a contemporary piece, but overall an
attractive display dbl. bbl shotgun. 400.00 - 600.00
526 CZ Amarillo 12 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
#05C1814; 12 ga. 3" chambers & 20" bbls. Gun has case colored
frame & dbl triggers w/few small marks on wood. Otherwise in
near new condition w/box & includes choke tubes. 400.00 500.00
527 Inter Arms Overland 12 ga Coach Gun
#6400; 20 ga. dbl w/hammers & 20" bbls. In nice lightly handled
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
528 Stoeger 12 ga Coach Gun
#443817; 12 ga. dbl bbl w/20" bbls. Gun has blued finish &
walnut stock. In nice used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
529 Winchester 1873 32 WCF Rifle
Antique. #430849; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1892. 24" round bbl. Gun has
grey to brown patina & is mechanically good. Wood is solid &
overall a good 1873 rifle. 750.00 - 1,250.00
530 Antique LeFever E Grade 10 ga Double
Antique. #11068; 10 ga. 32" Damascus style bbls w/some light
pitting but bores are good overall. Bbl rib marked LEFEVER
ARMS CO MAKERS SYRACUSE NY. Receiver originally case

LOT #
color now fading silver & gun has dbl triggers w/cocking
indicators on side plates. Gun is mechanically good, wood appears
original & in good condition w/newer style rubber butt plate. LOP
is 13" to wood & approx. 14" w/recoil pad. A nice antique. E
Grade Dbl Bbl 10 ga. 500.00 - 750.00
531 Ithaca Field Grade 10 ga Dbl. Bbl Shotgun
#500381; 10 ga. 32" bbls. w/3 1/2" chamber & bright clean bores.
Exterior blue is fading to grey from normal handling & used.
Receiver is case colored & lightly fading silver on bottom
w/single selective trigger & ejectors. Stock appears original
w/some period repair on both sides of tang at wrist w/rubber butt
pad & current LOP of approx. 14". Mechanically gun is tight & a
nice example of a scarce 10 ga Ithaca Field Grade dbl. 1,000.00 1,500.00
532 Ithaca Grade I 12 ga Double
#345586; 12 ga. 30" bbls Good bores & good exterior blue
w/some light spots mixed. Gun has Grade I engraved receiver
w/some protected case colors, otherwise faded silver & gun is
mechanically good w/dbl triggers. The wood is solid w/large chip
left side of tang & additional screw in forend. Gun has thick
Ithaca pad & 14 1/2" LOP.
300.00 - 500.00
533 Ithaca NID 12 ga Dbl.
#280641; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/blue to brown exterior. Mechanically
good & original wood is strong case colored receiver faded silver.
300.00 - 400.00
534 Antique Ithaca 12 ga Flues
#232160; 12 ga. 32" twist bbls. Bores are fair w/some light pits,
grey to brown patina receiver w/some case colors in protected
areas. Mechanically good & original stock is solid. A good
antique Ithaca double. 400.00 - 650.00
535 Parker Brothers Trojan 12 ga Dbl
#164809; 12 ga. 30" bbls. Left bore is clean & right bore has spot
w/visible pits. Blue to brown exterior w/some light spots on
Trojan steel bbl. Receiver has case colored in protected areas
otherwise brown patina. Original stock set is worn, but good
overall. Mechanically gun is tight & overall a nice Parker Trojan.
500.00 - 700.00
536 Parker Brothers Trojan 16 ga. Double
#229280; 16 ga. 28" blued bbls & good bores, left bore does have
visible dent approx 9" from muzzle. Gun has newer case colored
receiver. Wood is good & has recoil pad added, mechanically
good. Overall a nice refinished 16 ga Parker Brother Trojan.
450.00 - 700.00
537 Nathan Starr Model 1818 US Sword
Marked US P.LS N. Star w/32" blade & wooden handle
w/scabbard. A good example of a early US sword. 400.00 - 600.00
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538 1840 Ames Artillery Saber
Ames mfg & 1862 dated w/GCS initials. Blade is spotted & in
good condition w/wire & leather wrapped handled, scabbard is
solid. In good overall condition. 350.00 - 450.00
539 US 1864 Dated Ames Cavalry Sword
Blade is marked US G.K.C 1864 & Ames Manufacturing on
opposite. Blade is bright w/mixed spots, handle & wrap appear
original w/good patina. Nickel plated scabbard is good w/flaking
& spots in areas w/inspector initials at the drag. Overall a nice
cavalry sword. 400.00 - 500.00
540 Model 1860 Roby Cavalry Saber
Blade is US 1865 A.G.M marked w/Roby name on other side.
Sword is well used w/tip broken & brass guard is bent. Scabbard
is fair & this is a salty Civil War sword. 300.00 - 400.00
541 French Import 1840 Artillery Saber
31 1/2" blade arsenal marked 1836 on spine. Blade is bright
w/some light spots w/matching number on scabbard & sword.
Overall a very nice Civil War era import sword. 300.00 - 400.00
542 Ames mfg. US 1860 Heavy Cavalry Saber
1865 dated w/good patina overall, handle is well worn but solid &
scabbard has various dents & damage. Pommel has GKC
inspector initials & is a good Civil War sword. 300.00 - 400.00
543 US 1864 Mansfield & Lamb Cavalry Sword
Mansfield & Lamb maker US C.E.W 1864 marked, has bright
blade w/light spotting in areas. Wire wrapped leather handle &
the brass guard has strong patina. Scabbard is fair & overall a nice
sword. 400.00 - 500.00

LOT #
549 Civil War Style Military Frock
Believed to be from the International Order of Odd Fellows & in
nice overall condition.
550 Pair of Circa 1890 9 Button Office Frock Coats
both are in good condition, one has lieutenant stamps label inside
pocket w/soldier name & dated May of 1905
Other is Ames Sword Co marked. A good pair of Indian War era
officers coats.
551 Indian War era Military Uniforms
circa 1880-1890's blue cape & trousers w/some moth holes & in
fair condition and a 6 button sack coat w/Staff Officers button,
right sleeve is marked US Q.M.D
552 US Springfield 1854 Rifled Musket
Antique. Lock is marked Springfield 1854 w/42" rifled bbl &
VP/eagle head & dated 1855.Gun has early style rear sight & full
length wood is solid & good. Butt plate is rusted from storage but
overall a good pre Civil War Musket. RM339 750.00 - 1,000.00
553 US Waters Percussion Conversion Musket
Antique. Lock is marked US A WATERS MILLBURY 1836.
Percussion conversion & bbl is still in white on exterior, bore is
rusted & rough. The stock may have been sanded but is solid
overall & butt plate is rusty from poor storage. RM324 600.00 850.00
554 Civil War Era Enfield Musket
Black Powder. 1860 Enfield marked lock w/39" bbl. & spotted
grey patina. Wood is solid but well worn & a cool Civil War long
gun. 500.00 - 700.00

544 Ames mfg 1862 dated Cavalry Sword
US LD initial & 1862 date. blade is fair w/spotting & pits near tip
& various nicks. Scabbard has numerous dents & original
wrapping on handle. A good Civil War sword. 300.00 - 400.00

555 US 1860 Providence Tool Contract Musket
Black Powder. Lock is marked Providence Tool 1864 dated bbl w/
VP/eagle head. Metal is brown patina & wood is solid but well
worn. 650.00 - 850.00

545 Pair of Civil War Blades
S&K marked Saber blade bayonet w/24" blade & in nice
condition.
US 1864 Ames Musicians sword, in nice condition w/leather
scabbard breaking at seam, but is complete. A good pair of Civil
War blades. 300.00 - 400.00

556 US Civil War Era Field Conversion Carbine
Black Powder. Lock is Springfield 1846 marked. Looks like field
conversion to 30" bbl w/percussion ignition. A nice Civil War
altered firearm. 500.00 - 750.00

546 Civil War Era Military Revolver Holster
Military style full flap holster in nice condition & looks to be for
Colt 1851 Navy size revolver & in good overall condition for age.
547 Lot of Civil War Items
Includes US Leather Belt w/brass buckle in nice condition;
Soldiers Cartridge belt absent the large brass oval otherwise in
good condition; Sword Hanger; Cap Pouch; 2 Colt marked Bullet
Molds; Metal Flute & Socket Bayonet. A good grouping of Civil
War items.
548 Cased Set of Civil War Uniform Epaulettes
Comes w/tin case & includes Gold Epaulettes in nice condition,
presumed Civil War era. 500.00 - 1,000.00

557 Civil War Era Europoean Musket w/Bayonet
38" rifle bbl. & in fair overall condition. Includes bayonet &
scabbard. Bayonet is in rough pitted condition. 400.00 - 600.00
558 V.L. & D. marked Francotte Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
Antique. #300658; 12 ga. bbl flat marked V.L.& D NEW YORK.
Bbls are shortened to 25 3/4" & bores are fair & lightly pitted
overall w/liege proofs AF under crown proofs. Receiver is fully
engraved & gun has dbl hammers & triggers. Mechanically fair &
gun has had crack & visible repair at wrist. Original walnut stock
is in good condition & comes in leather wrapped wooden cased
approx. 33"x9" w/Von Lengerke & Detmold leather label. Case
has some broken inserts, but overall in good condition for age. An
interesting V.L. & D imported shotgun. 750.00 - 1,500.00
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559 Fancy Belgium Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun
#37394; 12 ga. 27 3/4" Belgium proofed bbls, bores are good
w/some pitting & spots. Gold leaf decoration at breech & muzzle.
Gun has fully engraved receiver w/Greener style cross bolt dbl
triggers & horn trigger guard. Checkered walnut stock is solid &
mechanically gun is good. A nice early Belgium dbl.
560 Antique German Dbl Bbl 10 ga Shotgun
Antique. #970; 10 ga. 30 3/4" twist bbls. bores are pitted & center
rib marked F. WEIS GERBER NIN ST WENDEL. Hammered
gun w/dual triggers & heavy walnut stock. In fair condition for
age w/scratches, marks & chips on different areas of stock. 250.00
- 400.00
561 Ithaca Hammerless 12 ga Double
#82075; 12 ga. 30" bbls & good bores w/blue to brown exterior &
grey to brown receiver. Mechanically gun is good & wood appears
original but well used. A good vintage double. 400.00 - 500.00
562 Early Remington Model 1900 12 ga Double
#388386; 12 ga. 30" bbls. Bores are lightly pitted but usable.
Metal is grey to brown spotted patina & mechanically fair. Wood
is original & gun is a good early Remington. 200.00 - 300.00
563 Hopkins & Allen Forehand Dbl Bbl. 12 ga Shotgun
#9765; 12 ga. Bores are lightly pitted but fair & gun has twist
style 29" bbls. Stock has visible crack at wrist otherwise appears
original. A good early American double. 250.00 - 350.00
564 French 16 ga Dbl. Bbl Shotgun
#11196; 16 ga. 26 3/4" bbls. w/scalloped receiver & bbls are blue
to brown. Mechanically gun is ok w/dbl triggers & checkered
stock. LOP is approx 13 1/2" & gun is in fair overall condition.
300.00 - 450.00
565 Savage Fox Model B 12 ga Dbl Shotgun
#NSN; 12 ga. 28" bbls. 2 3/4" chamber w/single trigger & case
colored receiver, beaver tail forearm & recoil pad added. Left
side of wrist rear of frame has visible crack but gun remains solid.
300.00 - 400.00
566 Charles Daley Model 306 12 ga Dbl Bbl
#N016692; 12 ga. 26" bbls. w/removable choke tubes & 3"
chamber. Gun has single selective trigger, extractor & stock has
some dents & scratches from poor handling. Otherwise gun is in
like new condition w/box. 400.00 - 500.00
567 CZ Upland 12 ga Dbl Bbl. Shotgun
#16C0987; 12 ga. 28" blued bbls. removable chokes tubes, dbl
triggers& checkered walnut stock & in new condition
w/additional choke tubes & hard case.
568 Benelli M2 20 ga. Semi Auto Shotgun w/Camo Stock
#N097329; 20 ga. 3" chamber & 24" bbl. Comes w/original case,
one additional choke tube & wrench. 13" LOP w/Limb Saver pad
glued on. A nice lightly used Benelli 20 ga. 500.00 - 700.00

LOT #
569 Benelli M1 Super 90 12 ga Shotgun
#M531667; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl. w/matte blue finish &
composite stock. Gun has few mixed marks & in overall good
used condition. Includes original case w/additional choke tubes &
wrench. 500.00 - 600.00
570 NIB Browning 410 ga BPS Shotgun
#22126MZ121; 26" vent rib 410 ga bbl. w/INV tubes. Gun is NIB
w/some storage marks & box is tattered on one side, includes 2
additional choke tubes. A hard to find BPS 410 ga pump. 500.00 700.00
571 Browning Gold Hunter 3 1/2" 12 ga.
#F01NP50097; 12 ga. 3 1/2" chamber & 24" bbl. w/INV chokes.
Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition & comes w/original
box, manual & additional choke tubes. 500.00 - 700.00
572 NIB Winchester Super X No 2 Magnum 12ga Turkey Gun
#11AMW07182; 12 ga. 26" bbl. w/camo finish & 3 1/2" chamber.
Gun is NIB w/choke tubes. 500.00 - 700.00
573 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck w/Factory Vent Rib
#1789914; 12 ga. 3" chamber & 30" FULL choke bbl. w/factory
vent rib. Gun has proof marks on bbl & receiver offset to the left.
Good original blue & nice checkered stock w/Winchester pad &
some small marks overall. Gun has LOP approx. 14 1/2" & is a
nice clean heavy Duck w/ factory rib. 750.00 - 1,000.00
574 Remington 870 TC Trap Gun
#847245V; 12 ga 30" FULL choke bbl. & in good used condition,
forearm has visible crack left side. Trap style butt w/raised comb
& in overall good used condition. 300.00 - 500.00
575 SKB Model 7300 20 ga Pump
#S3505135; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/MOD chamber. Clean blue
finish & wood has some marks, but overall in good used
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
576 Remington Model 11-48 12 ga Shotgun
#5039378; 12 ga. 30" plain FULL choke bbl. Receiver is heavily
engraved w/game scenes & GLH initials on top of receiver. Plain
wood stock & plain field grade bbl, but a beautifully deeply
engraved custom receiver. 750.00 - 1,250.00
577 Winchester Model 12 12 ga
#1477205; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/strong original blue &
nice original walnut stock. A clean late Model 12 Winchester.
300.00 - 400.00
578 Remington Model 31-TC 12 ga Trap Gun
#110820; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. w/good original
blue, light edge ware on receiver w/mixed scratches & marks on
wood & metal. LOP approx. 14" w/recoil pad & spacer. A good
Model 31 Trap Special. 300.00 - 500.00
579 Nice Winchester Model 12 12 ga Shotgun
#1367403; 12ga. FULL choke w/30" bbl & good original blue &
wanlut stock. 300.00 - 400.00
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580 Remington Model 1100 Trap 150th Anniv. Model
#278188V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. w/150th
Anniversary on left side of receiver & checkered pistol grip stock.
Gun has one spot on top of receiver, otherwise in very fine, lightly
used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
581 Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pump
#1088010; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. w/good original blue &
some light spots. Overall a nice lightly used Model 12. 200.00 300.00
582 Remington 870 Centennial Pump Shotgun
#T341195V; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent rib bbl. 1776-1976
commemorative emblem on receiver. Gun has some light spots
from long term storage. Mechanically gun is good & wood is
good. A nice commemorative 870. 300.00 - 400.00
583 Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/MOD Choke
#1888948; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has good original
blue w/some light wear on edges & stock. 250.00 - 350.00
584 Remington Wingmaster 870TC Anniv. Model
#1033089V; 12 ga. 28" MOD vent rib bbl w/Anniversary crest on
receiver & checkered walnut stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
585 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump
#1239673; 16 ga. 28" MOD bbl. Original blue wearing to grey &
mechanically good. Wood is good & in nice used condition.
300.00 - 400.00
586 Nice Winchester Model 12 12 ga w/MOD Bbl.
#1747083; 12 ga. 28" plain MOD bbl. w/strong original blue.
Wood is good w/some small marks, but overall a good clean
Model 12. RM247 200.00 - 300.00
587 Winchester Model 12 w/CYL Bore
#1192391; 12 ga. 26" bbl & CYL bore. Strong original blue &
original blue is good w/some small marks. A nice CYL choked
Model 12. 300.00 - 400.00
588 NWTF 870 Express Magnum 12 ga Shotgun
#D149066M; 12 ga. 21" bbl w/Turkey Choke & NWTF logo on
left side. In good used condition w/some spots & scratches.
150.00 - 200.00

LOT #
592 Ruger 44 Mag Carbine
#102-30976; 44 Mag. 1976 production & bbl marked 200th Year
of American Liberty. Clean original blue & wood is nice w/some
small marks, a very nice used 44 Mag Carbine. 600.00 - 700.00
593 Weatherby Orion 28 ga. O/U Shotgun
#EE00020; 28 ga. 28" bbls. Metal is blued w/single selective
trigger & ejectors. Weatherby style wood has slight crackle
starting on the finish. Mechanically gun is crisp & a nice 28 ga
O/U. 600.00 - 800.00
594 Weatherby Orion 20 ga O/U Shotgun
#GN02768; 20 ga. 26" bbls. w/removable choke tubes, good
original blue w/engraved receiver single selective trigger &
ejectors, Weatherby stock w/recoil pad & finish on wood is
starting to crackle. Gun has some light spots on trigger guard,
otherwise in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00
595 Weatherby Orion 12 ga O/U
#E002236; 12 ga. 30" bbls w3" chambers & single selective
trigger & ejectors & Weatherby wood. Gun is mechanically good
& forearm has visible crack starting on bottom side otherwise in
good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
596 Fox Model BSE 410 ga Double
#A956710; 410 ga. 26" bbls. w/single selective trigger & ejectors.
Very clean overall condition, left bbl may have had blue retouched
near muzzle but still a very good Fox Model BSE. 500.00 - 700.00
597 Winchester Model 100 243 Carbine
#A189436; 243 cal. 18 1/2" bbl. w/plain walnut stock & topped
w/Tasco 3-9x scope. Metal & wood have some light scratches
mixed & gun is absent the magazine. 400.00 - 500.00
598 Pair of Early Ruger 10-22 Deluxe Rifles
#113-44089; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings,Redfield 3-9x scope
attached, checkered deluxe style stock & in nice used condition.
#114-74470; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings, good blue & checkered
walnut stock. Gun is in good condition but stock has lost some
finish. 400.00 - 500.00
599 Ruger 10-22 Rifle SS w/Scope
#252-93163; 22 cal. SS finish w/scope & walnut stock. Scope is a
little grimy & could used some TLC otherwise a good Ruger
10-22. 200.00 - 300.00

589 Ruger 44 Mag Carbine w/Finger Groove Sporter Stock
#100-06700; 44 Magnum w/finger groove sporter stock. Stock has
some light marks & topped w/see through mounts. Overall in
good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00

600 Ruger 10-22 Carbine
#0006-57871; 22 cal. w/walnut stock & in like new condition.
Wood has few small scratches. 150.00 - 200.00

590 Ruger 10-22 International Rifle
#70410; 22 cal. w/full length Mannlicher wood & few mixed
marks on wood & metal, but overall in good used condition.
300.00 - 500.00

601 New Ruger 10-22-M1C-15 Carbine
#0012-49621; 22LR. 10-22 built to resemble the US M1 Carbine
w/walnut stock, handguard & is in new condition w/out box.
250.00 - 350.00

591 Ruger 10-22 Sporter "Finger Groove" Carbine
#110-02155; 22 cal. Std early bbl markings w/finger groove style
stock, leather sling & in very nice lightly handled condition.
300.00 - 400.00

602 New Ruger 10-22-M1C-15 Carbine
#0012-49628; 22LR. 10-22 built to resemble the US M1 Carbine
w/walnut stock, handguard & is in new condition w/out box & is
equipped w/15 round magazine. 250.00 - 350.00
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603 Remington Model 870 Mossy Oak Spec. Purp. Mag
#A408150M; 12 ga 28" vent rib w/REM choke system. Mossy
Oak camo finish & in very fine, lightly used condition. 300.00 400.00

614 Rare Winchester Model 55 Semi Auto Single Shot
#NSN; 22 cal. Gun is unusual single shot semi automatic design.
Excellent original blue & walnut stock & in very fine, near new
condition. (91) 300.00 - 500.00

604 Pair of LeFever Long Range Field & Trap Shotguns
#3170; 410 ga w/good bore & blue to grey exterior. Mechanically
gun is ok & wood is fair.
#6708; 20 ga. Good bore, metal is blue to grey w/mixed spots,
mechanically ok & wood is chipped & rough in tang & trigger
guard area. Still a good pair of early LeFevers. 300.00 - 500.00

615 Fine Winchester Model 69A 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config w/rear receiver sight & hooded front,
clean walnut stock w/sling swivels. A very fine Winchester 69A.
(139) 250.00 - 400.00

605 LeFever 12 ga Single Bbl Trap Shotgun
#18172; 12 ga. 32" Single bbl w/ventilated trap rib. Gun has case
colored receiver & new stock set. In very nice refinished
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
606 Fine Winchester Model 72 22 cal Bolt Action Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config. bolt action w/tube magazine & rear
peep sight. Strong original blue & clean wood w/sling swivels. In
very fine overall condition. (89) 300.00 - 400.00
607 Rare Winchester Model 131 22 Bolt Action Rifle
#Z208064; 22 cal. Gun has unusual magazine & grooved receiver,
blued metal & birch stock. An unusual late production Winchester
model. (132) 200.00 - 300.00
608 Rare Winchester Canadian made Model 39 22 Rifle
#CT055428; 22 cal. bolt action, single shot. Mfg in Canada & in
like new condition w/hang tag. A rare model in the United States.
(168) 200.00 - 300.00
609 Fine Winchester Model 04A 22 Boys Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config Gun has strong original blue w/few
rough spots on bbl. & bore is bright. Winchester proofs visible on
bolt & bbl & wood is clean. A nice boys 22 Boys Rifle. (167)
300.00 - 400.00
610 Rare Winchester Model 58 22 cal Boys Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. std config w/bright bore & good original blue
w/some light spots. Clear Winchester proof on bbl & bolt,
produced 1928-1931 w/approx 39,000 mfg. A very nice example
of a rare Winchester. (151) 650.00 - 850.00
611 Winchester Model 1902 22 cal Boys Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config w/good bore & blue to brown patina.
Gun has nice Winchester proof on bbl & bolt w/correct butt plate
& some light scratches & marks. Overall a nice example of an
early Winchester Boys Rifle. (164) 350.00 - 650.00
612 Rare Winchester Model 67A Junior Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. 20" bbl & overall length approx 35" w/LOP 12 1/2"
for youth shooters. Bright original blue & nickel bolt w/very clean
wood stock. An excellent 67A Junior Rifle. (147) 300.00 - 500.00
613 Fine Winchester Model 77 Repeating Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal Gun retains good original blue w/grooved receiver
& has tube magazine,& clean walnut stock. Gun is in very fine,
lightly handled condition. (119) 200.00 - 300.00

616 Winchester Model 69 22 cal Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Std. config w/strong original blue & receiver has
been drilled for scope. Walnut stock is clean & overall a very nice
Model 69. (134) 200.00 - 300.00
617 Rare Winchester Model 250 Deluxe LA 22 Rifle
#B892911; 22 cal. w/deluxe basket weave stock, gold trigger &
safety. Gun is in like new condition. (105) 300.00 - 400.00
618 Canadian made Winchester 490 22 Automatic Rifle
# J041933*; 22 auto. Circa 1975 & made in Canada. Gun has
strong original blue, checkered pistol grip stock & in like new
condition. (118) 300.00 - 400.00
619 Winchester 94-22 Lever Action rifle
#F228710; 22 cal. Std config. Good original blue & Weaver scope
attached w/tapered post reticle. Gun has some marks, but overall
in good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
620 Winchester Model 94 Lone Star Comm Rifle
#LS6908; 30-30. 26" half round half oct bbl. in std comm. config.
Gun is lightly handled & is absent box. 500.00 - 600.00
621 Winchester 76 Comm Carbine
#USA13847; 30-30 Std comm config & is lightly handled w/few
small marks & absent box. 500.00 - 600.00
622 Winchester 72 22 Bolt Action Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Magazine bolt action in very nice, lightly used
condition. 200.00 - 250.00
623 Remington Model 81 35 REM cal.
#3066; 35 REM. Std Config w/shrouded bbl. Good original blue
fading to grey in areas w/edge ware & mixed small marks &
scratches. Wood is good & overall gun is a nice used Remington
automatic. 300.00 - 400.00
624 Ithaca Model 37 16 ga w/Vent Rib
#624949; 16 ga. 26" bbl w/CYL choke & Simmons vent rib. Gun
has checkered walnut stock w/recoil pad & strong original blue.
Overall in very fine, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
625 Remington 141 35 cal Pump Rifle
#74806; 35 REM. 24" bbl. Strong original blue & excellent
walnut stock. Overall gun is in like new condition. 400.00 500.00
626 Remington Model 7600 w/Gold Engraved Receiver
#B8431529; 30-06. 22" bbl. w/iron sights & enhanced engraved
gold receiver & scope rings. Gun has 3-9x scope & is in nice
lightly used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
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627 Remington Model 7600 30-06 w/Scope
#B8056147; 30-06. Std config & in nice original condition w/3-9x
Banner scope. Gun has few small marks, but overall a good clean
Remington. 300.00 - 500.00

639 Savage Model 116 300 WIN Mag w/Nikon Scope
#J618156; 300 WIN Mag. 24" SS bbl w/ACCU trigger & topped
Nikon BDC rifle scope. In very fine, lightly handled condition.
400.00 - 600.00

628 Ruger American 22 cal American Farmer Tribute
#AFR-01790l 22 Rim fire. Bolt action w/farm scene laser
engraved in stock. Gun is in like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00

640 Remington 552 22 Rifle w/Redfield Scope
#1434351; 22 cal. semi auto & in very nice used condition.
Topped w/Denver marked 4x Redfield scope. 300.00 - 400.00

629 Remington 870 Express 20 ga Buck & Bird
#D395781U; 20 ga. & comes w/20" rifled slug bbl & 21" bird bbl.
w/REM choke system. Gun is in nice lightly used condition.
250.00 - 350.00

641 Remington Model 700 270 Rifle
#E6899628; 270 cal. 22" bbl matte parkerized finish, synthetic
stock & 2.5-10x Tasco scope. In good used condition. 300.00 400.00

630 Mossberg DU 20 ga "Whistler" Youth Pump Shotgun
#GW0768; 20 ga. 22" Vent rib bbl w/ACCU choke system. Youth
model & in good used condition w/some mixed spots. 150.00 200.00

642 Winchester Model 52 22 cal Target Rifle
#28474; 22LR. 28" bbl. Gun has target sights, has been drilled
for scope & magazine is absent & walnut stock has mixed marks.
Gun is in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

631 Weatherby DU 1979 Gun of The Year
#79-DU0358; Model Patrician II 12 ga. pump w/3" chamber,
FULL choke & 30" ribbed bbl. Top of receiver has a few marks &
dings, otherwise clean, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 500.00

643 Marlin Model 336 RC 30-30 w/Scope
#E36822; 30-30. Std. config. w/good original blue & grey on
edges. Topped w/3x Lyman scope & in good used condition.
250.00 - 350.00

632 Browning BPS 12 ga. Engraved Shotgun
#21371NY152; 12 ga. 3" chamber & 28" vent rib bbl w/INV
chokes. Gun has gold filled engraved receiver & stock has Pioneer
Seed Corn logo etched in right side. In clean used condition but
stock has some scratches & marks from use. 400.00 - 500.00

644 Custom 30-06 Bolt Action Rifle
#5164; 30-06. Model 98 action w/new 22" bbl from Yankee
custom Gun Works Harvey IA. Topped w/3-9x Nikon Pro Staff
scope & gun has walnut stock. In good used condition. 350.00 450.00

633 Browning BPS 12 ga Trap Model Shotgun
#17194RN142; 12 ga. 2 3/4" chamber & 30" bbl w/FULL choke.
Gun has raised trap rib & raised comb on stock. Metal is good
blue w/some spots & wood is solid w/marks from use. A good
BPS 12 ga Trap. 400.00 - 500.00

645 Rossi Model 92 SRS 38 cal. Lever Action Carbine
#K050061; 38 spec./357 Mag. 16" bbl. w/Saddle ring frame, large
loop & Williams receiver sight. Gun is in good used condition.
450.00 - 600.00

634 Remington Model 660 308 Carbine
#110862; 308 cal. 20" bbl. Original blue has few mixed scratches
& marks. Wood also has mixed scratches & marks from handling.
Overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
635 New Mossberg Model 500E 410 ga Pump
#R897802; 410 ga 24" FULL choke vent rib bbl & wood stock.
Gun is in new condition. 200.00 - 300.00
636 Savage Model 10 243 Varmit Rifle w/Nikon Scope
#J000616; 22" medium 243 cal bbl. w/Mossy Oak camo finish,
ACCU trigger & oversized bolt. Gun is topped w/Nikon Pro Staff
4-12x scope & in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
637 Remington Model 1100 Magnum 20 ga
#R032341U; 20 ga 28" vent rib bbl w/Magnum 3" chamber & in
nice lightly used condition w/few small marks mixed on wood &
metal , comes w/2 additional choke tubes. 400.00 - 600.00
638 Savage Model 116 270 cal Rifle w/Nikon Scope
#K044830; 270 cal. 22" SS bbl w/ACCU trigger & topped w/3-9x
Nikon w/BDC reticle. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition.
400.00 - 600.00

646 Remington Sportsman 20 ga Shotgun
#S1549; 20 ga. FULL choke 26" plain bbl. Checkered walnut
stock w/mixed small scratches & marks. Metal is lightly spotted
overall but good example of scarce 20 ga Sportsman.
200.00 - 300.00
647 Pair of Savage Model 99 LA Rifles
#C119623; 243 cal. w/straight stock & in nice, lightly handled
condition. Butt plate is rusted from poor storage.
#967908; 308 cal. in nice condition w/checkered stock & rubber
recoil pad added. RM170/223 600.00 - 800.00
648 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Rifle
#153807; 308 cal. Mfg. in 1967. 22" bbl. w/strong original blue &
basket weave checkered walnut stock. Topped w/Redfield scope
& is overall in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
649 Marlin Model 336C 30-30 Lever Action Rifle
#MR25276D; 30-30. Checkered walnut stock w/cross bolt safety
& gun appears to be new w/some scratches & marks on wood
from poor handling. 350.00 - 450.00
650 Antique Winchester 92 25-20 Rifle
Antique. #NSN; 25-20. Gun is well worn & serial # is no longer
visible w/mixed marks & scratches. Gun appears to have been
partially refinished at one time. 400.00 - 600.00
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651 Savage Model 72 Single Shot 22
#D914032; 22 cal. 22" oct bbl & case colored frame. Gun is in
like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00
652 New Remington 11-87 20 ga Sportsman
#TL080198; 20 ga. 25 1/2" bbl w/REM choke, checkered walnut
stock & in like new condition w/few small marks in wood & on
handguard. 400.00 - 500.00
653 New Remington 870 Express 28ga Pump
#D670622J; 28 ga. 25" MOD choke w/vent rib & in like new
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
654 Remington 03-A3 25-06 Sporting Rifle
#3951784; 25-06. 24" bbl. on std. action on nice sporter stock. In
very good, lightly handled condition. 350.00 - 500.00
655 Savage Model 99 300 SAV w/Scope
#615158; 300 SAV. 24" bbl w/blued finish & checkered stock.
Gun has some light scratches on wood & metal. Overall in good
used condition w/scope & leather sling. 300.00 - 400.00
656 Weatherby Model 92 & 82 12 ga Shotgun Pair
Model Eighty-Two 82-08568; 12 ga. Semi auto & 28" vent rib bbl
w/3" chamber & nice Weatherby stock In good used condition
w/mixed marks.
Model Ninety-Two #92-00869; 12 ga. 30" vent rib bbl & 3"
chamber. Pump in very good overall condition w/small marks
from handling. Overall a nice pair of vintage Weatherby's. 450.00
- 650.00
657 Savage Model 219B 30-30 Single Shot
#6858; 30-30. 26" bbl. w/grooved receiver & scope mount
attached. In good overall condition w/light marks from use.
250.00 - 350.00
658 Winchester Model 70 300 WIN Mag Rifle
#G932289; 300WIN 24" bbl w/blued metal, checkered stock &
rubber Winchester pad. Gun is push feed action & in fair used
condition w/mixed scratches or marks. 400.00 - 600.00
659 Remington Model 700 25-06 Rifle & scope
#6439877; 25-06. 24" bbl w/checkered walnut stock. Gun has
some spots near muzzle & few small marks on wood, but overall
in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
660 Remington Model 700 243 cal Rifle
#C6809218; 243 cal. 22" bbl. & gun has some rust spots on bbl &
receiver. Checkered walnut stock is clean & good. Gun needs
some TLC to greatly improve this Remington. 300.00 - 400.00
661 Remington Model 700 22-250 Rifle w/scope
#C6857403; 22-250. 24" bbl. checkered walnut stock w/ebony
forearm & pistol grip cap. Topped w/BSA panther 6.5-20x scope.
Gun has few mixed spots on metal & overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00
662 Winchester Model 37 12 ga Single Shot
#NSN; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/good original blue & small scratches on
receiver. Wood is clean & a good example of Model 37 w/scarce
30" bbl. 200.00 - 300.00

LOT #
663 Husqvarna 30-06 Rifle w/Scope
#125525; 30-06. Bolt action w/24" bbl. Scope has see through
mounts, gun has checkered wood stock & metal has few mixed
spots. Overall in good used condition.
664 Mossberg Tactical Rifled M500 Shotgun
#R538964; 24" rifled bbl. & ported w/3" chamber. Topped
w/Center point Red Dot scope & has collapsible butt stock, pistol
grip & tactical light. Gun is in nice lightly handled condition.
300.00 - 400.00
665 Colt M4 Carbine w/Accessories
#LE477852; 5.56 cal. Gun comes w/quad rail & fore grips
w/tactical light & attached red dot style scope. In good, lightly
used condition. 500.00 - 750.00
666 Colt HBAR 223 Rifle
#CMH003314; 5.56 cal. 20" HBAR bbl w/carry handle & Tapco
butt stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 750.00 1,000.00
667 Colt CSR15 Sporting Carbine
#008160; fitted 5.56 SS Nato bbl w/aluminum hand guard & adj.
butt stock. In very fine, lightly used condition. 450.00 - 650.00
668 Ruger AR-556 Rifle
#851-01445; 5.56 NATO. 17 1/2" bbl w/flash hider. Topped
w/AIM Illuminated sight. Gun is in nice, lightly handled
condition. 450.00 - 650.00
669 Colt M4 AR Carbine
#LE430004; 5.56 cal. Flat top & in very fine, lightly used
condition. 450.00 - 600.00
670 Smith & Wesson M&P15 AR w/Nikon Scope
#ST30026; 223 cal. 17" bbl w/flash hider & quad rail. Topped
w/Nikon Precision AR 3-9x scope. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition & includes a M&P soft case. 700.00 - 900.00
671 DPMS Model A-15 w/Vortex Strike Fire Scope
#DNWC068512; 5.56 cal. w/18" pencil bbl w/flash hider & quad
rail. Gun has Vortex sure fire illuminated scope & in nice lightly
handled condition. 500.00 - 750.00
672 Bushmaster AR in 450 Bushmaster
#BFH021148; 450 Bushmaster cal. Model XM15-E2S w/flat top
receiver & full rail on aluminum hand guard. Gun is in nice,
lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 650.00
673 Bushmaster XM-15-E2S AR Rifle
#BK5052550; 5.56 cal. 17" pencil weight bbl w/flash hider.
Topped w/Red dot style scope & in very fine, lightly handled
condition. 450.00 - 600.00
674 DPMS Model A-15 223 cal. Target Rifle
#F046808; 24" bbl w/heavy 5.56 NATO SS fluted bbl. &
rubberized Hogue purple grip set. Gun has 9-20x illuminated
reticle & is in nice used condition. 600.00 - 800.00
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675 SIG M400 AR Rifle
#20K043358; 5.56 NATO marked bbl. w/SIG ROMEO 5 Red Dot
scope. Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 600.00 800.00
676 Remington R15 223 cal Rifle
#RA007555; 223 cal. R15 Model w/18 1/2" fluted bbl. Gun has
camo stock & is in new condition w/manual & magazine. 450.00 550.00

LOT #
please DO NOT BID unless you understand paperwork & transfer
requirements.
687 EOTECH Model 512 Holographic Sight
Sight appears to be in new or lightly used condition & comes
w/case & directions.
688 Israeli made AIM-1/MLR Laser Aiming Light
Comes in hard case & serial #19050. Appears to be in very nice,
lightly used condition,comes w/small accessories & manual.

677 Anderson Manufacturing AM-15 Rifle
#18033440; 5.56 NATO. Gun has flip up iron sights & adj butt
stock. In good used condition 400.00 - 500.00

689 NIB Ruger 7.62x39 Ranch Rifle
#582-90036; 7.62x39 cal. w/SS finish & composite stock. Gun is
NIB. 500.00 - 600.00

678 DPMS A-15 Carbine
#16702; 223 cal. 17" bbl w/flash hider, collapsible stock, carry
handle & magazine is absent. Gun is in good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

690 NIB Marlin Model 795 22 cal Rifle
#99162310; 22 cal. w/synthetic stock & gun is NIB condition.
75.00 - 125.00

679 American Tactical AR Carbine
#MSA018403; Mil Sport multi caliber receiver w/heavy 5.56
NATO Freedom 17 1/2"bbl., collapsible butt stock & Simmons
Red Dot scope. In good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
680 Anderson Manufacturing AM-15 Rifle
#16256848; 223 cal. w/flat top & in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
681 Remington Model R-25 308 cal. Rifle
#RD001941; 308 cal. 20 1/2" bbl. w/camo stock set, bi pod &
Hawkeye 6-24x Target style scope & Barska laser dot. In nice
lightly used condition w/Plano hard case & additional magazines.
750.00 - 1,000.00
682 NIB Springfield Armory Saint AR Rifle
#ST061130; 5.56 NATO. Std config. w/flip up rear sight,
accessory rails & appears to be in like new condition w/factory
hard case. 500.00 - 700.00
683 Lot of Sure Fire High Capacity Magazines
2 - 100 round mags & 6- 60 round high capacity mags. All are
new in the package & be aware of State Magazine restrictions
before bidding. 400.00 - 600.00
684 NIB X Products Can Cannon
AR15 upper used to shoot pop cans like grenades. NIB condition
& comes w/300 X Product blank rounds.
685 Advance Armament Corp 300 Blackout SB Upper
Upper only - non gun & chambered in 300 AAC Blackout w/10
1/2" bbl & flash hider. Complete w/bolt & sights & in lightly
handled, used condition. This is a non gun but when attached to
an AR rifle lower you would need to register it as a short bbl rifle,
be aware of federal & state regulations in your area before bidding
on this item. Even though non gun will ship to FFL only.
686 Knight Mfg 300 Blackout SBR
#KM915797; 300 Blackout cal. Registered short bbl. rifle, buyers
need to complete FORM 4 & pay $200 NFA transfer tax. Looks to
be in very fine, lightly used condition flip up sights & adj butt.
Comes w/manual & some accessories. This is NFA weapon,

691 New Yugo M48A Mitchells Mauser
#16220; 8mm. Std military config. Gun is in very fine surplus
condition, as refinished by Mitchell's Mauser. 300.00 - 500.00
692 NIB Ruger 10-22 w/Custom Stock Rifle
#822-39612; 22 cal. w/blued finish & checkered straight grip
stock. Stock has a chip on left side of rear sight, otherwise gun is
like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
693 NIB Lyman The Great Plains Rifle 50 cal BP Rifle
Black Powder. #A486676; 50 cal & gun is NIB. 150.00 - 250.00
694 NIB Ruger 10-22 Takedown Rifle
#820-43541; 22 cal. take down w SS finish & composite stock.
Comes in nylon case w/original box & NIB condition. 200.00 300.00
695 Browning A-Bolt 30-06 Rifle
#57081NM7C7; 30-06. 22" bbl w/synthetic stock & mixed
scratches, marks & spots from use. Gun is missing the internal
magazine & is in fair condition. 250.00 - 350.00
696 Pair of Ruger 10-22 Rifles
#115-91514; 22 cal. 1976 production & in good, clean used
condition.
#123-87275; 22 cal. 16" bbl. w/some scratches & marks on wood
w/scope base attached & overall in good condition. 300.00 400.00
697 Ruger 77/22 Rifle
#700-32750; 22 cal. Bolt action. Gun has some rust spots on bbl
& wood is fair w/scratches & marks. Topped w/Burris 2x scope &
gun could use some TLC. 250.00 - 350.00
698 Ruger 10-22 w/Custom 17 cal Target Bbl
#234-25502; std 10-22 receiver w/20" Clerke bbl chambered in
.17AG/.17PMC. Gun has maple finished stock & over sized bolt
handle w/Eagle magazine which appears to be absent spring. Gun
is in good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
699 Ruger American 22 Magnum Scoped Rifle
#830-26445; 22 Mag. Topped w/Burris 2-7x scope & is in like
new condition. 200.00 - 300.00
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700 Ruger American 17HMR Rifle w/Scope
#832-60948; 17 HMR. Gun is topped w/2-7x Burris scope & in
like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00

712 AMT 45 Hardballer Pistol
#B26696; 45 ACP. SS finish & in good used condition w/Halo
style sight attached. Gun is absent magazine. 400.00 - 600.00

701 Pair of Early 410 ga Single Shots
Winchester Model 20 #15518; 410 ga. Metal is grey & gun is in
fair overall condition.
H&R Bay State #188861; 410 ga. Metal is spotted blue to grey &
gun is in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00

713 Pair of Ruger 22 cal. Pistols
Standard Model #16-64801; 22 cal. 6" bbl & blue to grey on
edges w/Pachmayr grips & leather holster.
Mark I Target #10-06034; 22 cal 5 1/2" bbl. w/good original blue,
target sights & bbl., in good overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

702 Ruger 10-22 w/Butler Creek Target Bbl
#233-95640; 22LR. 20"butler Creek Target bbl w/snow camo
finish, thumbhole stock & 3-9x Bushnell scope w/illuminated dot.
250.00 - 350.00

714 Excam Model TA 38 cal Dbl. Derringer
#L25425; 38 spec w/blued finish & white plastic grips. Gun is in
like new condition. 150.00 - 200.00

703 Browning Buck Mark 22 Pistol
#655NW40489; 22LR. 5 1/2" target weight bbl w/target sights.
Gun has some scratches & marks overall, absent magazine. In
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
704 Ruger GP100 357 Mag Revolver
#173-70143; 357 Mag. 4" SS bbl. w/rubber grips & some light
marks & scratches. Overall in good used condition. 400.00 500.00
705 Ruger GP100 357 Magnum Revolver
#170-14796; 357 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish, wood & rubber
grips. Gun is in nice, lightly handled condition. 450.00 - 600.00
706 Colt Trooper 357 Mag Revolver
#33259; 357 Mag. 4" bbl w/blued finish & holster wear at
muzzle, cylinder, trigger guard areas & rubber pachmayr grips.
Gun is in good used condition & the predecessor to modern day
Pythons. 450.00 - 600.00
707 Colt Trooper MKIII 22 cal Revolver
#Y43219; 22LR. 6" matte SS bbl. Gun has rubber Colt grips & is
in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
708 Smith & Wesson Model 10-6 38 Spec Revolver
#D182553; 38 spec. 4" heavy weight bbl. w/blued finish case
colored trigger & hammer & wood grips. In nice, lightly used
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
709 Pair of Early Ruger Single Six Revolvers
#384206; & #350955; both are 22 cal w/early bbl markings, 5
1/2" bbls & wood grips. Each gun has light holster wear & no
transfer bar safety converted. Overall a nice pair of early Single
Sixes. 400.00 - 600.00
710 Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 Target Pistol
#TAC3243; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. & is mechanically good. Gun has
scratches, edge ware & blue loss w/target style grips. In fair used
condition. 400.00 - 650.00
711 Stoeger 22 cal Luger
#97324; 22 cal. 6" bbl. w/mixed scratches & marks. Absent
magazine & in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00

715 Pair of Modern Semi Auto Pistols
Kel Tec Model P-3AT #HM737; 380 cal. pocket sized pistol
w/case.
ISSC M2 #LVA004; 22 cal. In like new condition includes mag &
box. 200.00 - 300.00
716 Pair of 380 Pocket Pistols
Taurus TP738 #46794E; 380 cal. absent magazine & in fair
condition.
Ruger LCP #371704233; 380 cal. in fair condition & absent
magazine. 300.00 - 400.00
717 Colt Combat 1911 45
#60485; 45 ACP. Essex frame w/Colt combat slide & wrap
around Pachmayr grips. Gun is in good used condition w/mixed
spots & comes w/US web holster & extra 10 round magazine.
400.00 - 600.00
718 Pair of Smith & Wesson 22 cal
Model 22S-1 #UAZ1699; 22 cal in fair condition.
Model 22A-1# UDN4872; 22 cal in fair condition, Both absent
magazine. 300.00 - 400.00
719 Pair of Smith & Wesson Dbl Action Revolvers
K22 #K315733; 22 cal. 4" bbl w/blue to grey metal having
scratches & marks, in fair condition.
Model 10-6 #2D47083 (31274); 38 cal SS finish w/4" bbl. in fair
overall condition.
500.00 - 600.00
720 Pair of Semi Auto Pistols
Llama 1911 style #B05584; 9mm. in fair condition & includes
magazine.
Hi-Point CF380 #P836062; 380 cal. in fair condition & comes
w/magazine. 250.00 - 300.00
721 Pair of Glock 22 40 cal
#EVB166US; & #EWH010US; 40 cal. both are fair condition &
come w/magazines. 400.00 - 500.00
722 Pair of Revolvers
Liberty Mustang Model 66 #TC286362; 22 Magnum. Gun is in
fair condition w/lots of holster wear.
Spanish RG Dbl Action #NSN; 32 cal. in rusty/rougher condition.
150.00 - 200.00
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723 Taurus & Hi Point Pair of Semi Auto Pistol
Hi Point Model JCP #7175909; 40 cal NIB & comes w/2
additional magazines.
Taurus Millenium #TRI-57659; 9mm. In fair used condition.
200.00 - 300.00
724 Glock Model 22 40 cal Pistol w/holster & mags
#HYN851; 40 cal. in fair used condition. Includes 5 additional
magazines & nylon holster. 300.00 - 400.00
725 Pair of Semi Auto Pistols
Taurus PT111 Pro #TAM91649; 9mm & in fair used condition.
Walther PPS #AK3002; 40 S&W in good used condition, w/2
magazine & box. 300.00 - 400.00
726 High Point Model C9 9mm Luger
#P10019269; 9mm. In like new condition w/box & extra
magazine. 100.00 - 150.00
727 Ruger New Model Single Six w/9 1/2" bbl.
#69-03703; 22 Mag & 22 LR cylinders. Gun has MOP grips & is
in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
728 Brushed SS Ruger Single Six Convertible
#561669; 6 1/2" bbl w/brushed SS finish & comes w/22 & 22
Mag cylinders. Gun is in nice refinished condition & extra
cylinder remains in original SS. 300.00 - 400.00
729 Early Ruger Bear Cat Revolver
#G818; 22 cal. Std config & early production. Good original blue,
hammer is spotted & gun has wood grips. Good overall condition
w/holster 250.00 - 350.00
730 NIB Anderson AR Receiver
#1806926; new AR receiver in original packaging. 50.00 - 75.00
731 Springfield XD 9mm Pistol
#US858724; 9mm. SS slide in good condition, magazine included.
200.00 - 300.00
732 Smith & Wesson 45 cal Pistol
#69384 /butt #98109; 45 cal. Original 1917 Military frame
w/newer 6 1/2" 45 cal bbl. Gun is in rough to fair altered
condition. 250.00 - 350.00
733 Smith & Wesson K22 Revolver
#K316280; 22 cal. 4" bbl. w/blued finish & mixed spots & marks
on metal. Mechanically gun is good & a good used S&W which
would benefit from TLC. 300.00 - 400.00
734 Smith & Wesson 22 Masterpiece Revolver
#K131650; 22 cal. 6" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/some mixed
spots. In fair overall condition. 350.00 - 450.00
735 Smith & Wesson Victory Model Revolver
#V15579; 38 S&W. Blued bbl w/parkerized frame & checkered
grips. Gun has some spots & is in good used condition. 250.00 350.00

LOT #
736 Mauser Broom Handle Military Pistol
#411354; 30 cal. Import marked on bottom of bbl. Metal is blue to
grey w/mixed spot & gun has some mixed numbers. Rear sight
retaining button is absent. Fair overall condition. 450.00 - 650.00
737 Mauser BOLO Broom Handle Pistol
#703540; 30 cal. 4" bbl w/spotted grey to brown patina & has
some mixed numbers & import markings. In fair Military Surplus
condition. 500.00 - 700.00
738 Pair of S&W 38 cal Revolvers
#K319877; 38 cal 6" bbl. blued w/case colored trigger & hammer
w/some mixed scratches & marks, mechanically good.
#S854232; 38 spec. blue to grey spotted & worn finish,
mechanically gun is stiff & may need some work. RM28/89
400.00 - 600.00
739 Walther P22 Automatic Pistol
#N002394; 22 cal. 31/2" bbl. Comes w/box & 2 additional
magazines. Slide appears to be over cleaned, otherwise in fair
overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00
740 Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Shield Pistol
#HTM2286; 9mm Std. config. in good used condition w/extra
magazine. 200.00 - 300.00
741 22 Derringer & German Cap Pistol Pair
Davis Industries Model D 22 cal O/U Derringer #432278; 22 cal.
in fair condition & in original box.
Non-gun German Starter Cap pistol w/original box, in fair
condition w/some corrosion on bbl near muzzle. 100.00 - 150.00
742 Pair of Antique Top Break Revolvers
Antiques. Forehand Top Break #107150; 32 short. In rough
condition.
Iver Johnson #18040; 38 short. In rough condition. 100.00 150.00
743 Pair of Antique Top Break Revolvers
Antiques. Iver Johnson #28929; 32 short. In rough overall
condition
H&R #NSN; 32 short. In rough condition. 75.00 - 100.00
744 Lot of 3 Antique 22 cal. Revolvers
Antiques. Nero, 2 Defenders - all are in fair to rough condition.
150.00 - 250.00
745 Pair of Remington 1858 New Model Revolvers
Antiques. #2927; & #NSN; both are fair to rough condition
w/some new parts mixed in. 300.00 - 500.00
746 Antique American Bulldog 32 cal Revolver
Antique. NSN; 32 rim fire & in fair overall condition w/some
spots & light rust on nickel. 50.00 - 75.00
747 Antique US Revolver 32 cal Handgun
Antique. #NSN; 32 short & retains very nice original nickel
w/case colored hammer. Gun has some wear on bottom of trigger
guard, but overall a very nice & clean Top Break revolver. 75.00 125.00
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748 Pair of Antique 4 Bbl Derringers
Antique. Remington Derringer parts only, missing trigger
mechanism.
Mossberg Brownie #15253; 22 cal parts only - nonfunctional.
100.00 - 200.00
749 Pair of Single Shot Pistols
Antiques. Screw Bbl Percussion in fair to rough condition w/44
cal bore.
French Parlor style pistol w/repaired hammer & in otherwise fair
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

LOT #
759 Terry Redlin "Trimming the Tree"
Framed, signed & numbered. Measures approx 40" x 27 1/2".
PICK UP ONLY ITEM, NO SHIPPING.
760 Ithaca Mag 10 10ga Shotgun
#100013310; 10 ga Magnum. 32" bbl. w/ Briley removable choke
tubes & in good used condition w/ some mixed scratches & marks
on wood & metal. Comes w/3 additional Briley choke tubes.
450.00 - 600.00

750 Pair of Antique Stevens Tip Up Pistols
Antiques. #43785; & #51301; both are 22 cal & are in fair to
rough condition. 150.00 - 250.00

761 Ithaca Mag 10 10 ga Shotgun
#100011809; 10 ga. 32" FULL choke bbl w/vent rib. Walnut
checkered stock has mixed scratches & marks w/some scratches &
marks on metal as well. Overall in fair used condition. 60.00 60.00

751 Pair of Civil War Revolvers
Antiques. Colt 36 Police Revolver #9080; 36 cal. w/fluted
cylinder & replaced grips, gun is in pitted rusty condition.
Bacon #NSN; 30 cal. in poor condition. 300.00 - 400.00

762 Browning A-Bolt 12 ga Rifled Slug Gun
#11596NTL52; 12 ga. 22" rifled bbl. w/Burris 2-7x scope
attached & synthetic stock. In nice used condition. 400.00 500.00

752 Pair of Stevens Tip Up Pistol w/6" bbls
Antiques. #33064; & #10083; both are 22 cal w/6" bbls & nickel
frames. One is in fair condition & other is rougher w/replaced
grips. 200.00 - 300.00

763 Mossberg Model 935 Rifled Slug Gun
#AM072670; 24" rifled bbl w/3 1/2"chamber. Matt blue finish &
synthetic stock w/3-9x scope attached. Gun has few marks from
use, otherwise in good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

753 Pair of Belgium Pin Fire Antique Revolvers
Antiques. Both are 32 cal. small pistols one is in fair condition
minus loading gate & the other is in rougher condition. 100.00 200.00

764 H&R "Handi Gun II" Combo Gun Set
#AY594961; SS combination gun set 30-30 rifle & 20 ga. smooth
bore bbls. are included in soft carry case. In like new condition.
300.00 - 400.00

754 Pair of Civil War Era Percussion Pistols
Antiques. Colt 1849 Pocket Model# 220567; visible numbers
match & in rougher overall condition
Remington 1858 Pocket Model #12641; 30 cal. w/spotted brown
patina & in fair refinished condition. 300.00 - 400.00

765 Rare Antique Winchester 1893 BP Pump Shotgun
Antique. #20355; 12 ga. 30" bbl w/blue to spotted grey metal &
last patent date on bbl of 1892. Wood appears original w/visible
crack in forend. A rare Winchester shotgun which was
discontinued & removed from production w/the advent of
smokeless powder. (3756) 700.00 - 900.00

755 Early Colt & Bacon Revolver Pair
Antique. Colt New Line #448; 41 cal & mechanically ok, in fair
condition as refinished.
Bacon #NSN; 30 cal w/4" bbl. & in rougher condition,
mechanically poor. 300.00 - 400.00
756 Pair of Early Western Antique Pistols
Antiques. Early Ring Trigger Pepperbox rough condition, display
gun only.
Early percussion 32 cal Pistol in rougher overall condition, display
gun only. 100.00 - 200.00
757 Pair of Top Break Antique Revolvers
Antiques. Iver Johnson hammerless #79; 22 cal & in fair
condition.
Eastern Arms #NSN; 32 cal short & in fair condition. 100.00 150.00
758 Framed Terry Redlin "Total Comfort"
Measures 41" x 27 1/2" & is signed, framed & numbered.
PICKUP ONLY ITEM NO SHIPPING.

766 Winchester Model 72 22 cal Bolt Action Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. bolt action w/tube magazine & in nice used
condition w/few scratches & marks on stock. 150.00 - 250.00
767 Winchester 97 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#831725; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke take down bbl. Metal is blue to
grey w/typical edge ware & wood is solid. 250.00 - 300.00
768 Winchester Model 06 Pump
#315880; 22 cal. spotted brown patina & in rougher overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00
769 Winchester 1897 16 ga Pump Shotgun
#586358; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. w/grey to brown patina.
Mechanically good & wood is solid w/small visible crack on both
sides of wrist. A good example of a scarce 16 ga pump. 200.00 300.00
770 Marlin 12 ga Hammered Pump Shotgun
#6932; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/grey patina metal & mechanically good.
Wood is good w/inlay on left side of butt stock. 200.00 - 300.00
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771 Enfield Custom 300 Magnum Sporting Rifle
#NSN; 300 WIN Mag. Built on 1917 Enfield receiver, bolt has
been modified to be cocked on opening, making for smoother
operation while hunting. 26" bbl. w/nicely checkered walnut stock
w/rosewood caps & topped w/3-9x Leupold scope. A nice sporter
in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00
772 Huglu 12 ga. O/U Shotgun
#172238; 12 ga. 30" ribbed bbls & wide rib. Engraved silver &
blued receiver w/checkered walnut stock, leather braided sling &
in nice used condition. gun has singe selective trigger & extractor.
400.00 - 600.00
773 Ruger Mini 14 223 cal Rifle
#181-09666; 223 cal. Gun has wood stock w/ bi pod & sling
attached. Topped w/Bushnell 3-9x scope & has some mixed spots
& marks, but in fair used condition overall. 400.00 - 500.00
774 Remington Model 760 Pump in 257 Rbts cal.
#209339; 257 Rbts. Bbl has some blue loss & rear sight is absent,
wood is good w/few mixed spots. A fair example of a rare caliber
760 pump. 300.00 - 400.00
775 Stoeger 28 ga Dbl Bbl. Shotgun
#255651; 28 ga dbl bbl. shotgun w/26" bbls w/blued bbls &
checkered stock. Gun is in nice, like new condition. 300.00 400.00
776 SKB Model 1300 Upland Semi Auto Shotgun
#NSG02584; 12 ga. 3" chamber & 26" vent rib bbl w/removable
tubes. Stock has some scratches & marks from use, otherwise in
good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
777 Universal Firearms 20 ga. O/U Shotgun
#25416; 20 ga. 27 1/2" bbls. w/blued finish, dbl triggers &
extractor & checkered wood stock. In good used condition.
300.00 - 400.00
778 Marlin Model 336 35 REM w/Scope
#AA41904; 35 REM. Std config. in good used condition
w/Simmons scope attached. 300.00 - 400.00
779 Pair of Early Ruger 10-22 Rifles
#180728; 22 cal. Finger Groove Sporter model w/some light
marks & in overall good used condition.
Early Deluxe #115-30545; 22 cal. w/checkered walnut stock & in
nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

LOT #
782 Meriden Arms Model 15 22 cal Rifle
#23931; 22 cal. 23 1/2" oct bbl. Grey to blue finish w/some spots.
Gun has nice walnut stock & overall is a good example of an early
American 22 rifle. 250.00 - 400.00
783 Ithaca 49R 22 cal w/Scope
#104422; 22 cal. repeater w/side mount Weaver C4 scope
attached & in fair used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
784 Remington Model 742 30-06 Rifle
#A7131213; 30-06. In fair overall condition. 250.00 - 350.00
785 Lot of 3 Ithaca M49 22 Rifles
M-49R #500141824; 22 cal. repeating model w/tube magazine &
in fair condition w/spots on receiver & marks on wood.
M-49 #NSN; 22 Mag single shot & in rougher overall condition.
M-49 #490447873; 22 cal single shot w/some spots on metal &
fair overall. A nice set of M49 rifles in various cal. 400.00 600.00
786 Pair of Bolt Action Hunting Rifles
Steven Model 200 G706213; 7mm magnum w/compsoite stock &
3-9x socpe.
Marlin Model XL7 #XL706616; 30-06 w/synthetic stock &
Simmons 3-9x scope. 400.00 - 600.00
787 Left Handed Savage Axis 7mm-08 w/Scope
#H739100; 7mm-08. Left handed w/Redfield 2-7x scope. In like
new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
788 Left Handed Savage Bolt Action 30-06
#F043968; 30-06. Custom unmarked heavy weight bbl w/scope
rings & synthetic stock. Gun is presumed to be 30-06 per sticker
on stock. 300.00 - 400.00
789 Pair of Early Ruger 10-22 Rifles
#111-20693; 22 cal. Early markings in fair condition w/some
marks
#188649; 22 cal. Early markings w/some scratches & marks,
overall fair condition. 300.00 - 450.00
790 Weatherby Vanguard 30-06 w/Leupold Scope
#VS213294; 30-06. blued finish w/composite stock & 3-9x
Leupold VXI. In good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
791 Savage Model 110 25-06 Rifle w/Scope
#F791494; 25-06. 22" bbl w/composite stock & 3-9x scope. In
good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

780 Remington Model 17 20 ga. Pump
#37064; 20 ga. 28" bbl which includes the POLY choke system.
Good original blue w/some light spots & wood is good w/recoil
pad added. A clean Model 17 20 ga. 150.00 - 250.00

792 Ruger 10-22 w/Scope
#826-03313; 22 cal. Topped w/3-9x scope & gun has camo stock.
In good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

781 Remington Model 25 Pump Rifle in 25-20 cal.
#20805; 25-20. w/round bbl & good bore. Spotted grey exterior
metal & mechanically ok. Wood is solid w/visible hairline crack
at wrist. 200.00 - 300.00

793 Pair of Remington Model 12 22 Pumps
Model 12C #548692; 22 cal. Metal is blue to grey w/mixed spots
& gun has oct. bbl. In fair overall condition.
Model 12 #72406; 22 cal. Metal is blue to grey & butt stock has
been broken & repaired at wrist. In fair condition. 250.00 - 400.00
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794 Pair of Remington 870 Slug Guns
Super Mag Express #D627876A; 12 ga 22" smooth bore slug bbl.
w/3 1/2" chamber & composite stock. In good used condition.
870 Magnum #374553M; 12 ga. fit w/Mossberg 24" rifled slug
bbl. w/scope attached. Gun has some spots on receiver & bbl
w/cracked wood at wrist. 300.00 - 400.00
795 Remington Model 700 22-250 Bolt Action Rifle
#191762; 22- 250 24" bbl. w/walnut stock & some light spots on
metal w/scratches on wood. Gun has Tasco scope attached & is in
fair used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
796 Stevens Model 67E 410 ga Pump
#E908452; 410 ga. 26 1/2" bbl. Gun is in very fine, like new
condition. 150.00 - 250.00
797 Pair of Remington Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Model 512 Sportsmaster #NSN; 22 cal. Tube fed bolt action in
nice original condition
Model 510 Target Master #NSN; 22 cal Single shot blue to brown
metal & in good condition. 250.00 - 400.00
798 Custom Mauser 22-250 Bench Rest Rifle
#B3470; McGowen target 24" 22-250 bbl. 1909 Argentine
Mauser receiver w/Leupold 12x target scope & custom bench rest
stock. Gun is in good used condition. 450.00 - 600.00
799 Winchester Model 63 22 Rifle
#71589A; 22 cal. Blue to grey metal w/mixed spots & stock is
cracked at wrist & loose. In rougher overall condition. 100.00 200.00
800 Pair of Remington 22 Rifles
Model 552 Speedmaster #NSN; 22 cal in rough condition.
Model 513T #NSN; 22 cal. US Property marked & magazine is
absent, in overall rougher condition. 300.00 - 400.00
801 LeFever Nitro Special 16 ga Double
#350172; 16 ga. 28" bbls. & right bbl has visible dent approx. 8"
from muzzle. Gun has beaver tail forend, checkered pistol grip
stock, is mechanically good & has good wood. 400.00 - 600.00

LOT #
200.00 - 300.00
806 Crescent Arms Quail Hammerless 410 Dbl
#14746; 410 ga. Bores are good & mechanically gun may need
some fine tuning, it has been re-blued & case colored w/newer
stock which is somewhat crude. A good project 410 ga dbl. 200.00
- 300.00
807 New England 12 ga Slug Gun
#NJ283166; 12 ga. Smooth bore slug gun w/iron sights. In good
used condition. 100.00 - 200.00
808 Pair of Remington 511 & 514 22 Rifles
514 #NSN 22 cal in nice condition w/walnut stock
511 #NSN; 22 cal mag fed bolt action w/blue to brown patina &
wood is good w/custom work on forend. A nice pair Remington
22's. 250.00 - 350.00
809 Pair of Iver Johnson Champion Single Shot Shotguns
#33966; 410 ga. Metal is grey & gun is in fair condition.
#5131; 12 ga. Brown to grey metal & in fair condition. 100.00 200.00
810 Pair of Modern Pump Shotguns
Sears Model 200 #P195224; 20 ga 3" chamber. 27" bbl w/POLY
choke & in nice, lightly used condition.
Winchester Model 1200 #147899; 12 ga 2 3/4" chamber w/FULL
choke & 28" bbl. & in nice used condition. 250.00 - 350.00
811 Pair of Early Ruger 10-22 Rifles
#111-22289; 22 cal. w/early bbl markings & in nice, lightly
handled condition
#111-50562; 22 cal w/early bbl markings & in nice used condition
w/marks on metal & scratches on wood. 300.00 - 500.00
812 Pair of 22 cal Rifles
Remington Model 33 #NSN 22 cal. single shot w/spotted brown
metal & wood is fair.
Savage Model 954LS #L163786; 22 semi auto w/spotted metal &
in fair condition.
100.00 - 200.00

802 Fine Iver Johnson Champion 12 ga Single Shot
#CHC; 12 ga. w/bright 30" bbl & has strong blue & bright case
colored receiver. In nice original condition but forearm has visible
crack. 100.00 - 150.00

813 Pair of 20 ga Pump Shotguns
Wards Westernfield Model 35 #U94312; 20 ga. blue to grey metal
w/28" bbl & wood is solid, in fair condition overall
Mossberg 500C #P297646; 20 ga. 26 ACCU choke bbl &
mechanically good w/light spots on metal. 250.00 - 400.00

803 Russian SKS w/Scope
#3T5465& P43623; 7.62x39 Russian SKS w/attached B Square
scope mount & Weaver scope. Gun is in fine used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

814 Ruger 10-22 Take Down Rifle
#0008-90290; 22 cal. Take Down mode w/teal colored bbl shroud
& receiver. Gun is in like new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

804 Norinco SKS Rifle
#1309896; 7.62x39. Mfg by Norinco w/some spots mixed on
metal overall. Comes in ram-line stock & in fair condition. 200.00
- 300.00
805 Percussion 10 ga Dbl Bbl
Black Powder. 30" laminated steel bbls. Mechanically good &
wood stock is in good condition. Overall gun is in nice condition
w/Belgium proofs underneath bbls. A nice 10 ga percussion dbl.

815 New Ruger American 22 Rifle
#833-24613; 22 cal. Std config. In like new condition. 150.00 250.00
816 Camo Mossberg Model 500A 12 ga Pump Shotgun
#J691178; 12 ga. 24" bbl w/ACCU choke. In good used condition
& gun has some edge ware on receiver. 150.00 - 200.00
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817 Pair of 12 ga Shotguns
Remington Model 11-48 #5115438; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke vent
rib bbl. w/some light spots on metal overall & visible crack at
wrist w/recoil pad added.
Chinese YL12-1J4 #04 01600; 12 ga. looks like a copy of Model
37 Ithaca, metal has light spots overall & home defense sights, in
fair used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
818 Pair of 12 ga Pump Shotguns
New England Pardner Pump #NU501909; 12 ga. 28" bbl.
w/removable chokes & blue to grey metal w/spots & scratches.
Remington 870 Magnum #S915322M; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke
bbl. w/spotted grey metal & mechanically ok, fair overall
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
819 Smith & Wesson 44 Mag 2nd Chance Revolver
#S176956; 44 Mag. 6 1/2" ported bbl. Gun has been refinished
w/2nd Chance markings on left side of frame. Countoured wood
grips, gold rigger & hammer & gun is mechanically ok. In good
refinished condition. 400.00 - 500.00
820 Early Model Ruger Blackhawk 45 cal w/Box
#45-01170; 45 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/wood grips &the markings on
frame are somewhat light & frame could possibly be refinished.
Nice overall condition w/box. 400.00 - 500.00
821 High Standard Centennial MKIII 22 cal Revolver
#H15686; 22 cal. 5 3/4" blued bbl. w/checkered wood grips &
holster. In good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
822 Smith & Wesson Model 22A Pistol w/Scope
#UAN6901; 22 cal. w/ large laminate S&W grips & topped w/Red
Dot scope. Gun has mixed scratches & marks from use & comes
w/original box, 3 addition magazines, plus scope batter. 300.00 400.00
823 Pair Thompson Center Contender Pistol w/extra bbls
#270598; 45 Colt/410 bbl. attached & extra 223 cal bbl. Both bbls
& frame have spots & marks from use or poor storage.
#297098; 22 cal. bbl. attached & 41 Magnum oct. bbl. Guns
frame, bbls & other metal have been rusted & cleaned to the
white in areas. Mechanically both guns seem ok & a good set of
project TC Contenders. 450.00 - 650.00
824 Pair of Westernfield Home Defense Shotguns
550A #NSN; 12 ga. 18" bbl. w/synthetic pistol grip stock & wood
pump.
M550 CD #H130591; 20 ga. 18" bbl. w/pistol grip stock & wood
pump handle, bbl is grey metal. Overall a good used pair of
Westernfield Home Defense. 200.00 - 300.00
825 Pair of 12 ga Home Defense Shotguns
Sears Model 200 #P335857; 12 ga w/18 1/2" Winchester bbl,
wood stock & in fair condition.
Mossberg 500AT #G481168; 12 ga 18" bbl w/pistol grip & blue
to grey spotted metal.
200.00 - 300.00

LOT #
826 Pair Remington 870 Home Defense Shotguns
#AB861168M; 12 ga. 3" chamber & 18 1/4" bbl. w/some spots on
metal & Hogue pistol grip w/handled slide.
#X094134M; 12 ga. Magnum w/3" chamber, 18 1/4" bbl
w/pachmayr pistol grip & Blackhawk slide handle. Bbl & frame
are rusty w/spots, mechanically ok. 200.00 - 400.00
827 Pair of New England Pardner Home Defense
#HW508846; #NV516358; both are 12 ga w/3" chambers, 18 1/2"
bbls, pachmayr pistol grips & pump handles. In good lightly used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00
828 Pair of H&R 12 ga Single Shots
#AX486630; 12 ga. 32" bbl condition is NIB
Model 58 #AN262466; 12 ga. 36" bbl. w/light spots on metal,
otherwise in good condition. 200.00 - 300.00
829 Custom Savage Model 12 22-250 Target
F865405; 22-250 w/heavy weight SS 24 1/2" fluted bbl. plus
muzzle break. Topped w/Nikon Monarch ED 8-32x Target rifle
scope. CHOATE weighted synthetic stock Caldwell bipod
attached. Gun is in good used condition w/great optics. 500.00 750.00
830 Cimarron Patton 45 cal Engraved SA Rev.
#E065522; 45 Long Colt. 51/2" bbl. w/engraved SS frame & bbl,
white grips & lanyard loop on butt. Gun is in like new condition.
A replica of the famous General Patton single action army. 450.00
- 650.00
831 Pietta w/Kirst Cartridge Conversion Cylinder
#543297; Kirst cartridge conversion cyl for 38 Long Colt &
original black powder cylinder. Blue & case colored brass grip
straps & in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
832 Cimarron Cartridge Conversion Colt Style Revolver
#X42483; 38 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/cartridge conv. style cylinder, case
colored receiver & wood grips Gun is in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
833 Uberti Schofield 45 Colt Revolver
#F13379; 45 Colt. 5" bbl metal is blued & case colored. In like
new condition. 500.00 - 700.00
834 Uberti American Arms Single Action w/Holster
#120123; 45 cal. w/nickel finish & wood grips. Gun is in nice
lightly used condition w/McClusand leather holster. 300.00 400.00
835 Pair of Pietta SA Mounted Justice Revolvers
#E19932; & #E8791; both 45 Long Colt w/3 5/8" bbl. &
checkered wood grips. Bbls are marked Great Western II. Guns
are SS finish & in good used condition w/some light spots. Guns
are hand tuned for Mounted Justice Horseback Events. 600.00 900.00
836 New Taylor & Co Uberti 44-40 SA
#TC8639; 44-40. 4 3/4" bbl. w/case colored frame & bbl. Gun has
checkered walnut grips & is in like new condition. 400.00 600.00
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837 Uberti El Patron 45 Single Action Revolver
#N09326; 45 Colt w/5 1/2" bbl. SS finish w/wood grips &
engraved cylinder. Gun is NIB condition. 450.00 - 600.00
838 Pair of 36 cal. Italian BP Revolvers
Black Powder. #6238; & #NSN; 36 cal. w/5"bbls & blue to grey
worn finish. In good, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
839 Pair of Italian 1858 New Model BP Revolvers
Black Powder. #R332075 & #093600; both are 44 cal blued
condition w/wood grips & in nice lightly handled condition.
250.00 - 400.00
840 Pair of 1860 Army Reproduction w/Fluted Cylinders
Black Powder. #62601 & #36732; both are 44 cal Italian made,
blued & case colored w/fluted cylinders. In like new lightly
handled condition. 300.00 - 500.00
841 Navy Arms 38 cal Cartridge Conversion Revolver
#6493; cartridge conversion for 38 spec w/7 1/2" bbl. Blued &
case colored & comes w/holster. In nice, lightly handled
condition. 400.00 - 500.00
842 Colt Mfg. Dragoon BP Revolver
Black Powder #23630; 44 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. Blued & case colored &
made by Colt, in like new condition 400.00 - 500.00
843 NIB Colt 1860 Uberti Fluted Cylinder Army Revolver
Black Powder #138250; 44 cal made by Uberti for Cimarron.
Blued & case colored w/fluted cylinder, in like new in box
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
844 Pair of 44 cal 1860 Army Reproduction Revolvers
Black Powder. #51718; & #57140; both are 44 cal, blue & case
colored. In like new nicely handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00
845 Colt 3rd Model Dragoon Black Powder Revolver
Black Powder. #23744; 44 cal. blued & case colored, in like new
lightly handled condition w/Colt box. 500.00 - 700.00
846 Pair of Italian 1860 Army BP Reproductions
#41121; & #D00257; both 44 cal reproduction of the 1860 Army
& in very nice, lightly handled condition. 300.00 - 400.00
847 Pair of Mossberg 500 Turkey & Slug Guns
#K884119; 12 ga. 24" bbl w/ACCU chokes & camo finish, in fair
used condition.
#L366245; 12 ga. 24" rifled bbl. w/safety mechanism is absent &
gun does not proper function as is. 200.00 - 300.00
848 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine
#1154617; 30WCF. Grey receiver w/broken toe of butt stock. Gun
is in rougher overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00
850 Pair of Bolt Action Remington 22 Rifles
512 Sportmaster #NSN; 22 cal magazine fed w/blue to brown
patina metal & in fair condition.
Model 510 Target Master #NSN; 22 cal single shot w/brown
spotted metal & in rougher condition. 200.00 - 300.00

LOT #
851 Pair of Early 16 ga Shotguns
FN A5 Browning#79443; 16 ga. 29" solid rib bbl w/POLY choke.
Early model w/safety & trigger guard & mfg by FN of Belgium
w/Browning Arms Co marked on bbl. Forearm has crack & wrist
shows 2 light cracks but remains solid. Butt stock has been
shortened w/LOP of approx. 13".
Winchester 1897 #589192; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl & metal is
re-blued. Gun is in fair refinished condition. 450.00 - 600.00
852 Pair of Oct Bbl. Model 12 Remington 22's
#822192; 22 spec & #193259; 22LR. Both spotted w/grey to
brown metal & in fair overall condition. 450.00 - 600.00
853 Pair of Remington Model 41 22 Rifles
Model 41-P #68947; 22 cal single shot. Metal is brown patina
w/rear peep sight & hooded front sight.
Model 41 #N80136; 22 cal. w/spotted blue metal & wood is fair.
A good pair of Model 41 Remington's. 300.00 - 400.00
854 Pair of Thompson Center BP Muzzle Loaders
Black Powder. New Englander #18543; 50 cal. in good used
condition w/some mixed spots.
White Mountain Carbine #58075; 54 cal. rear peep sight w/spots
on metal, but in good used condition. 200.00 - 400.00
855 Pair of Knight 50 cal Revolution BP Rifles
Black Powder. #006736; & #S725097; 50 cal. One is blue the
other is SS & both have 27" bbls. SS model has some visible
spots on exterior, otherwise both appear to be in good lightly used
condition. 200.00 - 400.00
856 Pair of Stevens 410 Single Shot Shotguns
Model 94C #NSN; 410 ga single shot w/case colored receiver &
in very nice overall condition.
Model 940# P053305; 410 ga. w/blue finish & in very nice near
new condition w/shortened butt stock. 200.00 - 300.00
857 Pair of Winchester Model 12 12 ga Pumps
#1375667; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & has good blue w/wear
on edges w/mixed spots, overall in nice condition.
Model 1912 #52163; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl w/blue to grey
metal & original wood is solid & in good overall condition. A nice
pair of Model 12's. 400.00 - 600.00
858 Pair of Antique Large Frame Winchester LA Rifles
Antiques. Model 1876 #5100; 45-60 cal. in rough condition &
missing some internal parts, & wood is rough.
Model 1886 #26361; 40-65 cal. grey spotted metal overall &
mechanically ok, wood is solid. A good pair of early lever action
Winchesters. RM 243/302 750.00 - 1,250.00
859 Antique Winchester Model 1887 12 ga LA Rifle
Antique. #2259; 12 ga. Mfg in 1888. 32" bbl. & bore is pitted but
fair for age. Grey to brown spotted metal & forearm wood appears
to be early replacement. Gun is missing butt plate & has hand
checkered pistol grip, in fair overall condition. 600.00 - 800.00
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860 Pair of Ruger 10-22 Rifles
#117-75844; & #129-32902; 22 cal. both are in nice used
condition w/some scratches & marks. 300.00 - 500.00
861 Early Stevens 12 ga. Pump Rifle
#64435; 12 ga. 30" bbl. Grey to brown finish w/some mixed spots
& large chips at the wrist. Overall in fair condition for a vintage
gun w/good wall hanger look. 100.00 - 200.00
862 Glenfield Model 30A 30-30 Carbine
#20161018; 30-30. 20" bbl. w/pistol grip stock & pressed
checkering & design. In very good lightly handled condition w/JM
marked bbl. A good Glenfield marketed 30-30. 300.00 - 400.00
863 Remington Model 760 30-06 Pump Rifle
#B7187749; 30-06. std config w/some light rust & spots near
muzzle & mixed other areas. Gun has Tasco scope in rougher
condition & gun is mechanically good but a good candidate for
some TLC. 200.00 - 250.00
864 CVA Hawken 50 cal Black Powder Rifle
Black Powder #392870; 50 cal. In good used condition. 75.00 100.00

LOT #
872 Remington 870 Wingmaster 12 ga w/3 Bbls
#447057V; 12 ga. Comes w/18 1/2" IMP CYL bbl., 28" MOD
bbl. & 28" MOD bbl w/rib. In fair condition w/some light rust
spots on gun & bbls. Some TLC wold benefit this package. 150.00
- 250.00
873 Remington 552 Speedmaster Rifle
#1641297; 22 semi auto. Std. config. w/Weaver scope & some
light spots or marks. Overall in good, used condition. 150.00 200.00
874 Early American 50 cal Kentucky Long Rifle
Black powder. 50 cal. w/rifled bore & oct bbl is maker marked
but not fully legible. Gun appears to have been a flint lock
conversion & has stripped full length maple stock w/period repair
at wrist & possibly patch box added at later date. An interesting
early American rifle. 300.00 - 500.00
875 Full Stock Kirkland 44 cal. Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. #NSN; 44 cal. 41" oct Belgium bbl marked
Turner Kirkland Union City TN, made in Belgium. Gun has full
length stripped stock. Muzzle area has greyed from use & overall
in good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

865 American Gun Company Antique 20 ga Dbl
Antique. #388961; 20 ga. 27 3/4" bbls w/bright bores. Patina blue
finish w/some mixed spots & case colored receiver is fading grey.
Mechanically gun is tight & overall in good condition on an early
American dbl. bbl. 250.00 - 350.00

876 38 cal. Percussion Mountain Rifle
Black Powder. The vintage 35" oct bbl has Initial L.D. w/brown
metal & walnut full stock, dbl triggers & in good condition.
300.00 - 400.00

866 Antique Dutch Beaumont Military Rifle & Bayonet
Antique. #2438; std config. & dated 1884 w/cartouche in stock.
Gun is in nice antique condition w/cruciform bayonet. 250.00 350.00

877 J Bishop 45 cal. Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. 45 cal w/rifled bore & 32" bbl. Gun is now half
stock likely originally full stock w/stripped maple, iron repair
plate on left side & period patch box. Lock is marked J Bishop &
bbl appears unmarked aside from EHW stamp. 300.00 - 400.00

867 Italian Black Powder Zouave Replica Rifle
Black Powder. #463; 58 cal. w/rifled bbl., patch box, brass
furniture & bayonet lug. Gun is in Civil War Zouave pattern in
very nice lightly handled condition w/bright bore. 200.00 - 300.00
868 Antique Spencer Bannerman Pump Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. in rougher condition, broken & taped at
wrist. 100.00 - 150.00

878 Early 45 cal. Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. 45 cal. w/rifled bore & 35" oct. bbl. Butt stock
looks older & original w/early patch box. Gun may have been
modified from an original flinter likely switched to half stock at
that point. Some old, some new & in fair overall condition. 200.00
- 300.00

869 Marlin Model 120 12 ga Magnum
#A04986; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/3" chamber & JM marked. In nice
used condition, wood & metal have mixed scratches & marks.
150.00 - 250.00

879 JJ Henry Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. 45 cal rifled bore w/31 1/2" oct bbl. Bbl has
makers name which is no longer legible & newer EHW stamp.
w/J. J Henry marked lock & stock is a later replacement. 200.00 300.00

870 Pair 12 ga Shotguns
Browning BPS # 39358NY152; 12 ga. w/INV chokes, 26" bbl.
blue to grey metal w/gold engraved receiver & stock is synthetic.
Breda Auto Model 710 #25234; 12 ga. magnum w/3" chamber
28" bbl plus quick choke system. In fair used condition & the
predecessor of the early Benelli autos. 400.00 - 600.00

880 JD Coombs Percussion Rifle
Black Powder. 58 cal. w/rifled bore & 38" oct bbl which is
approx. 1" across at the flats. Back lock action & dbl set triggers,
stock is a later replacement on original bbl & hammer has also
been modified. 300.00 - 500.00

871 Remington 870 Magnum Pump
#358685M; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. w/3" chamber & early
style pump fore end. Gun has recoil pad added & metal has some
light spots & rust overall. A good gun w/some TLC. 100.00 200.00

881 Springfield 1884 Trapdoor Rifle
Antique. #249920; 45-70. Std. config. Spotted grey to brown
patina w/mixed pits on metal & wood is fair. 400.00 - 500.00
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882 Savage Model 112 223 cal Target Rifle
#C304252; 223 cal. 26" heavy weight bbl & target style stock
w/good blue & in nice used condition. RM178 350.00 - 450.00
883 Austin Halleck 50 cal Black Powder Rifle
Black Powder #4070; 50 cal. 27" half round half oct bbl. w/blued
finish & composite stock. Gun has timney trigger & is in very fine
like new condition w/bright, clean bore. 300.00 - 500.00
884 6.5-06 Custom Mauser
#2768L3; 6.5-06 cal. Gun has 26" bbl from Lehmanns Gun shop.
Topped w/Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x scope & wood is solid
w/shortened butt stock. 300.00 - 400.00
885 Early Swiss Style Schuetzen Carbine
Antique. 41 cal percussion & breech of bbl marked Frischknecht.
Gun has dbl triggers, 21" oct bbl. which appears to have been
shortened & Swiss style butt plate. In fair altered condition & an
interesting early Swiss percussion. 200.00 - 300.00
886 Antique German Schindler Perc Dbl Shotgun
Antique. 16 ga dbl. w/33" bbls. Bbl flat marked C.L.
SCHINDLER & safety latches on both sides w/period sling. Gun
is in fair condition w/one large dent in right bbl approx. 6" from
muzzle. 200.00 - 300.00
887 Pair of Remington 870 Pumps
#611692X; 20 ga 28" bbl metal is blue to grey & gun has recoil
pad added. Gun is in fair condition w/scratches & marks.
Sportsman 12 #W239261M; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. w/3" chamber
& in rougher condition w/crack at wrist. 200.00 - 300.00
888 Early FN A5 16 ga. Shotgun
#108772; 16 ga. Browning marked A5 made by FN. 27 1/2" vent
rib bbl. Early gun w/safety in trigger guard & original blue is ok
w/mixed scratches & marks. Gun has some larger scratches &
dent in bbl, wood is solid but well worn w/large ill fitting recoil
pad added. 200.00 - 300.00
889 Winchester 74 22 Semi Auto Rifle
#182408A; 22 cal. Metal is blue to grey & electro pencil number
on left side of receiver, otherwise in good used condition w/sling
swivels. 150.00 - 250.00
890 Antique 1819 Danzig Military Fowler Conversion
Antique. Lock marked Danzig 1918 & has been altered to a
percussion mechanism w/38" smooth bore bbl which has been
sporterized. Numerous military markings on top of butt plate. An
interesting early European musket. 100.00 - 200.00
891 Antique Percussion Dbl Bbl 16 ga
Antique. 16 ga German style stock & fitted w/32" bbls. & scroll
engraving on bbls, locks & furniture. Comes w/period leather
sling & butt stock appears to have been repaired or lengthened at
one point. Overall fair condition on early German percussion dbl.
200.00 - 300.00

LOT #
892 Antique Stevens No 44 25-20 Rifle
Antique.# 25522; 25-20 cal. 26" round to oct bbl. w/good bore &
blue to brown patina. Mechanically gun is good & wood is solid.
300.00 - 400.00
893 Custom 6mm Remington Bench Rest Rifle
#6235786; 6mm single shot w/heavy weight SS 24" bbl. Receiver
is marked OBERMEYER Racine, WI. Gun is topped w/4-16x
BSA scope & has custom bench rest stock w/bipod. Receiver has
some mixed spots, otherwise in fair condition. 400.00 - 500.00
894 Antique 10 ga Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #9731; 10 ga. Receiver is marked BAKER PAT & the
bbls are marked LC SMITH MAKER of BAKERGUN w/New
York address Damascus steel. The 10 ga 30" bbls are heavy
weight Damascus & bores are lightly pitted throughout. The bbl
ribs have been re-soddered top & bottom. Butt stock & forearm
are a poor made replacement, but an interesting LC Smith/Baker
composite antique 10 ga.
895 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump
#546876; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl w/grey to brown patina &
visible crack at wrist. Bbl has numerous dents in first 6" of
muzzle. Rougher overall condition. 150.00 - 200.00
896 Winchester 1897 12 ga Pump
#154204; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. & in good refinished
condition w/some pitting visible on receiver & has butt plate
added. 150.00 - 250.00
897 Antique King Nitro Dbl Bbl Shotgun
Antique. #30670; 12 ga dbl bbl w/hammers & in good overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00
898 Pair of LeFever Single Bbl Trap Guns
#11244; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/blue to grey metal & is in fair overall
condition.
#118; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/brown to grey metal & is in fair condition.
200.00 - 400.00
899 Arms Sport Model 27L1 12 ga O/U
#31654; 12 ga. 28" bbls. w/wide broadway style rib. Gun has
single selective trigger & ejectors. Bbls are blued & has silver
engraved receiver w/some mixed scratches & marks in wood &
metal & gun is mechanically good. 400.00 - 500.00
900 Pair of Remington 870 Wingamaster Shotguns
#27188V; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl. w/matted rib, mixed spots &
scratches & recoil pad added.
#743702V; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/mixed spots & scratches on
metal & wood w/recoil pad added. 250.00 - 350.00
901 Thompson Center 50 cal BP Hawken
Black Powder. # K301041; 50 cal in nice used condition. 150.00 250.00
902 CVA Accura 50 cal Black Powder Rifle
Black Powder. #NSN; 50 cal. 27" Bergara fluted bbl. SS finish
w/composite stock & topped w/3-9x DOA scope. Gun has few
spots & marks from use, but overall in good used condition.
250.00 - 350.00
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903 CVA 50 cal. Optima w/Scope
Black Powder. #202294; 50 cal. 26" bbl w/matte SS finish &
Simmons 3-9x scope. In very nice, lightly used condition w/take
down tools. 200.00 - 300.00
904 Remington Model 700ML 50 cal. Muzzle Loader
Black Powder #ML053933; 50 cal. 24" bbl. SS finish & Pine
Ridge scope. Gun has few mixed rust marks but overall in good
used condition. 400.00 - 500.00
905 Belgium Browning Superposed 12 ga Shotgun
#61216; 12 ga. 28" bbls FULL/MOD. Gun has been re-blued &
the rib is loose near receiver end. Mechanically gun is well worn
& butt stock appears to be later replacement. A good Hunter
Grade Superposed. 400.00 - 600.00
906 1917 Winchester Sporter Rifle
#439555; 30-06. In fair sporterized condition. 150.00 - 250.00
907 Winchester Ranger 30-30 Lever Action Rifle
#5408875; 30-30. Metal is grey & in rougher overall condition.
150.00 - 200.00
908 CVA 50 cal. Dbl Bbl Express Rifle
Black Powder #NSN; 50 cal. 28 1/2" dbl rifled bbls. w/scope
mount attached & ill fitting recoil pad attached. Gun has some
light spots on metal but overall in good used condition. 300.00 400.00
909 Thompson Center 54 cal Hawken Rifle
Black Powder. #K324259; 54 cal. 29" bbl. In very nice, lightly
used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
910 Pair of Modern Bolt Action Scoped Hunting Rifles
Smith & Wesson i-bolt #IBR1583; 30-06. 22 1/2" bbl
w/composite stock & Tasco scope, in good used condition w/some
scratches & marks.
Raptor 270 #6137; 22" bbl. matte finished SS metal has scratches
& spots overall, gun has synthetic stock w/3-9x Banner scope. In
rougher overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

LOT #
915 Stevens 58A 410 ga Bolt Action
#NSN; 410 ga bolt action magazine fed. Metal is blue w/spots &
gun is fair overall condition. 150.00 - 150.00
916 Remington Model 31 16 ga Pump
#575570; 16 ga. 28" bbl w/Herters adj choke & mixed light spots
on blue. Gun is in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00
917 Pair of Shotguns
Wards Hercules Model SD10B #NSN; 16 ga. in fair condition.
Westernfield Model M150A #NSN; 410 ga bolt action & in rough
condition. 100.00 - 200.00
918 Pair of Pump Shotguns
Winchester Model 1200 #L1088789; 12 ga. 28 1/2" vent rib bbl
w/WIN choke system. Gun has light scratches & marks, but
overall very good used condition.
Springfield Model 67 #B616379; 20 ga. pump. 28" vent rib bbl.
Metal is blue to brown w/mixed spots, visible crack at wrist &
broken toe of butt stock. Gun is in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00
919 Pair of Stevens Single Shot Shotguns
#550MV; 20 ga. & in fair condition.
#MR834; 16 ga. in fair condition w/chips in wrist. 100.00 200.00
920 Mossberg 715T 22 cal Rifle
#EMC3671108; 22 cal. Std config. & in good used condition.
100.00 - 150.00
921 Antique Flobert 32 cal. Single Shot Rifle
Antique. #922; 32 cal. Belgium made & metal is brown, but
overall gun is in good condition for age. 100.00 - 200.00
922 Pair of Iver Johnson Single Shot Shotguns
#64660; 16 ga. Grey metal, stock is broken & poorly repaired
#5632; 20 ga. Stock was previously broken & repaired. 50.00 100.00
923 Swiss Vetterli Military Sporter
Antique. #108012; in fair sporterized condition. 150.00 - 250.00

911 Antique Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; 12 ga. Std config. w/grey to brown spotted metal.
Mechanically gun is ok & wood is fair. 100.00 - 200.00

924 Remington Rolling Block Military Rifle
Antique #98811; 50 cal rifled 32" bbl. & in rougher overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

912 Tri Star 12 ga O/U
#116438; 12 ga. w/28" black painted bbls & in rougher overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

925 Antique Marlin 1892 22 LA Rifle
Antique. #131420; fitted w/newer 17 22 cal. bbl. w/spotted brown
patina & in fair overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00

913 Pair of 22 cal Bolt Action Rifles
Winchester Model 67 # NSN 22 cal single shot w/blue to brown
metal in fair condition w/mixed spots.
JC Higgins Model 45 #NSN; 22 cal. Gun has scope & is in fair
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

926 Antique Remington Rolling Block 20 ga Shotgun
Antique. #NSN; Remington action fitted w/20 ga shotgun bbl. In
rougher overall condition. 100.00 - 150.00

914 Iver Johnson Champion 16 ga. Shotgun
#19350; 16 ga. 30"bbl case colored receiver w/mixed spots. Toe
of butt plate is broken otherwise fair condition. 100.00 - 150.00

927 Marlin Model 81DL 22 Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. w/Mossberg scope. Gun has mixed spots & rear
sight is homemade. Overall in fair condition w/sling. 75.00 125.00
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928 Pair of Westernfield Pump Shotguns
Model 60-620 #NSN; 12 ga. blue to grey metal in fair condition.
560 #NSN; 20 ga. In rusty rough condition & mechanically not
complete. 100.00 - 200.00
929 Pair of Modern 22 Rifles
Charter Arms AR7 Explorer #A42217; 22 cal. Survival rifle
absent magazine & in fair condition
Rossi Single Shot #SP781797; 22 cal. Youth model 22 in good
condition. 100.00 - 150.00

LOT #
attached. Gun is in fair condition w/scratches & marks from use.
A nice pair of 22 bolt action rifles. 250.00 - 350.00
940 Pair of Semi Auto 22 Rifles
Mexsar #P22-00323; 22 semi auto. Made in Mexico & gun is new
w/some scratches & marks from handling.
Hiawatha Model 189J #NSN; 22 cal. & in rougher overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

930 North Westerner 410 Single Shot Shotgun
#A485135; 410 ga. in fair overall condition. Metal is blue to grey
w/homemade front sight. 50.00 - 100.00

941 Pair of Pump Shoguns
Winchester Model 12 #284966; 12 ga. 32" solid rib bbl. in
rougher, refinished condition.
Mossberg 500AT #G143106; 12 ga. 28" bbl. Gun has ACCU
choke & in fair condition w/mismatched stock. 200.00 - 300.00

931 Pair of Bolt Action 22 cal Rifles
Glenfield Model 25 #26639465; 22 cal. bolt action. In fair
condition w/mixed spots & magazine(not pictured).
Sears Model 101 #NSN; 22 cal bolt action single shot in fair
condition w/scratches on bbl. 75.00 - 150.00

942 Pair of Bolt Action Shotgun
Mossberg 183K #NSN; 410 ga w/internal magazine & POLY
choke, in nice overall condition.
Stevens Model 254 #NSN; 20 ga single shot bolt action & in fair
condition. 150.00 - 200.00

932 Mossberg Model 464 22 cal. LA Survival Rifle
#LA064188; 22 cal. collapsible ATI stock w/picatinny rails, matte
blue finish & in like new condition. 200.00 - 300.00

943 Pair of Break Open Shotguns
Fox Model B #NSN; 16 ga dbl. bbl. 26" bbls w/spotted grey to
brown metal & oversized recoil pad. In fair condition.
Winchester Model 37 #NSN; 20 ga single shot & in rough & rusty
condition.
200.00 - 300.00

933 12 ga & 20 ga Shotgun Pair
Winchester Model 12 Featherweight #1797114F; 12 ga. &
appears to be missing some of the fore end parts &
pieces,otherwise in fair condition.
JC Higgins Model 583 #NSN; 20 ga bolt action w/mixed spots &
in fair condition. 200.00 - 300.00
934 Pair of Shotguns
Sears Model 101 Bolt Action #A317168; 20 ga. In fair overall
condition.
New England Pardner #NS256113; 12 ga. w/3" chamber & in
good used condition. 150.00 - 200.00

944 Pair of Shotguns
American Arms #NSN; 12 ga. single shot w/parkerized finish &
in fair condition.
Mauser Action #NSN; 16 ga. bolt action in rougher overall
condition. 100.00 - 150.00
945 Pair of Older 22 Bolt Action Rifles
Stevens Bolt Action #NSN; 22 cal in rough condition
Winchester Model 69 #NSN; 22 cal. absent magazine & in
rougher condition. 100.00 - 150.00

935 Pair of Military Sporting Rifles
Krag 1898 #297127; 30-40 Krag & in fair sporter condition
w/spotted metal.
Belgium Mauser #A6079; 7mm. In rougher sporting condition.
250.00 - 350.00

946 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto Shotguns
Model 59 Win-lite #5059; 12 ga & in rougher overall condition.
Model 1400 MKII #N832831; 12 ga w/WIN choke bbl & in fair
used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

936 Antique Flobert 9mm Shot Rifle
Antique. Smooth bore for 9mm shot cartridge w/Flobert action &
EHW stamped on receiver. Metal is grey & spotted, gun is in fair
overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

947 Pair of Semi Auto 22 Rifles
Stevens Model 62 #L192105; 22 cal. w/composite stock & in
rougher overall condition, absent magazine.
Rock Island Armory Model 20P #RIA1952141; 22 cal. gun absent
magazine & in fair condition. 150.00 - 250.00

937 Springfield 1899 Sporter Rifle
#225922; 30-40 Krag in sporter condition. Receiver has been
drilled & gun has recoil pad added. In fair overall condition.
100.00 - 200.00

948 Remington Model 740 Woodsmaster 30-06
#215525; 30-06. Gun absent magazine & rear sight is broken
w/numerous scratches & marks. 100.00 - 150.00

938 Mossberg 702 Plinkster
#EKA3200322; 22 cal. in like new condition. 100.00 - 150.00
939 Pair of 22 cal. Magnum Bolt Action Rifles
Mossberg Model 640KD Chuckster #967523; 22 Mag. bolt action
w/scope, gun is in fair condition w/mixed spots.
Marlin Model 25MN #01284194; 22 Mag bolt action w/scope

949 Pair of Remington Shotguns
Model 1100 #M140922M; 12 ga. 3" Magnum w/plain bbl & camo
painted condition.
Model 870 #S618111V; 12 ga smooth bore slug bbl & in rougher
overall condition. 200.00 - 300.00
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950 Pair of Springfield 22 Rifles
Model 15 Single Shot #NSN; 22 cal. & Model 56 #NSN; 22 cal
absent magazine & both in rougher condition. 100.00 - 200.00
951 Pair of Pump Shotguns
Noble 602G #NSN; 20 ga. in fair overall condition.
Charles Daley Field Pump #955169; 12 ga. w/3 1/2" chamber &
28" ported bbl. In good used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
952 Marlin Model 880 22 cal Rifle
#06412472; 22 cal. w/walnut stock & in like new condition but
absent magazine. 75.00 - 150.00
953 Pair of Semi Auto 22 Rifles
JC Higgins Model 30 #NSN; 22 cal. Semi Auto in fair condition
w/retractable sling in stock.
Coast to Coast Model 285 #NSN; 22 cal. blue metal w/mixed
spots & in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 200.00
954 Pair of Winchester 22 Rifles
Model 69A #NSN; 22 cal. absent magazine & in rough condition.
Model 74 #86388; 22 cal. semi auto & in fair condition. 200.00 300.00
955 Pair of Remington 870's Competition & DU Models
#13953DU; 12 ga. DU edition w/30" FULL choke bbl. Metal is
spotted & stock is shortened, overall rougher condition.
#V684798V; 12 ga. Competition model w/30" FULL choke bbl.
Receiver has some rough spots, gun has adj recoil pad w/small
visible crack at wrist, although wood remains solid. 400.00 500.00
956 Pair of Semi Auto 22's
Marlin Model 60 #99206077; 22 cal. w/scope & in rough overall
condition.
Winchester Model 190 #B829738; 22 cal. in fair condition.
200.00 - 300.00
957 Mossberg Model 500A Slug Gun w/Scope
#L949362; 12 ga. 24" smooth bore bbl w/ACCU choke, camo
stock & Burris scope. Gun has mixed scratches & marks, in fair
used condition. 200.00 - 300.00
958 Pair of 22 cal Synthetic Stock Rifles
Marlin Model XT-22 #MM23986C; 22 cal. w/ACCU trigger &
absent magazine.
Remington Model 514 #RM14826A; 22 cal. single shot. Both are
in good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
959 Pair of Early Shotguns
Winchester Model 37 #NSN; 12 ga, in rougher overall condition
Westernfield Model 149 #NSN; 20 ga bolt action absent
magazine. 100.00 - 150.00
960 1917 Eddystone Sporter Rifle
#296496; 30-06. In good sporter condition w/walnut stock &
sling. 150.00 - 250.00

LOT #
961 Pair of Winchester Model 37 Single Shot Shotguns
Red Letter #NSN: 410 ga in rougher overall condition.
Model 37 #NSN; 12 ga. in fair condition w/some light spots.
200.00 - 300.00
962 Pair of Remington Semi Auto 22 Rifles
Remington Model 24 #122429; 22 short only. Blue to grey
w/mixed spots on metal & in fair condition.
Remington Model 550-1 #NSN; 22 cal. blue to brown spotted
metal & in fair condition. 250.00 - 300.00
963 Savage Model 93 R17 17HMR Rifle
#1642511; 17HMR. Blued finish w/composite stock & topped
w/3-9x Bushnell scope. In nice, lightly handled condition. 200.00
- 250.00
964 H&R Topper Model 490 410 ga Shotgun
#AH292563; 410 ga. & in nice used condition. 100.00 - 150.00
965 Winchester Model 77 22 Automatic Rifle
#NSN; 22 cal. Clip fed & receiver has been drilled for scope,
otherwise good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
966 Marlin Coast to Coast Model 60 22 Rifle
#12475455; 22 cal. w/Coast to Coast medallion in stock. Gun is in
good used condition. Approx. 2,100 mfg, a scarce commemorative
22. 50.00 - 150.00
967 Pair of Antique Single Shot Shotguns
Antiques. Klean Killer Pigeon gun #1888; 16 ga. w/nickel frame
& 30" bbl. Wood is a replacement otherwise fair condition for
age.
Excel #71431X; 12 ga. 30" bbl. in fair condition w/recoil pad
added. 100.00 - 200.00
968 Pair of Bolt Action 22 Rifles
Springfield Model 84C #NSN; 22 cal. missing the magazine & in
rough condition.
Marlin Model 25 #14711561; 22 cal. missing the magazine & in
rough condition. 100.00 - 150.00
969 Pair of Remington 522 Viper 22 Rifles
#3109664; & #3077162; 22 cal. Both have some light rust spots
on metal surfaces & could use some TLC, otherwise in good used
condition. 200.00 - 300.00
970 Remington Model 742 243 cal. Rifle
#A7143106; 243 cal. re-parkerized finish w/synthetic stock. Metal
is heavily pitted & may have been former fire damage, buy as a
project gun only. 150.00 - 250.00
971 Beretta AL2 12 ga Receiver
#D42751; 12 ga. Receiver w/bolt no trigger mechanism, has stock
& is in fair condition, but wood is rough.
972 410 & 22 Shotgun & Rifle Pair
Stevens Crack Shot #669; 22 cal. metal is brown & lever on
breech block is broken & gun has new wood.
Coast to Coast 267 #NSN; 410 ga pump w/grey metal & mixed
spots. In rougher overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00
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973 Walther G22 Bullpup Carbine
#PW015304; 22 cal. in Bullpup Carbine config w/camo stock. In
very fine, lightly used condition. 300.00 - 400.00
974 Antique French 1892 Carbine
Antique. #73634; Gun has matching bolt & is in std carbine
config. Right side of bbl marked MA C 1917 w/1917 cartouche in
stock. Metal is grey to brown spotted but a good example of a
WWI French carbine. 400.00 - 500.00
975 Winchester Model 1890 22 WRF Pump Rifle
#589425; 22 WRF. Gun has factory replacement 24" oct 22 WRF
bbl. & bright bore w/strong original blue on bbl & few mixed
areas of light spots. Receiver is brown & gun has vintage Lyman
tang sight. Overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

Terms & Conditions: By bidding in a Kramer Auction, you
agree to these terms: All sales made only in accordance with
these terms. Please read them carefully. By registering to bid,
or placing a bid, you are accepting & agreeing to abide by
these terms:
1. BUYERS FEE- . In House or "Live" bidders are charged a
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(5.5%) Wisconsin State & Local sales tax will be collected on
items sold to In House or "Live" bidders or shipped to
Wisconsin residence. If you pickup absentee or online
purchases at our office you are responsible for paying the WI
State Sales Tax. Absentee buyers whose items are shipped to
their out of state location are responsible for complying with
their home state tax requirements.
2. PAYMENT - Live bidders must pay before leaving the
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successful bid(s). Payment may be by Visa, MasterCard(3%
service charge applies), Cash, or Pre-Approved Personal
Checks. If not pre-approved, pick-up of items may be delayed
until check clears. Absentee bidders paying by check may
have purchases held until check clears.
3. AS IS / WHERE IS - Generally, items in this auction are
sold as is, where is, with no guarantee whatsoever. Guns and
ammunition are specifically NOT warranted for shooting.
Any used firearm should be inspected by a competent
gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type
before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical
function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been
inspected or Okayed for shooting. Ammunition of unknown
origin should not be fired, and the ammunition in this sale is
sold for salvage of components or as collectibles only.
4. Accuracy of catalog & other descriptions is not guaranteed.
Although we do our best to provide good descriptions, no
portion of any description is guaranteed. Such qualities as
condition, age, origin, historical attribution, quality,

originality, measurement, significance, percentage of finish,
alteration, restoration, and estimated value are opinion only,
and are not guaranteed. You are strongly urged to inspect
each item on which you bid, and to base your bids on your
own opinions and observations.
5. SHIPPING & REMOVAL - Kramer Auction Service LLC
will pack & ship your items to you at your expense & risk.
Basic shipping charges inside the continental U.S. are
expected to be $45-$65 for a long gun & $25-$45 for a
handgun. This will include a new Plano Hardcase which your
Long gun will be shipped in. These are average estimates,
oversize, special packing, insurance, etc., will cost extra.
6. SALE OF FIREARMS - All sales of firearms will be in
strict compliance with all firearms laws & regulations.
ANTIQUE, MUZZLE-LOADING & AIR GUNS - Marked
"antique" or "non-ffl" in catalog. These items may be shipped
directly to absentee bidders unless your local or state law has
restricts this. It is our policy not to sell these items to
individuals who would not be eligible to purchase modern
firearms. By bidding on these, you represent that you are not a
minor, convicted felon, drug addict, illegal alien, mentally
defective individual, or other person who would be restricted
from buying modern firearms, and that such purchase is legal
your home area. Absentee bidders purchasing these items may
be asked to send a copy of their driver's license w/ payment.
MODERN FIREARMS - Kramer Auction Service LLC is a
Federal Firearms Licensed dealer (FFL), and you can
purchase these guns the same way you would from a gun
shop. Live bidders may fill out the required form 4473, and
get an instant FBI NICS background check by phone at the
auction after you pay. If your NICS background check clears,
as is usually the case, you can take the guns the same day. If
there is a NICS delay, you will need to come back after NICS
clears you.
* Modern long guns can be sold live at the auction to
residents of most states.
* Modern handguns can be sold live at the auction ONLY to
residents of Wisconsin or valid FFL & C&R holders in other
states. Non-licensed residents of other states may bid on &
buy modern handguns, but must arrange shipment of modern
handguns to an FFL dealer in their home state.
* Out of state & absentee bidders can have guns shipped to
FFL dealers in their area. Most gun shops will receive these
for you and legally transfer them to you for a modest fee. You
will need to have them send Kramer Auction Service LLC a
signed copy of their FFL with your name, noting it is for your
purchases.
FFL LICENSEES - FFL Dealers are welcome to bid & buy,
and we expect there will be bargains in this sale that can be
good investments for you. You will need a signed copy of your
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FFL for Kramer Auction Service LLC the transferee for this
sale. We are glad to sell C&R eligible guns to C&R FFL's
(federally licensed firearms collectors).
7. ABSENTEE BIDS - If you can't attend the auction, you can
place an absentee bid online, or may bid live on the phone on
certain items.
By placing an absentee bid, you request and authorize us to
bid on the lots listed on this form up to the stated bid price.
An auction staff member will bid on your behalf, as if you
were present and bidding and will try to buy for you at the
lowest possible bid. To protect the integrity of the bidding
process, it is our policy not to disclose the amount of an
absentee bid to other potential bidders.
8. Disputes under this contract - Buyers & Kramer Auction
Service agree to mediate any dispute or claim arising between
them resulting from the buyer participating in the auction or
any resulting transaction. Any Mediation fees will be borne
equally by each party. All mediation , arbitration & court
shall be filed and conducted soley within Crawford County,
State of Wisconsin and not in any other jurisdiction.
9. Please Keep in mind that just because an item sells for your
High Bid amount it does not automatically mean that you won
the item. Depending on the when the Proxibid operator is able
to place your first bid, that will determine whether your High
bid will be used by yourself or another bidder. Example:
Your High Bid is $100 dollars, the proxibid operator is able to
start your bid at $70. The next bidder bids $80, you bid $90,
next bidder bids $100. You would loss that bid because of the
bid increment schedule on that item. Because all of our bids
are placed competitively this does happen on items in each
auction.
We assume no responsibility for failure to execute absentee
bids for any reason whatsoever.
If you are the successful bidder, your total price will be the
gavel price Plus a Buyers Premium, plus any applicable taxes.
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